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WELCOME
O

nce again, Sea Angler 
brings you all the top 
sea angling writers
covering the where,
when and how of

fishing from the shore and afloat,
along with the latest tackle, news
of your catches and match
successes, plus insights into the
trends and developments. We
even provide some of the best
fishing adventures from abroad,
both near and far.

Talking of tackle, all the major
companies are in the process
of revealing their new launches
for 2018, and one of the first
has been the long-awaited Mag3
from Penn (see page 106). Many
anglers use the 525 version as
their standard rough-ground
reel, which has undergone a
revamp to give improved cast
and retrieve performance. Now
in red trim, instead of gold,
there are improved bearings
for smoother, quieter retrieve
and performance, as well as a
stainless-steel pinion gear giving
greater reserves of power.

Once again, we bring you a feast of superb catches from our readers
(starting on page 8), with some new fish records thrown into the mix too. A
highlight was a 100lb-plus conger for Matthew Rees (above), who caught
and released the big eel when fishing on Gemini, out of Dartmouth.

DON’T TAKE RISKS
No doubt you’ve heard about the recent tragedy on the Cornish coast,
and possibly seen Henry Gilbey’s blog on the subject of safety at sea. As
another of my contributors suggested to me, it could be argued that those
in the public eye should be setting an example. He couldn’t think of a
single successful angler who wears any form of buoyancy aid by the water
and stated “it has to change”.

We should not go down the route that people think by wearing a
lifejacket they will be completely safe. In the end, safety is all about
common sense. If you definitely need a lifejacket to fish a shore venue, it
might be worth considering if you should be fishing the mark at all. 

Which brings me to our article on coasteering by Dave Lewis;  it is
something fairly new in sea angling (see page 22), but I must stress the
need for anglers not to take unnecessary risks. Be aware of weather, tides,
know the area and never go alone, but preferably with a guide.

Finally, I was bemused to hear that a charter boat skipper was told
to become a tour guide after seeking compensation from an offshore
wind farm company. Mark Vale, of Sussex Fishing, had his application
for modest compensation refused for the disruption to his recreational
angling business caused by the Rampion Wind Farm, under construction
off the Sussex coast near Shoreham.

Instead, the developers advised him to take advantage of the
“opportunities and benefits” available to him in taking sightseers around
the project. Compensation has been paid by them to commercial fishing
and dive boats, but not to angling charter boats. Hardly seems fair.

You’ll see we’ve made a few changes in this issue, which I hope you
enjoy, but all your favourites are still included.
Cliff Brown, Editor
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Now available at VMO, a ground-breaking new range of top quality
shore rods that have had extensive research, development and
testing with some of the UK’s leading shore match anglers.

SONIK SHORE ROD - 13’ 5’’ - 4-6oz
• Length 13’ 5’’
• Casting 4 - 6oz
• 2 piece Japanese Toray carbon fibre blanks
• Powerful casting action
• Fuji KWAG Series guides
• Full under and over whipped
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• Japanese shrink wrap handle
• Custom Sonik slide-lock reel seat

• Metal reinforcement ring at top of butt section
• Laser etched Sonik logo
• Supplied in hardwearing protective cordura rod case 

designed to keep your rod safe during transportation
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• Japanese shrink wrap handle
• Custom Sonik slide-lock reel seat

 
• Metal reinforcement ring at top of butt section
• Laser etched Sonik logo
• Supplied in hardwearing protective cordura rod case

designed to keep your rod safe during transportation

ROD ONLY

£299.99
SONIK SHORE ROD - 14’ 5’’ - 5-7oz
• Length 14’ 5’’
• Casting 5 - 7oz
• 2 piece Japanese Toray carbon fibre blanks

P f l i i

 
• Custom Sonik slide-lock reel seat
• Metal reinforcement ring at top of butt section
• Laser etched Sonik logo
• Supplied in hardwearing protective cordura rod c
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WE ACCEPT THE FOLLOWING PAYMENT METHODS

Buy With Confidence
See our feedback with

within www.veals.co.uk
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Tel.order: 01275 89 2000
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ULTIMATE RACING GEAR

ATLANTIC

RACE

An ocean race requires the ultimate in gear 
and apparel – it’s not just about a competitive 
edge, it’s about life and death! 
The conditions in the Atlantic Sea are notoriously 
unpredictable, and when the conditions get 
tough, you’ll need the toughest oceanic 
apparel available. Stay safe – use Imax!

Atlantic Race
Floatation Suit
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Dry Suit

+4546191913

Atlantic Race
Smock

Atlantic Race
Cap
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20 pages of your catches, news and angling insights

 

our

Greg Bowes and Mike Burnett 
(back) with one of their sharks

A blue shark at the side of Greg’s 
Wilderness Systems Ride 115 kayak
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E
vasive action was called for when 
two kayak anglers were dragged on a 
collision course after each hooking 
100lb blue sharks, while fishing  

30 miles out into the fish-rich Celtic Deeps.
It was one of the amazing thrills and spills 

when the duo, along with two anglers fishing 
on a charter boat, caught 48 sharks – 10 of 
which hit the magical 100lb mark.

Having previously experienced a successful 
blue shark trip (featured in Sea Angler issue 
536), it was a no-brainer for Mike Burnett 
and Greg Bowes to book another trip with 
skipper Rob Rennie, who runs Lady Jue 5.

With the kayaks loaded on the 
‘mothership’ for a 7am start from Milford 
Haven, Pembrokeshire, Rob fired up the 
twin 300hp engines and the crew were on 
their way to the Celtic Deeps.

“We were all on a high with excitement,” 
said Mike, from Barry. “We set off for 
a location some 30 miles south-west of 
Milford Haven. It was a pleasant journey, 
taking in some of the fantastic wildlife 
encountered along the way, including bluefin  
tuna jumping out of the water in the distance.”

At the destination, skipper Rob and Philip 
Bowes set up their tackle to fish from the 
boat, while Mike and Greg launched their 
kayaks. The action was instant.

“As we were baiting our hooks, the cries of 
excitement could be heard from the boat,” 
said Greg, from Cardiff. “Phil was into the 

first fish of the day, a blue 
shark of about 60lb.”

The kayak duo 
lowered their 

baits and watched their floats for about 30 
minutes until they drifted out of the chum 
slick, and then, with bait still in the water 
trailing behind the kayak, Mike paddled 
back towards the chum.

“A shark of 80lb appeared from the depths 
and snatched the bait, the rod was arched 
from tip to reel seat, shuddering frantically 
as the line peeled off the reel; this fish was 
like a steam train,” said Mike. “After what 
seemed like an eternity, we had the fish 
alongside the kayak.”

Rob brought the boat alongside and the 
fish was taken on board, measured and 
released. It was an 80-pounder, which gave 
everyone an idea of size and weight for all 
further fish caught and released alongside 
the kayaks.

RACING OFF
Soon Greg’s bait disappeared into the 
depths after a shark snatched it and dived 
deep. His Shakespeare GX2 Ugly Stik kayak 
rod bent double, and so began his sleigh 
ride. Mike was hard pushed to get alongside 
Greg’s kayak as the fish had him turning 360 
degrees and racing off in all directions.

After several deep-diving runs from the 
shark, Greg had a 70lb blue alongside his 
kayak. They noticed several sharks had 
gathered below them too.

“The sharks were now present in force and 
getting very inquisitive,” added Mike. “We 
would be sitting there poised ready to strike 
into a fish, and without any notice a shark 
would hit the bottom of the kayak nose first. 

We could hear and feel the teeth scraping 
the underside of our kayaks.”

As soon as they hooked into a fish, the 
kayak anglers would be dragged away from 
the pack of sharks. On one occasion, Mike 
had a wire trace hanging over the side of the 
kayak with no hook or bait attached and a 
shark moved in and clamped down on the 
wire and swam off. Mike actually fought the 
shark until it let go.

They carried on fishing and landed several 
good sharks each before a stop for some 
lunch, after which they paddled back into 
the chum slick and added large squid baits 
to the size 10/0 Cox & Rawle Meat hooks. 
Hook-ups were instantaneous – both Mike 
and Greg were into good-sized fish.

After a 20-minute battle, Greg’s kayak 
came to a standstill as the fish rose to the 
surface, while Mike’s fish set off towards 
Greg. The nose cone of Mike’s kayak was 
being dragged on a collision course with 
Greg’s vessel, but Mike pushed the rudder 
pedal down hard and the kayaks narrowly 
missed each other.

Mike’s kayak soon came to a standstill 
alongside Greg, and both anglers had 
magnificent specimen fish close to 100lb on 
the surface.

“The fishing was on fire from both boat 
and kayak, and continued throughout the 
day, with sharks ranging from 30lb to 100lb,” 
said Greg. “What a day – 48 sharks landed, 
10 of which hit the magical 100lb mark.”

After seven-and-a-half hours of non-stop, 
white-knuckle shark fishing, the kayaks were  
loaded on the boat and set off for home. Q

Phil Bowes and Rob Rennie watch from 
Lady Jue 5 as Mike brings a fish to the side 

Mike takes the strain as a blue shark dives 
in another attempt to escape capture 
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V
eteran to Veteran, nicknamed 

the Expandables, was formed 
to support veterans and serving
soldiers in West Wales in their

transition to civilian life and engage with
those needing help to get back on track.

The aims are to bring members of the
armed forces community together through
social events to relieve the isolation,
depression and loneliness that is caused
by leaving their military family, and allow
them to build new sustainable social and
support networks.

Assistance is in the form of a volunteer
mentor/buddy, who acts as a link to
mainstream services that can help with
specific issues such as post-traumatic stress
disorder, debt resolution or tenancy issues.

At least once a month, VTV uses beach
fishing to bring veterans together as a social
group choosing different venues in West
Wales that are challenging but safe and
accessible. All tackle, bait, drinks and a hot
meal are provided, as well as instruction for 
the beginners, and volunteer assistants for 
its disabled clients.

Most importantly, it is done free of 
charge. VTV receives no external funding 
at present, and all the kit is begged or 
borrowed to keep the scheme going.

There is estimated to be more than 
200,000 veterans living in Wales, and, at 

present, former members of the armed
forces make up five per cent of the Welsh
prison population.

“By forming this group, we have removed 
the stigma of having to seek assistance, and 
start to relieve the isolation and loneliness 
experienced by veterans after leaving their 
military family,” said Chris Standen, chief 
executive of VTV. “Some come for the 
fishing, but others come for the banter and 
the camaraderie.”

The group has grown steadily over the 

last 12 months from an initial three veterans
turning up at Aberystwyth to a vibrant hub
of between 15 and 20 regular attendees, with
two to four new faces every time.

“The biggest outcome for us is the change 
seen in the veterans themselves, not only by 
us, but, more importantly, by their families,” 
said Chris.

At the end of August, the group held its first 
annual sea fishing fundraiser at three venues.

If you would like to find out more, visit: 
www.veterantoveteran.org.uk

MEET THE
EXPANDABLES
Group uses sea angling to help military veterans in Wales with their transition back into civilian life

The ‘Expandables’ is 
expanding steadily

Wow! Surprise porbeagle 

shark taken on feathers
Q�This 30lb porbeagle shark 
surprised everyone when it  
was caught on a set of  
mackerel feathers.

The fish fell to Tyrone May, 
of Ross on Wye SAC, during 
his club’s annual shark trip on 
Swallow 2, skippered by Murray 
Collins, out of Looe, Cornwall. It 
was Tyrone’s debut trip and his 
first shark.

“The 30lb porbeagle was not a 
monster by any means, but the 
skipper was as gobsmacked as 
the rest of us when I landed it  
on mackerel feathers,” said 

Tyrone (right), who lives in  
Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire.

“He said the chances of getting
it on the boat were next to nil,
but here it is. It was like fighting
a torpedo and I held my breath
from start to finish; I think we all
did. It really was my catch of a
lifetime – a 30lb porbeagle on a
feather, how lucky is that?”
Q A porbeagle shark estimated
to weigh 150-180lb was caught
by Casey Alcock, who was fishing
on his birthday aboard Silver
Spray II, skippered by Sam 
Cumming, out of Poole, Dorset.
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A
n angler from Somerset is 
claiming a shore-caught record with a 
tope weighing 72lb 4oz.

Chris Buxton, from Weston-super-
Mare, landed the potential British record 
during a shore session on the coast of North 
Wales, an area he has targeted for many years.

The big fish took a whole mackerel presented 
on size 8/0 Varivas Big Mouth Xtra hooks on a 
wire trace, and on its initial run took in excess 
of 100 yards of 20lb Varivas Yellow Sport 
loaded on a Daiwa Saltist BG30 reel.

Chris and his friend Richard Dean had set 
up on a rock promontory tucked out of the 
main run of tide and had started their session 
by feathering mackerel for bait.

Soon they were fishing whole mackerel baits 
for tope. After 20 minutes had passed, the 
ratchet on Chris’s reel began a slow, steady 
tick before line poured off the reel.

Chris said: “I picked up the rod and could 
feel this thing like a jet-powered tractor 
tearing line away and I thought it wasn’t going 
to stop. The clutch was set pretty tight, the 

rod was fully locked up and I thought I was 
going to say goodbye to a whole spool of line.

“For whatever reason, it then stopped and 
began steadily swimming back towards me. 
After that things got a lot easier but when we 
first saw the tope, we were both gobsmacked”.

He managed to grab it by the tail root and 
lift it on to the rocks before weighing it on 
120lb scales. On his following cast, Chris, 
who has recently started a career as a charter 
skipper, landed a 40lb-plus fish. The existing 
record, caught in 2010, is 66lb 6oz. 

RECORD SHORE TOPE
Monster of 72lb 4oz was like a jet-powered tractor and stripped off in excess of 100 yards of line

Giant common skate
Q�Tom Rowe says he has his pals 
to thank for his success in landing a 
common skate estimated at 167lb.

The angler, from Guisborough, 
landed the skate on September 19 
from a mark in the west of Scotland, 
with the help of Matt Flambard, 
Barney Gilksten and Ryan Seabrook.

“At one point the fish snagged up 
just offshore and a friend went in 
to free my braid. I can’t thank them 
enough for helping me to catch the 
target species,” he said.

As his shark season drew to a close, 
Kevin McKie, skipper of Size Matters, out 
of Plymouth, reported blues to 98lb.

Travelling up to 45 miles south-west of 
Plymouth to keep up with the sharks as 
they migrated for the winter, his crews 
also caught baby porgies to 25lb.

Some of the best blue sharks included 
one of 98lb to Andy Smith, of Preston, a 

95-pounder for Chris Pickering,  
from London, and an 84lb blue for  
Andy Smith, of Preston. All the sharks 
were caught on fresh mackerel or garfish 
and were returned alive.
Q Gareth Gulliford, of Pontypool, caught 
an 85lb blue shark while fishing near 
Lundy. He was on the charter boat 
Anchorman, out of Penarth.

TRUE 
BLUES
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Q A company which pioneered the
concept of the fully equipped ‘package 
boat’ and supplies engines from
Mariner, Mercury and Yanmar, as well 
as the Quicksilver angling vessels, has 
celebrated its centenary.

Based in Bicester, Oxfordhire,
E P Barrus Ltd, one of the country’s top 
marine companies, marked its official 
100 years on September 18. It all began 
in 1917 when Ernest Prouty Barrus set up 
a business in the UK to supply precision 
tools throughout Europe.

Over the last century, E P Barrus
constantly adapted and diversified into 
multiple markets, including the marine, 
garden and industrial sectors, and
became one of the largest producers of 
outdoor power equipment in the world.

Barrus entered the marine market
during the 1920s and pioneered the
concept that became known as the
‘package boat’ – a series of boats
already fully equipped at a range of
prices to suit most pockets. In the
1970s and 1980s, it promoted Mariner 
outboards through its interests in
powerboat racing.

Today, the company has partnerships 
with global suppliers representing more 
than 30 leading brands, such as Mariner 
and Mercury outboards, Quicksilver
leisure and fishing boats, and Yanmar 
engines. Barrus designs, develops and 
builds engines for customers across the 
UK and overseas.

“One hundred years in business
represents a tremendous milestone,” 
commented Robert Muir, managing
director of E P Barrus Ltd. “Not only
are we looking back but also forward, 
focusing on the company’s future to
build on our success and best serve
our customers.”

SEA ANGLER ISSUE 550

Centenary 
celebrations 
for E P Barrus

James Batty used a mackerel head and 
shoulders on a Pennell rig made with size 
4/0 hooks to catch three bass, with the best 
weighing 11lb 14oz (above).

The experienced bass angler, from 
Rosudgeon, Cornwall, caught it on September 
14 at a beach in West Cornwall. An hour 
before first light, he caught and released fish of 
6lb and 4lb before hooking the double at about 
20 yards out.

“The wind was about 30mph, which is a bit 
calmer than I really like for the beach,” said 
James, who was using a Shakespeare Omni-X 
bass rod and Daiwa Opus Bull 5000 reel loaded 
with, 30lb Spiderwire EZ braid.
Q Charter skipper John Cooledge, of Warrior 
Charters Ltd, caught a 14lb bass (below) while 
enjoying a busman's holiday on board Panther, 
skippered by Mark Felton, out of Southwold, 
in Suffolk. The fish, which put up a terrific 
scrap, was caught on a frozen sandeel on a 
Portland rig.
Q Dion Parry, of Caernarfon, has caught his 
biggest bass, weighing 13lb 10oz (above), on live 
joey mackerel, while he was fishing at his home 
town’s pier.
Q Andrew Proudfoot, of Bude, Cornwall, 
caught and released a 12lb 14oz bass, which was 

taken on a whole mackerel while fishing his 
local coast.
Q A low tide session at Shoreham, East Sussex, 
produced a 12lb 11oz bass for Sadji Hadj Lazib, 
of London. He caught it on a live mackerel.
Q Norman Pollen, of Egremont, Cumbria, 
used salted lug tipped with fresh mackerel on a 
Pennell rig made with size 2/0 hooks to catch a 
12lb 10oz bass (below) at Sellafield.
Q Another superb 12-pounder was caught by 
Ian Kerswell, of Ilfracombe, North Devon, 
who fished a bluey on a Pennell pulley rig with 
size 8/0 hooks at Toors Point, Ilfracombe.
Q Daniel Lemin, of Crondall, Hants, broke 
his personal best for a bass three times on one 
night. His biggest fish was 11lb 2oz. Fishing 
at Selsey, he caught it on fresh mackerel on a 
Pennell pulley rig made with size 3/0 hooks. 
He is pictured (above) with one of his smaller 
fish, weighing 4lb 3oz, which beat his original 
personal best of 3lb 7oz.
Q A 10lb 8oz bass was caught by Bob Butt 
during a Cardigan SAC day trip to Borth 
beach, Ceredigion.
Q Roy Davies (below) caught a personal best 
bass of 7lb 5oz from the Thanet shoreline in 
Kent. The angler, from Thanet, used fresh 
black lug on a flapper rig. 

DOUBLE DELIGHTS
James Batty Daniel Lemin

Norman Pollen

Roy Davies

John Cooledge

Dion Parry
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Ton-up blue shark

Black bream brace

Big cod from pier

Q�A freelined whiting produced 
this 100lb-plus blue shark for 
Andy Marshall. The angler, from 
Washington, Tyne & Wear, was fishing
for sharks for the first time, during a
charter trip with skipper Craig Deans,
on Phat Cat, out of Milford Haven.

Q�Bream of 5lb 12oz and 6lb 8oz were
boated by an angler fishing on Silver 
Spray II, skippered by Sam Cumming,
out of Poole, Dorset. The biggest fish,
which was 6oz short of the British boat
record, was among the superb brace 
caught by Mickey Claire, of Coventry.
The same trip produced a five-pounder
for Bob Summers.

Q�John Humphrey, of Brighton, East
Sussex, fished at nearby Worthing
pier and caught this 14lb 15oz cod, and
followed it with one of 4lb 7oz. The fish
took black lug on Pennell pulley rigs.

ROSSLARE SMALL 
BOATS FESTIVAL
Success for Even Less crew in the four-day hunt with 22 species

S
eptember saw the return of the 
Rosslare Small Boats Festival, a four-
day species hunt fished out of Kilmore 
Quay, County Wexford, in Ireland.

The crews on 41 boats were competing for 
prizes worth more than £29,000, with Even 
Less, consisting of Wesley Lewis, Steve Arnold 
and Steve Mills, scooping top spot, £1,000 in 
cash, £2,000 of Garmin electronics and the 
pick of the prize table.

Unfortunately, the weather was problematic 
throughout the week, meaning the opportunity 
for boats to get afloat was limited. Two days 
were lost and it wasn't until the Tuesday 
that the competition began, but fishing was 
reduced to five hours.

Some good catches were recorded. Notable 
fish included a cod of over 10lb for Chaos, 
a 10lb 7oz bull huss for Sea Witch and a 
specimen ballan wrasse of over 5lb for Outcast. 
The first smoothhound to be recorded with 
a new measure and photograph system, was 
landed by Sea Mistress.

Weather conditions deteriorated further 
on Day 2 and the decision was made to launch 

boats in Wexford Harbour. With the prospect 
of only adding one or two species, just over 
half the fleet fished on Day 2. As expected, 
flounders were the dominant species, with 
Nirvana weighing in the heaviest at 13oz.

Day 3 was fished out of Kilmore Quay, where 
Kidney Bank produced the bigger fish. Nauti 
Lass and Firefly recorded huss of 11lb 7oz 
and 12lb respectively, which was the event’s 
heaviest fish.

Moving into the final day, it was Even 
Less in the lead with 21 species, followed by  
Seeker V. With only five hours of fishing, few 
species were added to the tally. The biggest 
fish fell to Seeker V with a bull huss of over 
11lb, and Shockwaves adding a conger of 7lb.

Winners were Even Less (pictured below) 
with 22 species, with second place going to 
Seeker V (Ralph Barkley, Keith Gray and Phil 
Dawson) with 21 species. In third place was 
Uptide Girl (Gordon Thornes, Mike Roberts 
and Mike Hughes) with 20 species.

The 2018 festival takes place from 
September 8-15. For more information visit:  
www.rosslaresmallboatsfestival.com.

While fishing a rock mark 
in the South Hams area of 
Devon, Mark Hayman caught 
a 12lb 6oz 8dr pollack.

It beat his personal best 
of 8lb and set a new record 
for his angling club. He 
was fishing the Plymouth 
& District Shore League 
when he set a new record for 
Rodbenders SAC.

Having caught a few pollack 

and mackerel, Mark decided
to try for a conger, by fishing a
fillet of fresh mackerel on two
size 8/0 Varivas BMX hooks
on a 150lb trace.

“Within five minutes my
reel went off,” said Mark, of
Plymouth. “I was convinced it
was an eel, but my line went
slack so I thought it had got
off, but the fish woke up and
I had the fight of a lifetime.”

POLLACK OF A LIFETIME
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A Wight good bass

Cod at the double

His best of the year

Q�A charter trip off the south of the  
Isle of Wight produced this 14lb bass  
for Steven Greenen, from Newport.

He was fishing on Private Venture,  
out of Lymington, Hampshire, when 
the big fish took his whole squid and 
mackerel head bait.

Q�This 13lb 7oz cod fell to a cuttlefish 
head and whole squid on a Pennell 
rig offered by Luke Marino (below), 
of Totton, Hants, while fishing off 
Gilkicker at Stokes Bay, Gosport, 
aboard a private boat.

Q John Turvey, of Bournmouth, 
Dorset, caught a 11lb 2oz cod, a
personal best, while fishing from a 
nearby pier.

Q�Lewis Dray, of Perranporth, caught  
his first Couch’s bream and his biggest 
fish of year. The bream, weighing  
8lb 2oz, was caught on September 19 
off Newquay on Bootlegger, skippered 
by Colin Linne. Lewis fished a whole 
mackerel fillet on a running leger 
Pennell rig.

ENGLAND 
RACE TO  
THE GOLD

A first-day blitz, gave the England Home 
Nations Boat Team the platform for victory 
in this year’s SALC Home international Boat 
Championship held in Scrabster.

With nearly 3,200 fish recorded and returned 
(mostly cod, haddock, pollack, ling, gurnard 
and dabs) over the two-day event, Team 
England recorded 479 per cent from a possible 
500 per cent on the first day.

The second day saw an expected ‘bounce 
back’ response from Ireland and hosts 
Scotland, but it was insufficient to overturn 
England’s first-day efforts and their Day 1 lead 
was only reduced by three per cent, leaving 
them clear winners by 31 per cent.

Top England performers were John Bellamy, 
who came second individually to Scotland’s’ 
top performer Ally Campbell, with England’s 
Steve Batchelor taking third. The remainder 
of the England Team were Brett Lomas, Pete 
Bailey (first cap) and Gary Geoghegan (first 
cap), with late reserve Ray Ashby.

The Team thanked main sponsors Tubertini 
for its continued support, plus George 
Cunningham at Tronix.

Enormous coalfish  
on Shetland outing 
A stunning 34lb coalfish caught by 
angling club secretary Pete Stilito is a 
new record for the Shetland Islands.

A member of Ellesmere Port SAC, he 
was on a club trip on Oberon, skippered 
by Kenny Graham, out of Cullivoe, Yell. 

The British boat-caught record, set in 
1986, stands at 37lb 5oz.

Glut of massive eels 
Eleven anglers landed 109 conger eels to 
63lb while fishing on Kevin McKie’s Size 
Matters, out of Plymouth, Devon.

“I reckon we had over 3,000lb of 
congers,” said Kevin, whose crew also 
caught ling to 28lb and cod to 16lb, on 
mackerel, cuttlefish and squid baits.

Top rod was Mick Southworth (below 
right), from Preston, who landed 
congers of 63lb and 62lb. Luke Brennan, 
also from Preston, 
who was on his first 
boat trip, landed  
13 eels to 58lb.

Alan Willavise,
from South Wales,
caught a personal
best conger of 48lb.

The best ling of
28lb was taken by
Graham Benyon
(below), from
Manchester, and
the 16lb cod by Nigel
McLoughlin (right).
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D
o you really know how strong
your terminal tackle is? Items like lead
links and swivels are an integral and
vital part of fishing. Every session, we

put all of our trust in them, and having one
fail on us is simply not acceptable. Not only
could it cost us a fish, but it’s downright
dangerous, writes Paul Fenech.

To be blunt, we’re often willing to part
with hundreds of pounds on rods and reels,
but when it comes to important terminal kit,
it’s surprising how many anglers are prepared

to scrimp and scrape to save a few pence.
Someone who knows just how worrying

weak terminal tackle can be is George
Cunningham. The Tronixpro boss, who
supplies millions of terminal items to the
trade each year, suddenly found himself on a
bit of a sticky wicket a few years back with a
small selection of his terminal items.

“I started to receive emails and phone calls
from people who were experiencing failures
with some of our items,” explains George.

“Immediately, I began to make enquiries

George has
confidence in
his own gear

George Cunningham reveals how he
ensures his products make the grade

PROVING
A POINT

YOUR FISHING NEWS
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George quickly introduced me to the
break-test machine, which resembles
some sort of medieval torturing
contraption. He then invited me to
choose a packet of Tronixpro Casting
Snap Links from the warehouse,
completely at random.

However, I’d also brought along
some packets of the same type of link,
manufactured by other companies, to
test alongside his. Would he, though,
be prepared to go head-to-head with
them? He very confidently agreed – and
the results were intriguing.

George attached the Tronixpro Casting
Snap, rated at 36kg, to the machine.
Eventually, it failed at 39kg, well above
its rating. However, it didn’t actually
break, only opening slightly. Then we
tested another two brands that opened
at 35kg and 25kg, respectively. Again,
they didn’t break, but the considerable
differences were plain to see.

We then went on to test swivels and
clips, all with good outcomes for the
Tronixpro brand.

George has worked tirelessly
throughout with his new supplier to
improve Tronixpro’s terminal kit and
should be applauded for doing so.
Exceeding your expectations is certainly
at the top of his agenda.Q

into what exactly was occurring.”
George, an angler himself, took these 

reports so seriously, he made the decision to 
stop production at once. At least until he got 
to the root of the problem.

“I finally sourced the problem and decided 
to change my supplier there and then,” he 
said. “I made it very clear to my new supplier 
in the Far East to change the grade of steel 
and, especially, to carry out regular tests on 
the strength of each item.”

George even got his supplier to make him 

his own strength-testing machine, which 
allows him to carry out random tests at 
Tronixpro HQ.

“Now, I’m totally confident that 
Tronixpro terminal items are among, if not 
the strongest, available,” he revealed.

I visited Tronixpro, based in Littlehampton 
in West Sussex, recently to witness for 
myself some of the testing that is happening 
– and the results were fascinating.

To view the full range of Tronixpro tackle,  
visit: www.tronixfishing.com 

Low-grade
steel will

fail quickly

The result on 
another brand 

Tronixpro’s new link 
exceeded its rating

Putting 
the links 
to the test
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Q DECIDE ON YOUR BUDGET: If possible.
buy in the UK from a reputable dealer
with access to spare parts. Ask to see the
instruction manual and get a warranty.

Q CONSIDER THE FEATURES: Return To
Base Automatically is essential. Test that
this works over varying distances. The
drone should float, be waterproof, and
have an efficient bait release mechanism,
although some anglers devise their own.
The camera mount should be secure, and
both the mount and release must function
together. You need a good camera (like a
Go Pro) on the drone so you can look for
target areas to place baits. A smartphone,
mini iPad or a tablet is required.

Q RANGE AND PAYLOAD: Speed varies,
depending on wind direction and payload
– I look for about 20mph. One battery
will give roughly 10 ‘flights’ if fishing at
500 yards. I find that 400 to 700 yards
is sufficient. Look for 15 to 20 minutes’
flying time per battery charge. Always
have one or two spare batteries. There
are drones that will carry 3kg – for all my
fishing, 1kg is enough for a rig, sinker and

up to 900yd of braid. My average with one
big bait is about 500g.

Q FLYING: Always learn on dry land, never
over the sea until you are competent.
Do not use a drone in high winds, say, over
25mph. Gusts of 30 mph or more can flip
it over and you might lose or damage it.
Fly into the wind over water, until you can
predict how it will perform. If it crashes, it
will be blown ashore

Q RIGS: Options are single or multi-hook
traces or floatfishing. Assuming you
want to use it for big fish at a range of
400-900yd, use braid of 30-50lb, with
0.25mm diameter being ideal. Add a
heavy mono leader.

For general bottom fishing, a multi-hook
rig and 100g weight (with grip wires if
needed) are enough to keep the bait in
position. If fishing over sand with rough
patches, it is useful to have a float on the
end of the trace, but it does not need to
be on the surface. When you retrieve, the
trace lifts and avoids snags. A lead lift on
the weight helps. For big single baits, I use a
Pennell or one big hook on a running leger.

For floatfishing I use a large Styrofoam
float with a string of feathers and a small
pirk. A jigging retrieve works well. The
chances of snagging are high if the rig
is set too deep. For rough ground, use a 
single hook with a weak link of 15lb to  
the lead weight.

Q TACKLE CHOICE: Any rod will suffice as 
long as it can retrieve and land a weight 
of about 20lb. A 9ft boat rod is efficient, 
while most good 12-14ft surfcasting rods 
are ideal for most fishing.

I now use a 12ft surf rod placed on a
tripod and held as high as possible – the 
less line in the water in front of the rod, 
the better. Even a small amount of weed 
on the line can make the retrieve difficult.

My reel is a big fixed-spool with a
capacity of at least 700 yards of my
chosen line. A boat multiplier handles a 
heavy load better than a fixed-spool, but 
its spool needs to be very free-running 
and requires constant ‘thumbing’ to
prevent an over-run when flying out.

Q KNOW THE RULES: Check out the Drone 
Code: http://dronesafe.uk/drone-code/
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IS THIS THE FUTURE?
Fishing with drones – you’re having a laugh! It’s what you’re all thinking, but some 

reckon the scepticism is misplaced...

R
eaders probably raise an 

eyebrow when they see drones 

designed to fly a baited rig out to 

sea further than anyone could 

cast. Some anglers might consider  

them a gimmick, but others reckon they 

are the future.

Take, for instance, David 

Himsworth: “I think we will see a lot 

more of these drones, but there will 

always be a compromise between 

function and cost,” he said.

Describing himself as an average 

angler, David, who lives in Ballyferriter, 

County Kerry, has fished using 

drones in Ireland and Canada.

Initially, his experience wasn’t 

good, but things improved, so 

much so that he sold his first £350 

drone to a fellow angler 

and bought a more 

expensive model, the 

Xander-9.

David views drone fishing as 

a step between shore and kayak angling.

So far, he and his friend have caught

rays, flounders, congers, wrasse, plaice,

mackerel, pollack, bass and dogfish. He

DAVID’S TOP TIPS FOR USING A DRONE FOR SEA ANGLING….

“I think we will see 
a lot more of these 
drones, but there  

will always be  
a compromise”

hopes to target common skate and tope.

 “No doubt there will be changes and 

improvements in drones. I’m sure 

they will become another part of shore 

fishing and get cheaper and better,”  

he said.

YOUR FISHING CUTTING EDGE
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Fantastic life preservation suit with

top quality integrated buoyancy in

both the jacket and trousers.

Features: Fully adjustable, Hood,

waist, braces, hand and ankle cuffs,

crotch strap.

Detachable Hood, Fleece lining

body/hood and pockets with

Safety Whistle, Double fold

over pockets, Heavy Duty

Double front Zip.

This suit has so many

features, too many to list!
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Following the classic jacket and bib &

brace design. The outer shell is 100%

water and wind proof and the high

colar and detachable hood combine

keep the worst winter weather at bay
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£150
N.IRELAND & ROI

PRICE MATCH

PROMISE
IN STORE AND ONLINE

Terms and conditions apply.
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Perfectly suited to freshwater spinning
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•   100% durable polyester twill pea  

microfiber shell fabric

•  100% waterproof to over 8.000m

The Magnetix break system is an
awesome tool for distance casting
and ultimate spool control.
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MAIL ORDER HOTLINE
0141 212 8880

OR VIS T US IN S ORE AT GLASGOW & DINB RGH
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ALL THE BIGGEST BRAND NAMES

LIMITED STOCK! FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

CHECK THE LATEST ITEMS ONLINE & IN STORE
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FREE SALE 
CATALOGUE!

AVAILABLE ONLINE, 

IN STORE AND BY MAIL 

ORDER. GRAB YOUR 

COPY TODAY!
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The all new PENN® Surfblaster
II reel features a strong but
lightweight graphite frame
with graphite side-plates, 
a forged and machined 
Longstroke aluminium spool 
with line capacity rings.
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The Rocket Surf rods from Abu Garcia delivers a high 

performance Surf rod at an unbelievable price. 2 models 

in the range, the first is a superb, 2 pc surf rod built around 

the 24T Carbon blank common to the Rocket range.
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The new index magnetic
braking system is precise
and give full control from
zero to maximum braking
making longer smoother
casts possible.
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Built to handle that most sporting of inshore predators,

the Ceratec Sea Bass rod from Rovex is a joy to fish with.
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The lighter Bass rods have a progressive, through action 

that protects soft baits and the power reserves to get over 

the surf when it’s needed. Whatever your skill level, and 

wherever you fish, the GRX-S Bass delivers.

•  High quality EVA handles

•  Fixed reel seat

•  High quality Titanium Oxide Guide
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The strength of these multi piece rods is exceptional
and the reduced transport length lets it be safely
hidden in the boot of the car.
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Simple, understated, highly effective and built to a stunning

standard, the Envoy Beach from Tronixpro delivers a pair of

versatile 13ft8 multiplier shore rods that will cover a range of

UK shore angling scenarios.
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High quality beach

umbrella with pocketed

flaps to fill with sand or

shingle for stability.

£64.99
Only
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The Nook Day Shelter from 

Stillwater is a fantastic 

fishing shelter that delivers 

superb performance and 

unbeatable value.

£39.99
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•  Rubber-coated non-scratch rod rests
•  Leg retention system for transport and storage
•  Fully adjustable butt cups for increased height
•  Black finish paint work to help prevent corrosion
•  Strong and lightweight aluminium construction
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The Penn 525 MAG3 is a great ‘all round’ size of 
reel that you can trust for anything from distance 
casting on the shingle to battling big fish on the 
rocks. From dabs to tope the 525 Mag series has 
landed them all and the 525 MAG3 will surely 
continue this tradition on into the future.
The compact 515 MAG3 is a narrower version of 
the 525 MAG3. It shares all the design features of 
its larger sibling but has a narrower spool and 
cage and is fractionally lighter at 408gm.

•  Latest version of the classic all round beach 
casting reel

•  Upgraded graphite Frame
•  Aluminium reinforced graphite side plates
•  Indexed adjustable magnetic casting control
•  Smooth tangle free casting
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2007
Q The National
Federation of Sea
Anglers (NFSA),
formed in 1904, was
facing a cash crisis
after Sport England
decided to allocate
the money elsewhere.
The Sport England
grant made up 30
per cent of the 
NFSA’s income.

Q�Sharks were hitting the
headlines. Danny Vokins released a
thresher estimated at 500lb off the
Isle of Wight, Norman Tweddle caught
and released a 103lb tope while boat 
fishing in Luce Bay, and Chris Griffiths 
bagged one of 42lb 8oz from the shore  
at Totland Bay, Isle of Wight.

Q�The latest fixed-spool reels featured 
were the Mitchell Avocet Big Surf 8000 
reel, Grauvell Venues ZR2000 and 
Shakespeare Salt Spins, while  
Paul Fenech tested the Fox Envoy  
Surf M and Virage Beachcaster, and  
John Holden took a look at the Ian Golds 
Super Match and Super Match Plus.

1997
Q�Rumours
of a new
magnetically-
braked
reel were
confirmed as
Sea Angler
revealed the
Ambassadeur
6500C3
Mag Elite.
Tester Neil
Mackellow said: “In standard tune with 
a single brake block and three magnets 
at maximum, you could cast a bag of
feathers without any fear of an overrun. 
However, turn the magnets off all the 
way and you could be looking at a right 
little screamer.”

Q�Swanage angler Roy Brooks caught 
and released a 46lb sting ray while 

boat fishing off nearby
Durlston Head, while
Brian Swindells, of
Edmonton, caught an  
8lb 4oz plaice from the 

arne Bank, off Dover.

�Brian Coles, of Totnes, 
evon, helped himself to 

 96lb conger eel while 
shing a wreck 30 miles 

ffshore on Dave Harrison’s 
mini II, out of Brixham.

�A swordfish measuring 
almost 9ft long and 

estimated at 250lb was washed up on 
the shores of Loch Long. It was thought 
the fish had travelled along the Ayrshire 
coast and become trapped in the loch.

Q�A new Welsh record bass of 15lb 5dr 
was being claimed by Steve Cogin, of 
Cardiff, who was boat fishing out of 
Penarth. The same issue reported claims 
for Welsh records by Mark Nichols with 
a 2lb 13oz 4dr golden grey mullet at 
Llangennith, and a 1lb 15oz 4dr cuckoo 
wrasse by John Ormond.

1987
Q�It seems there’s nothing new…as top 
scientists backed a bass conservation 
programme to increase the minimum 
size from 32cm to 38cm, and an 
increase in mesh size of gill nets and the 
establishment of nursery areas. As ever, 
there was much conflict over who was 
catching what.

Q�Essex blacksmith Billy Mayes was 
claiming a British boat record for a 
pollack with a fish of 29lb 5oz off 
Dungeness. The Tilbury angler beat  
the previous best of 27lb 6oz, and his 
record is still the one to beat.

Q�Alec Barton, from Haydock, claimed  
a new British record with a 6lb red 
gurnard caught while boat fishing off 
Rhyl, beating the best of 5lb set in the 
same area in 1973.

Q�The Herne Bay AC record was smashed 
with a 16lb 3oz boat-caught fish from the 
Pan Sands. The successful angler was 

Colin Child, who
fished a whole
calamari squid.

Q�Andrew
Rackham put the
Shimano TLD 10
and 15 lever-drag
boat reels throug
their paces,
while Steve Mills
reviewed the new
Daiwa Seahunte
boat rod range. Editor Mel Russ tried out
the Coleman Powerhouse lantern and
Century Long EZ beach rod.

Q�Contributor Alan Vaughan, who had 
just finished co-writing a book on bass 
fishing, had been struggling to catch a 
good bass, until he landed a 9lb 9oz fish 
on a mackerel fillet fished at 40 yards.

1977
Q�Sea Angler’s Shetla
correspondent
Eric Manson boated a
320lb porbeagle shark
off Sumburgh Head. H
reckoned that, other
than North Devon, the
Shetlands were most
likely to produce
porgies, even 
weighing 500lb.

Q�Tackle reviews
included Jim Ingeldew’s views on
the Alvey 600 Sidecast reel, costing
£16.99, and editor Peter Collins looking
at an upgraded Intrepid Sea Streak, the 
previous version having been dubbed the 
Sea Squeak or Sea Scream.

Q�The review of a butt pad from 
Plymouth tackle dealers Osborne & Cragg 
carried the headline stressing “Safeguard 
your love life”.

Q�A big open match on the North East 
coast was expected to attract 4,000 
anglers, having attracted 3,501 in 1976.

Q�Western Wight AC members Alan 
Grieve and Stan Dyer caught stingrays of 
27lb and 36lb while fishing in the Solent. 

Looking back at four decades of Britain’s biggest and best sea angling magazine…
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TAG ANY OF YOUR TRONIXPRO CAPTURES WITH #TRONIXPRO TO FEATURE ON OUR SOCIAL PAGES

#TRONIXPRO #TRONIXTOUGH

TOUGH DURABLESTRONG

RELIABLE

NO COMPROMISE

TO DEPEND ON!
Our brand new terminal tackle range has been designed to be the tough  

strongest most capable terminal tackle on the market today. We’ve wor  

hard with the best anglers in the UK and Europe to produce a terminal ra

that’s unrivalled in quality and strength.

We’ve stress tested our Tronixpro Terminal Tackle Components using our

own in house test bed. This ensures that components meet our very stric

quality control. We only want to make tackle you can rely on, in each test

our components have surpassed our stated breaking strains and then

some!

Our range of terminal tackle includes everything you need to build the

best, toughest rigs possible. 

TERMINAL TACKLE
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COASTEERING
HAVE YOU TRIED IT YET?

You might call it roving, but there’s more to it than some modern branding.

Getting soaked is optional… as Dave Lewis discovers

M
y dictionary defines the

trendy, if not bizarre outdoor
activity of coasteering as “a physical
activity that encompasses

movement along the intertidal zone of a rocky
coastline on foot or by swimming, without
the aid of boats, surfboards or other craft.”

Certainly, it’s not an activity
o be undertaken by the
aint-hearted. Be prepared,
specially if you book a day’s

fishing with Welsh bass
guide Matt Powell – you’ll
ikely experience all the
hrills of coasteering and, as

I discovered, catch a bass or
two on lures along the way.

Keen to do it safely, I met 
Matt at a campsite in the 
Pembrokeshire countryside. 
From there I drove behind 
Matt and his friend David 
Miller, the wildlife artist 
featured in Sea Angler (issue 
549), through miles of twists 

and turns, mostly on single track lanes. I first
met Matt three years ago when we fished
Pembrokeshire’s south coast, caught bass,
and enjoyed an incredible meal of foraged
food on the beach.

PERFECT GROUND
Finally we had arrived at a roadside parking
spot, unloaded our tackle, climbed into our
chest waders and set off to a small, steep
pebble beach.

It was just after high tide. Such is the tidal
range here in South Wales, I knew that as
the waterline retreated we would gain access
to an increasing expanse of open ground.
This took in small, sandy beaches, intimate
coves, and a profusion of rocky reefs, some 
shrouded in a thick blanket of rubbery kelp, 
others dissected by deep rock pools and 
gullies. All were perfect ground for the bass 
we were hoping to catch on lures.

Matt and David started the session casting 
OSP DoLive Stick soft plastics. “Its lively 
action drives fish mad,” proclaims the slogan 
on the packaging. “Let’s hope so,” I thought.

Within 10 minutes Matt was restless and
eager to wade around the rocky headland
to our right to access a stretch of reef which
he knew could be productive at this stage of
tide. There is truth in the saying that “time
and tide wait for no man,” and Matt waits
for no tide. Not prepared to delay a minute
longer, Matt and David reeled in, clipped
their lures to their rods and waded out as far
as they could before the depth forced them
to clamber on to the slippery rocks and
creep their way towards their goal.

Our day of coasteering had begun.

EXPOSED ROCK
Within minutes of resuming casting from a
precarious perch on recently exposed rock, 
Matt announced that a decent fish had 
followed his lure to his feet, swerving off at 
the last moment. Not long afterwards David 
reported a similar occurrence.

Twenty minutes later the water level had 
dropped further and the anticipated magic 
period on that mark had passed, so it was 
time to resume our coasteering.

David Miller 
admires a bass 

caught on a lure

Not for the faint-hearted… 
and remember, always put 
your safety first
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The first hour or two passed, during which
we had slowly but surely slipped, slid and
waded our way along the intertidal zone, 
occasionally stopping for a dozen or so casts 
before cautiously moving on to the next. 
Concerns about the safety of my cameras 
aside, it was a lot of fun.

Eventually, we reached a boulder-strewn 
bay, where Matt pointed to a spot that I 
would not have given a second glance, let 
alone stopped to fish. Here the coast was 
more exposed, and an oily swell was pushing 
over the wet rocks, which were dangerously 
slick with a coating of fine green weed – it 
was a real ankle-breaker.

Boulders extended almost to the maximum 
extent of a decent cast, making this a testing 
area to work a lure without snagging. No 
only that, but if a fish were to take the lure, 
successfully playing it close enough to land 
would be a challenge.

I’d find out soon enough because, on his 
second cast, Matt hooked a fish. Both the 
bend in his rod and the boil of water some  
60ft from where he was standing confirmed 
it was a very nice fish, too. From my perch 
on a high rock I could see he was going to 
be lucky to land it. Two or three minutes 
into the fight the line got wrapped around 
a boulder and, shortly afterwards, the 
inevitable happened. Nobody said a word. 
Matt reeled in his remaining line and we 
continued our coasteering.

INTERTIDAL ZONE
A couple of hundred yards away, we found the 
falling tide had exposed a small, sandy beach, 
and there was enough of an onshore push of 
groundswell to create two tables of surf.

Had I carried a bucket of fresh lugworms 
or some razorfish, I’d have been confident 
of catching a bass or two. David switched to 

the Fiiish Black Minnow, so loved by today’s
bass anglers, and cast just beyond the surf,
almost immediately hooking a fish. Several 
minutes later he beached a fin-perfect bass, 
which was photographed and returned. 

Hoping for another fish, we worked our 
lures the length of that beach, but clearly the 
shoal had moved on, and so did we.

Eventually it was almost low water, and the 
full extent of a rich intertidal zone was laid 
bare in all its glory, with marks aplenty for 
the roving bass angler. 

The ground in front of the next prominent 
headland we encountered was especially 
rough. Here the rocks were covered in weed 
and, just to make things even more testing, 
the swell had increased to a point where it 
was starting to break over the rocks.

FOUGHT HARD
David manoeuvred himself on to a 
comfortable rock, from which he could 
cast, and started to swim his Black Minnow 
through the length of a gully in front of him. 
He soon hooked another good fish, which 
he fought as hard as possible to hold in deep, 
snag-free water.

Several times the fish managed to swim 
around a partially submerged rock in front of 
him, and only a combination of keeping the 
line tight, holding the rod high and perhaps a 
little luck prevented the line from snagging.

Matt was on hand to land the bass, but in 
the absence of a net this entailed wading out 
to pluck the creature out of the surf. It was 
a close-run thing as Matt failed to get a grip 
on the first couple of attempts, once when a 
larger-than-average swell all but covered him. 

Thankfully, he managed to grab it from the 
turbulence and, soaked from head to foot, 
he climbed on to dry land, smiling the smile 
of a guide who has well and truly delivered. Q

Q�Prior to becoming a full-time 
fishing guide about five years ago, 
Matt trained as a gourmet chef under 
Raymond Blanc, serving his culinary 
apprenticeship at the world-renowned 
restaurant Belmond Le Manoir aux 
Quat’Saisons.

In addition to guiding, Matt 
loves nothing more than creating 
sumptuous dishes from ingredients 
freshly foraged from the coastline and 
woodlands. His speciality is combining 
a day’s fishing with foraging, then 
preparing a meal, which he serves 
either on the beach or at his  
permanent campsite.

Matt guides from spring until the 
autumn. The very best time, especially 
for bigger fish, is invariably late 
summer and autumn.

You’ll need chest waders fitted with 
wading boots. Clearly, some of the 
areas Matt fishes are not suitable for 
elderly or less-able anglers, but there 
are plenty of excellent marks that do 
provide more suitable access. Web: 
www.fishingandforagingwales.co.uk.

Guide Matt Powell
(right) and David
are happy with 
this result

YOUR FISHING TRENDS
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MISSION
ACCOMPLISHED
F

ancy winning tackle from Shimano
by catching a fish? Your target is to catch
one over the weight given on our
nominated species list.

If you do, you automatically win a
Mission Accomplished badge, as well
as being in with the chance of winning a great
monthly tackle prize.

Each issue we award a Shimano Beastmaster
CX bass spinning rod or a Socorro saltwater
500 reel to the captor of the best shore fish,
chosen on merit. The top boat angler each
issue, chosen on merit, gets a Speedmaster
AX Boat Slim 20/30 rod or TLD20 multiplier
reel. There is no choice of prize, which is
awarded at our discretion.

Robert Thomas, Aberdare, Glamorgan.

Fish: 90lb conger eel. Bait: Mackerel on a

running leger. Venue: Size Matters (Kevin

McKie), Plymouth, Devon. Date: July 16.

Simon Lynch, Chepstow, Mons. 

Fish: 2lb 3oz black bream. Bait: Squid. 

Venue: Abbotsbury, Dorset. Date: Aug 12.

Michael Ennis, Newry, Northern Ireland. 

Fish: 3lb 5oz ballan wrasse.  

Bait: Float-fished hardback crab.  

Venue: Donegal Bay, Ireland. Date: Sept 3.

Daniel Middleton, Southampton, Hants. 

Fish: 12lb 8oz undulate ray.  

Bait: Sandeel and Bluey on a Pennell rig. 

Venue: Southampton, Hants. Date: Sept 9.

Peter Thwaites, Halsall, Lancs. 

Fish: 3lb 10oz black bream. Bait: Squid on 

a flowing trace. Venue: Flamer IV (Colin 

Penny), Weymouth, Dorset. Date: Sept 16.

Tom Evans, 

Poole, Dorset.  

Fish: 7lb 2oz red bream. 

Bait: Scallop and 

cuttlefish. 

Venue: Margaret K 

(Richard Keen),  

St Peter Port, Guernsey.  

Date: Aug 16.

MONTHLY WINNERS 
Q�SHORE: Geoff Le Page,  
8lb 4oz 1dr thin-lipped mullet
Q�BOAT: Tom Evans,  
7lb 2oz red bream

Catch a specimen fish to earn a badge and a chance of winning quality Shimano tackle

YOUR FISHING CATCHES
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In association with

MISSION BADGE WINNERS
BASS SHORE
Bob Butt, Newcastle Emlyn, 10-3, Borth
Martyn Evans, Coleford, 9-8, River Severn
Mark Harris, Canterbury, 9-8*, Folkestone 
BASS BOAT
Roy Adams, Westbourne, 12-0*, Poole
David Young, Chichester, 12-8, Littlehampton
BREAM SHORE
Nick Bentley, St Saviour, 9-3-1 gilthead, Guernsey
Pete Churchill, Weymouth, 3-14*, Chesil Beach
Matthew Doey, Coleraine, 9-4*, Benone beach
Simon Gavey, Jersey, 2-1-14 white, St Ouen
Neil Griffiths, Newport, 3-8*, Chesil Beach
Justin Keight, Truro, 1-8 Couch’s*, Falmouth
Simon Lynch, Chepstow, 2-3*, Abbotsbury
BREAM BOAT
Tom Evans, Poole, 7-2 red, St Peter Port
Will Merwood, Ryde, 5-1 gilthead, Ryde
Peter Thwaites, Halsall, 3-10, Weymouth
Kim White, Lytchett Matravers, 4-0, Poole
COALFISH
John Beswick, Havant, 30-0, Shetland
Stewart Walker, Paisley, 26-0, Cullivoe
COD BOAT
Kenny Nelson, Mansfield, 14-4, Flamborough
CONGER BOAT
Trevor Cozens, Peterborough, 55-0*, Weymouth
Robert Thomas, Aberdare, 90-0*, Plymouth
FLATFISH SHORE
Craig Maddock, Barry, 3-5 Dover sole*, Sully
FLATFISH BOAT
Nick Evans, Bovey Tracey, 6-2 brill*, Weymouth
Michael Savage, Ballyclare, 1-0 dab*, Portrush
Dennis Tresidder, Penzance, 6-4 brill, Penzance
LING BOAT
Stewart Walker, Paisley, 31-0, Cullivoe
MULLET SHORE
Geoff Le Page, St Martins, 8-4-1 thin-lipped, Guernsey
MULLET BOAT
Steve Hill, Bath, 5-4 thick-lipped*, Poole
POLLACK SHORE
Terry Hartnell, Seaton, 10-6, Co Kerry
Mark Hayman, Plymouth, 12-6-8, Plymouth
Christopher Noctor, Killybegs, 6-6*, St John’s Point
POLLACK BOAT
Jade Nelson, Mansfield, 6-7, Flamborough
RAY SHORE
Michael Barnes, Dover, 13-8 undulate*, Hove
Pete Churchill, Weymouth, 10-2 undulate*, 
Abbotsbury
Jack Davis, Budleigh Salterton, 9-1 small-eyed*, 
Sidmouth
Gary Mayho, Teignmouth, 9-6 undulate*, Chesil Beach
Daniel Middleton, Southampton, 12-8 undulate, 
Southampton
Paul Phillips, Teignmouth, 10-9 undulate*,  
Chesil Beach
Jamie Steward, Barnstaple, 7-2 small-eyed*,  
Bristol Channel
Andrew Webb, Newport, 3-5 spotted*, The Knap
RAY BOAT
Colin Gill, Maidenhead, 17-0 thornback*, Weymouth
Matthew Hodgson, Poole, 20-0 undulate*, 
Christchurch
Robin Stevens, Maidenhead, 14-0 undulate*, 
Bembridge
SHARK SHORE
Tim Billing, Bridgwater, 13-4 smoothhound*, Lilstock
Andrew McConaghie, Ballymena, 9-3 bull huss*, 
Waterfoot pier
Steven Pearson, Sunderland, 10-0 smoothhound*, 
Skegness
James Pritchett, Southampton, 14-1 smoothhound*, 
Lepe
Alan Quinlan, Hull, 9-0 smoothhound*, Easington
Ian Robbins, Barnstaple, 8-1 smoothhound, 
Westward Ho
SHARK BOAT
Stephen Aldrich, Plymouth, 13-0 blue*, Plymouth
Neil Griffiths, Newport, 14-4 bull huss*, Penarth
Greg Johnson, Modbury, 101-0 blue*, Plymouth
Mike Westacott, Newport, 42-0 tope*, Ilfracombe
WRASSE SHORE
Michael Ennis, Newry, 3-5*, Donegal Bay
Paddy Ennis, Craigavon, 3-8*, Donegal Bay
Steven Pearson, Sunderland, 3-8*, South Shields pier
WRASSE BOAT
Michael Savage, Ballyclare, 1-0 cuckoo*, Portaferry
Samantha Savage, Ballyclare, 1-2 cuckoo*, Portrush

 

David Young, Chichester, West Sussex. 

Fish: 12lb 8oz bass. Bait: Live scad on a 

flowing trace. Venue: Lynander (Dick Leggett), 

Littlehampton, West Sussex. Date: Aug 26.

Colin Gill, Maidenhead, Berks. Fish: 17lb 

thornback ray. Bait: Cuttlefish and mackerel. 

Venue: Supanova II (Lyle Stantiford), 

Weymouth, Dorset. Date: Aug 16.

Matthew Hodgson, Poole, Dorset.

Fish: 20lb undulate ray. Bait: Mackerel on a 

running leger rig. Venue: Espadarte (Peter 

Cruttenden), Christchurch. Date: Sept 17.

Robin Stevens, Maidenhead, Berks. 

Fish: 14lb undulate ray. Bait: Mackerel. 

Venue: The Robert Mark (Chris Soloman), 

Bembridge, Isle of Wight. Date: Aug 10. 

Terry Hartnell, 

Seaton, 

Devon. 

Fish: 10lb 6oz 

pollack. 

Bait: Lure. 

Venue: County 

Kerry, Ireland. 

Date: Sept 14.
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Tel
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Type of fish

Caught at
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Bait/Rig

Caught from: shore � boat �

Boat name

Skipper

Port

Witness & tel

My fish was returned �

was not returned �

NO STAMP, NO BADGE!

Post to: Shimano Mission,
Sea Angler magazine, Media House,
Lynchwood, Peterborough Business
Park, Peterborough PE2 6EA

Badges are only sent out after your
name appears in the magazine.
Enclose one first-class stamp.

Bauer Media, publishers of Sea Angler, may also

from time to time contact you by post or phone.

Please tick if you do not wish to be contacted by

us � or carefully selected partner organisations �

� We will communicate with you from time to

time with relevant offers and promotions from

Bauer Media, publishers of Sea Angler. You can of

course unsubscribe at any time and your details

will never be passed on to other organisations.

ENTRY FORM

�
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NORTH
SHORE BOAT

Bass 6lb 7lb
Black bream 1lb 2lb
Red bream 2lb 2lb
Couch's &
Pandora's bream 1lb 1lb
Gilthead bream 2lb 2lb
Ray's bream 3lb 3lb
Brill 2lb 4lb
Bull huss 7lb 12lb
Cod 8lb 19lb
Conger 19lb 30lb
Dab & megrim 1lb 1lb
Dover/lemon sole 2lb 2lb
Flounder 2lb 2lb
Ling 5lb 18lb
Mullet 3lb 4lb
Plaice 2lb 4lb
Pollack/coalfish 6lb 10lb
Common skate 60lb 140lb
Blonde ray 10lb 14lb
Thornback ray 8lb 13lb
Small-eyed/undulate 6lb 10lb
Ray (other) 3lb 4lb
Sting/eagle ray 20lb 25lb
Smoothhound 8lb 9lb
Spurdog 6lb 10lb
Tope 27lb 35lb
Turbot 4lb 12lb
Wrasse (ballan) 3lb 3lb
Wrasse (other) 1lb 1lb
Blue shark - 52lb
Porbeagle/thresher - 155lb

SOUTH
SHORE BOAT

Bass 8lb 9lb
Black bream 2lb 3lb
Red bream 2lb 3lb
Couch's &
Pandora's bream 1lb 8oz 1lb 8oz
Gilthead bream 4lb 4lb
Ray's bream 3lb 3lb
Brill 3lb 5lb
Bull huss 8lb 12lb
Cod 8lb 19lb
Conger 20lb 40lb
Dab & megrim 1lb 1lb
Dover/lemon sole 2lb 2lb
Flounder 2lb 2lb
Ling 5lb 19lb
Mullet 4lb 5lb
Golden grey mullet 2lb 2lb
Plaice 2lb 4lb
Pollack/coalfish 6lb 12lb
Common skate 60lb 100lb
Blonde ray 12lb 17lb
Thornback ray 9lb 14lb
Small-eyed/undulate 7lb 11lb
Ray (other) 3lb 5lb
Sting/eagle ray 20lb 25lb
Smoothhound 10lb 14lb
Spurdog 7lb 11lb
Tope 27lb 35lb
Turbot 10lb 13lb
Wrasse (ballan) 4lb 4lb
Wrasse (other) 1lb 1lb
Blue shark - 60lb
Porbeagle/thresher - 113lb

YOUR MISSION TARGETS...

THE RULES...

Nick Bentley,

St Saviour,

Guernsey.

Fish: 9lb 3oz 1dr

gilthead bream.

Bait: Peeler

crab on  

a running  

leger rig.  

Venue: 

Guernsey,

Channel Islands.

Date: Sept 1.

Steven Pearson, Sunderland,

Tyne & Wear. Fish: 3lb 8oz ballan wrasse.  

Bait: Peeler crab on a Pennell rig.

Venue: South Shield     

Q Only fish caught since September 2017 are eligible.  Q We must see a picture of the fish. We may refuse an entry.

Q You can claim one badge per species in an issue.  Q A further badge can be awarded in future only if you set a 

new personal best.  Q You must send one first-class stamp with your entry form (no envelope required), so that 

we can send your badge, and return your photo.  Q Digital pictures and details to paul.fenech@bauermedia.co.uk. 

Q�You must send a stamp if you want a badge.  Q Prizes are as stated.   Q�The editor chooses the winners and no 

correspondence will be entered into on decisions.

Catch a fish of this weight or above in your region to qualify for a badge.
South is the area below a line drawn from the River Mersey to The Wash.
North is the area above a line drawn from the River Mersey to The Wash.

SEND US YOUR ENTRIES AND WIN THESE GREAT PRIZ

g
Beastmaster CX Sea Bass rod
OR Socorro saltwater 5000 reel
QBest boat-caught fish wins
SpeedMaster AX Boat Slim 
20/30lb class rod OR TLD20 reel 

The sponsor reserves the right to send an alternative prize of equal value.

YOUR FISHING CATCHES
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SHORE
WINNER

BASS
Q Shore: 19lb 13oz 8dr   
John S Locker
Q�Boat: 19lb 4oz  
Wayne Milton
BLACK BREAM
Q Shore: 5lb 5oz 1dr   
C Le Monnier 
Q�Boat: 6lb 6oz  
Tony Heart
COUCH’S BREAM
Q Shore: 2lb 15oz 1dr 
Lynton Carre
Q�Boat: 6lb 9oz 7dr 
Ray Fallaize
GILTHEAD BREAM
Q Shore: 9lb 8oz  
Scott Smy
Q�Boat: 10lb 2oz  
Roger Simcox 
PANDORA’S BREAM
Q Shore: 1lb 2oz  
Baz Wheater
RAY’S BREAM
Q Shore: 6lb 1oz  
Jordan Colwell
RED BREAM
Q�Boat: 7lb 2oz
Tom Evans
WHITE BREAM
Q Shore: 2lb 1oz 14dr 
Simon Gavey
BRILL
Q Shore: 6lb 12oz 
Mark Griggs
Q�Boat: 13lb 10oz 
Tony Hayward
TURBOT
Q Shore: 20lb 2oz  
Eddy Barham
Q�Boat: 32lb 1oz   
Steve Scally
BULL HUSS
Q Shore: 21lb 9oz  
M Urquhart
Q�Boat: 23lb 
D Nicholson
COD
Q Shore: 32lb  
Adrian Lloyd
Q�Boat: 43lb 9oz 
Chris Proctor
CONGER EEL
Q Shore: 66lb 8oz  
Andy Eke
Q�Boat: 109lb 8oz 
Roger Beer
DAB
Q Shore: 2lb 4oz 12dr 
Jason Tucker
Q�Boat: 1lb 15oz  
Sean McCaffrey
FLOUNDER
Q Shore: 4lb 14oz 8dr 
Paul Blehs
Q�Boat: 5lb 3oz 14dr  
Philip Dawson
DOVER SOLE
Q Shore: 5lb 5oz  
Phil Troke
Q�Boat: 4lb 6oz  
M Le-Moignan
HALIBUT
Q�Boat: 56lb 12oz  
Peter Strickson
LEMON SOLE
Q�Boat: 3lb 3oz  
G Newcombe
MEGRIM
Q�Boat: 2lb 14oz  
Philip Lewis 
PLAICE
Q Shore: 6lb 11oz  
Martin Coates
Q�Boat: 8lb 0oz 8dr 
M Mowbray
LING
Q Shore: 18lb 11oz  
Ross McKay
Q�Boat: 88lb 6oz 8dr  
G Laurenson
GOLDEN GREY
MULLET
Q Shore: 3lb 8oz 8dr 
D Woolcombe 
Q�Boat: 4lb 11oz  
Stephan Martini
THIN-LIPPED 
MULLET
Q Shore: 8lb 4oz 1dr 
Geoff Le Page

THICK-LIPPED 
MULLET
Q Shore: 11lb 8oz 
Glenn Lane
Q�Boat: 11lb  
Chris Harris
POLLACK
Q Shore: 18lb 4oz  
Chris Griffin
Q�Boat: 27lb 1oz  
Barry James
BLONDE RAY
Q Shore: 31lb  
Gary Tucker 
Q�Boat: 39lb 10oz  
S Underwood
COMMON SKATE
Q Shore: 232lb  
Lew Marsden
Q�Boat: 249lb 
Hans Dykman
CUCKOO RAY
Q Shore: 4lb 11oz  
Kevin Hughes
Q�Boat: 5lb 8oz  
L Longmore
EAGLE RAY
Q Shore: 102lb 
Ray Lewis
ELECTRIC RAY
Q�Boat: 52lb   
Chris Wood
MARBLED ELEC’ RAY
Q Shore: 11lb 1oz 5dr  
Pierre Garrick
Q�Boat: 21lb 7oz 12dr 
David Bree
SMALL-EYED RAY
Q Shore: 17lb 8oz  
M Robertson
Q�Boat: 21lb  
Dave Lynes
SPOTTED RAY
Q Shore: 7lb 14oz 
Liam Warder
Q�Boat: 8lb 4oz  
Neil Buckett
STINGRAY
Q Shore: 71lb 6oz  
Steve Harder
Q�Boat: 69lb 8oz 
John Styles
THORNBACK RAY
Q Shore: 22lb 11oz 
10dr Mike 
Johnson
Q�Boat: 24lb 11oz  
Gary Mewdell
UNDULATE RAY
Q Shore: 20lb 1oz  
Steve Harder
Q�Boat: 25lb 2oz  
Scott Russell
ANGEL SHARK 
Q Shore: 49lb 9oz  
Justin Farrell
Blue shark
Q�Boat: 222lb 8oz 
Wayne Little
MAKO SHARK
Q Shore: 194lb 4oz  
Andrew Griffith
Porbeagle shark
Q�Boat: 484lb 8oz  
Chris Bett
THRESHER SHARK
Q�Boat: 350lb 
Bob Smith
SMOOTHHOUND
Q Shore: 28lb 10oz  
Steve Cullen
Q�Boat: 30lb  
Trevor Knight
SPURDOG
Q Shore: 18lb 14oz  
William Roche
Q�Boat: 25lb 4oz  
Shane Salmon
TOPE
Q Shore: 66lb 10oz 
Michael Bell
Q�Boat: 86lb  
David Cook
BALLAN WRASSE
Q Shore: 9lb 4oz 
Darren Swift
Q�Boat: 9lb  
Glen Carter
CUCKOO WRASSE
Q Shore: 1lb 13oz 
Joe Edward
Q�Boat: 2lb 4oz 
D Glendenning

MISSION RECORD LIST

Geoff Le Page,

St Martins, Guernsey.

Fish: 8lb 4oz 1dr

thin-lipped mullet.

Bait: Baited spoon.

Venue: Guernsey.

Date: Sept 4.

Stewart Walker, Paisley, Renfrewshire. 

Fish: 31lb ling. Bait: Mackerel fillet. 

Venue: Oberon (Kenny Graham), 

Cullivoe, Yell, Shetland. Date: Sept 13.

Paul Phillips, Teignmouth, Devon. 

Fish: 10lb 9oz undulate ray. Bait: Mackerel 

and squid on a Pennell-pulley rig.  

Venue: Chesil Beach, Dorset. Date: Sept 9.

Gary Mayho, Teignmouth, Devon. 

Fish: 9lb 6oz undulate ray.  

Bait: Bluey on a Pennell rig.  

Venue: Chesil Beach, Dorset. Date: Aug 20.

Stephen Aldrich, Plymouth, Devon. 

Fish: 130lb blue shark. Bait: Mackerel. 

Venue: Sea Angler II (Malcolm Jones), 

Plymouth, Devon. Date: Sept 7.

Dennis 

Tresidder, 

Penzance, 

Cornwall. 

Fish: 6lb 4oz 

brill.  

Bait: 

Mackerel 

strip on a 

flowing 

trace. 

Venue: 

Warlord 

(Martin 

James), 

Penzance, 

Cornwall. 

Date: Sept 2.
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YO S
Sea Angler’s celebration of the great angling achievements of its younger readers.

Ewan Ford, 15,

from Clydach,

near Swansea,

used a squid

bait to catch

this 2lb 4oz

black bream.

He was fishing

from Colin

Baker’s Sally

Ann Jo, which

operates out

of Weymouth

in Dorset.

On a charter

trip out of

Staithes, North

Yorkshire, on

board Shaun

Baxter’s All My

Sons, eight-

year-old Finlay

Oldham reeled

up this 14lb cod.

The Holmfirth,

West Yorkshire,

lad used a set

of feathers

baited with

mackerel.

This 5lb 7oz bass fell to the rod of

Ethan Townson when he fished

from the beach at South Walney,

Cumbria. The nine-year-old, from

nearby Barrow-in-Furness, used a

peeler crab mounted to a size 4/0

hook on a running leger rig.

This fantastic

bass, weighing

11lb 13oz, fell

for a legered

live mackerel,

presented by

Kieran Todd

(11), from

Portsmouth,

Hants. He was

fishing from a

private vessel

out of his

local port.

A charter trip

aboard

Nick Gough’s

Skylark out of

Scarborough,

North Yorkshire,

saw Noah

Langley bag this

super ling weighing

18lb 4oz. The

10-year-old, who

travelled from his

home in Cannock,

Staffs, presented a

mackerel fillet on a

short flowing trace.

This cracking 13lb pollack fell to the

rod of Harrison Jarman when he

worked a pink 6ins Sidewinder lure

with light tackle. The 12-year-old, from

Newport, Gwent, was fishing aboard

Kevin McKie’s charter vessel Size

Matters, out of Plymouth, Devon.

Blake James, from Newport, in South

Wales, enjoyed a productive session on

Chesil Beach in Dorset.

The three-year-old used a two-hook

clipped rig loaded with ragworms and

squid to catch this fine black bream

weighing 2lb.

SHORE
WINNER

YOUR FISHING CATCHES
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Ruby Wells, from 

Christchurch, in 

Dorset, proudly

displays a

superb thin-

lipped mullet

weighing

7lb 14oz –

just 9oz under

the current

British boat record.

The seven-year-old

used a baited spinner 

from her dad’s boat in 

the local harbour, and 

it sets a new record for 

the Wessex region.

Phillip Harries caught his first ballan wrasse when 

he visited the Pembrokeshire coast recently. The 

14-year-old, who lives locally at Fishguard, used a 

live crab bait to tempt the fish, which weighed 2lb.

Using light tackle and fishing from a private boat out of 

Ramsgate, Kent, Harry Adams used a fresh mackerel 

mounted on a Pennell rig to bag this 7lb 12oz bass.

A shore

session at

Falmouth,

in Cornwall, 

yielded this 

fantastic 

ballan 

wrasse, 

tipping the 

scales at 

6lb 1oz, 

for India 

Firth. The 

14-year-old, 

from nearby 

Stithians, 

used 

ragworms 

on a light 

running 

leger rig.

Sam Elton, of Seaford, East Sussex, 

shows off a thin-lipped mullet of  

2lb 13oz. The eight-year-old tempted 

the fish with a baited Mepps spinner 

during a session at the River Ouse.

YOUNG RODS
ENTRY FORM
First name:

Surname:

Age:

Daytime tel:

Address:

Postcode:

Email:

Type of fish: 

Date caught: 

Caught at: 

Weight: 

Bait:

Rig/tackle:

Shore      

Charter boat        

Private boat 

Boat name:

Skipper:                 

Port:

                         

My fish was returned       

Not returned       

I enclose an SAE   

Post to...  

Young Rods, Sea Angler  
magazine, Bauer Media, 
Media House, Lynchwood, 
Peterborough PE2 6EA.
I have the permission of 
my parent/guardian for my
picture to be used by Sea

Angler (tick box)

Bauer Media, publisher of Sea Angler,
may also from time to time contact
you by post or phone. Please tick if
you do not wish to be contacted by
us or carefully selected partner
organisations
* We will communicate with you
from time to time with relevant
promotions from Bauer Media, 
publisher of Sea Angler. You can of 
course unsubscribe at any time and 
your details will never be passed on 
to other organisations. 

�

BOAT 
WINNER

In association with WIN A £25 TACKLE VOUCHER
Fishingmegastore.com awards a £25 voucher prize to each of two 

winners - the youngster with the best shore fish, and another with the 

top boat catch. The winners can use the voucher to select tackle from 

Fishingmegastore.com, which is based 

in Glasgow and Edinburgh. 

Q HOW TO ENTER: We prefer digital 

photographs sent by email to  

paul.fenech@bauermedia.co.uk  

Please include the details listed on 

the form (below). Prints can be sent 

by post with the form.



GR100S NEW RRP PRICE
13’ 4” 4 6oz Beach...2pc £329.99 £224.99
13’ 9” 5 7oz Shore ...2pc £319.99 £242.99
15’ 2” 2 4oz Euro .....3pc £299.99 £224.99
15’ 6” 4 6oz .............3pc £329.99 £242.99
GR75S NEW

10’9” 1 3oz Flattie ...2pc £139.99 £98.99
11’9” 2 4oz Bass ......2pc £139.99 £98.99
12’ 9” 4 6oz Beach...2pc £169.99 £134.99
13’ 3” 5 7oz Rock.....2pc £189.99 £152.99
15’ 4” 4 6oz Euro .....3pc £189.99 £152.99
BEACHCASTERS

GRX-S Shore

13’ Fixed Spool ................£119.99 SOLD OUT
13’ Multiplier ...................£119.99 £69.00
Apollo
13’ 4”Match....................£199.99 £119.99
13’ or 14’ Extreme ...........£199.99 £119.99
13’ 6” Distance................£199.99 £119.99
Triplex
16’ F/S 4 6oz....................£269.99 SOLD OUT
16’ M 4 6oz .....................£269.99 £159.99
15’ M 4 6oz .....................£269.99 £170.00
15’ f/s 4 6oz.....................£269.99 SOLD OUT
14’ M 4 6oz .....................£269.99 £150.00
14’ F/S M 3 5oz ...............£279.99 £185.00
Centaur
TXS 12’ 6” M 4 6oz.........£149.99 £75.00
TXS 12’ 6” F/S 4 6oz .......£149.99 £75.00
TX 12’ 3” M 4 6oz...........£149.99 £79.00
TX 12’ 3” F/S 4 6oz .........£149.99 £85.00
Bass 12’ 6” F/S 3 5oz ......£149.99 SOLD OUT
BASS

GRX-S Bass
11’ 9” ..............................£109.99 £65.99
12’ 6” ..............................£109.99 £65.99

Saltiga Airportable Travel Rods 3 Piece
8’ 5” 40 120g......................£415 £299.00
8’ 5” 50 160g......................£415 £299.00

Agility RRP PRICE
11’ 6” EXP Beach 5 pce ....£89.99 £74.99
11’ 6” EXP Beach 5 pce ....£79.99 £65.99
12’ 9” 4 8oz FS Surf..........£84.99 £69.99
12’ 9” 4 8oz MX Surf .......£84.99 £69.99
15’ 4 8oz Long Surf ..........£89.99 £74.99

Bass Rods........................RRP PRICE
9’ 15 55g Spin .................£79.99 £69.99
10’ 28 85g Spin ................£89.99 £79.99
11’6” 2 4oz ......................£109.99 £99.99
Surf Rods
Regiment 420 14’ 4.2 8oz £240.00 £89.00
Rampage II Surf Rods
11ft 6” 2 4oz....................£109.99 £99.99
13ft 4 6oz.........................£109.99 £99.99
15ft 9” 4 6oz....................£129.99 £119.99
Squadron Surf Rods
14ft 3.5 7oz......................£89.99 £79.99
15ft 3.5 7oz......................£99.99 £89.99

MULTIPLIER REELS

Millionaire 7HT RRP PRICE
7HT Tournament .£235 £119.99
7HT Mag ........... .£345 £219.99
7HT Mag ST Super Tuned...£525 £349.99
Sealine Slosh & X
20 Sealine Slosh ................£160 £79.99
30 Sealine Slosh ................£160 £79.99
20SHA Sealine X ...............£235 £119.99
30SHA Sealine X ...............£245 £129.99
40SHA Sealine X ...............£250 £134.99
Saltist Black Gold Super High
Speed Reels
BG20H ...............................£250 £169.99
BG30H................................£255 £174.99
BG35H................................£260 £179.99
BG40H................................£265 £179.99
BG50H ...............................£270 £184.99
Level Wind Reels
20HA ................................£240 £169.99
30HA ................................£250 £179.99
40HA ................................£250 £179.99

FIXED SPOOL REELS

Tournament Surf NEW
4500QDA NEW ..................£375 £325.00
5000QDA NEW ..................£375 £325.00
Shorecast Surf Reels
4500A ................................£99.99 £59.99
5000A ................................£99.99 £59.99
5500A ................................£99.99 £59.99
6000A ................................£99.99 £59.99
SC25A ................................£89.99 £59.99
Emcast Surf Reels
4500A ................................£120 £79.99
5000A ................................£120 £79.99
Windcast Surf Reels NEW
Windacst NEW ..................£150.00£129.99

BLUE LABEL RODS

NEW Six & Bait RRP PRICE
15’ Multiplier NEW ..........£239.99 see web
15’ Fixed Spool NEW .......£239.99 see web
Four & Bait Mk2
13’ Four & Bait Mk2.........£184.99 £152.99
14’ Four & Bait Mk2.........£194.99 £154.99
Six & Bait Mk2
13’ Six & Bait Mk2 ...........£219.99 £174.99
14’ Six & Bait Mk2 ...........£229.99 £184.99
15’ Six & Bait Mk2 ...........£239.99 £189.99
RED LABEL RODS

NEW Match Pro
13’7” NEW.......................£444.99 £379.99
Estuary
11’ Estuary Mk II ..............£189.99 £154.99
12’ Estuary Mk II ..............£199.99 £164.99
Universal Bass
11’6” Universal Bass ........£239.99 £189.99
Tournament Bass
12’6” Tournament Bass ....£264.99 £214.99
Tournament Grand Pix
13’10” Tournament Grand Prix .£424.99 £334.99
Tournament GBFS Pro
14’ Tournament GBFS Pro........£454.99 £394.99

AFFINITY II LC RRP PRICE
7000 £149.99 £109.99
8000 £159.99 £116.99
SURFBLASTER II REELS NEW

7000 NEW £109.99 £79.99
8000 NEW £109.99 £84.99

Ambassadeur RRP PRICE
6500 Pro Rocket Black NEW £209.99 £139.00
6500 Pro Rocket Black
Left Hand NEW ..................£209.99 £139.00
6500 Beast ........................£299.99 £225.00
6500 CT Chrome Rocket ....£184.99 £125.00
6500 CS Chrome Rocket ....£149.99 £109.99
6500 CT Blue Yonder .........£199.99 £139.00
6500 CT Power Handle ......£139.99 £59.00
6500 C Power Handle ........£139.99 £89.00
6500 CT Premium Mag Elite .£174.99 £115.00
6500 C3 CT Mag ................£199.99 £135.00
6500 CT Mag High Speed ..£184.99 £119.00
6500 C3 CT Mag Pro..........£209.99 £135.00
6500 TSR ............................£269.99 £169.00
6600 STX............................£104.99 £75.00
6600 C4..............................£139.99 £99.99
6601 C4 Left Hand .............£139.99 £99.99
5500 C3..............................£124.99 £89.00
5600 C4..............................£124.99 £89.00

Ultegra XSD Surf Reel
14000

RRP £169.99 £149.99

Technium MGS XS-B
10000

RRP £689.99 £499.00

BEACHCASTING RODS AND REELS

MULTIPLIER REELS RRP PRICE
ALC Mag ALC 20CS............£169.99£149.99

FIXED SPOOL RRP PRICE
AMG Surf.......£220.99 £209.99
Kymo Surf ......£139.99 £124.99

Lightweight Bass Reels RRP PRICE
4500 XSC Ultegra..............£154.99 £109.00
5500 XSC Ultegra..............£159.99 £109.99
Surfcasting Reels
7000 XSA Beastmaster......£79.99 SOLD OUT
7000 XSA Aerlex ...............£89.99 £59.00
8000 XSA Aerlex ...............£89.99 £69.99
10000 XSB Aerlex .............£99.99 £79.99
8000 XSA Speedcast .........£164.99 £99.00
14000 XSC Speedcast........£129.99 £114.99
CI4+ 5500 XSB Ultegra .....£249.99 £199.99
CI4+ 14000 XSB Ultegra ...£249.99 £199.99
Super Aerosurf Reels NEW
C14+ 3000 ........................£189.00 £179.00
C14+ 3500 ........................£225.00 £199.00

Envoy Tournament Reels PRICE
Mono Mag Multiplier .......................£89.99
Mono Mag Multiplier L/H Wind........£89.99
Level Wind Multiplier .......................£79.99
Level Wind Multiplier L/H Wind........£79.99
Mag Multiplier..................................£79.99
Mag Multiplier L/H Wind..................£79.99
Orbit Multiplier.................................£74.99
Orbit Multiplier L/H Wind .................£74.99
Envoy Surf Reels
7000 Fixed Spool..............................£39.99
Virtuosa Surf Reels
ST 8000 ............................................£59.99
XT 8000............................................£79.99

RRP £119.95 & £129.99
from £74.99

FR Match Tip - 2 Piece RRP PRICE
13’ 8” 3.5-6oz Multiplier ...£169.99 £129.99  
13’ 8” 3.5-6oz Fixed ..........£169.99 £129.99  
FR Match Plus - 2 Piece
13’ 8” 4-7oz Multiplier ......£169.99 £129.99  
13’ 8” 4-7oz Fixed .............£169.99 £129.99  
FR Match Etreme - 2 Piece
13’ 8” 5-8oz Multiplier ......£169.99 £129.99  
13’ 8” 5-8oz Fixed .............£169.99 £129.99  

Envoy Surf Rods PRICE
13’ 8” 4-7oz .....................................£129.99
13’ 8” 4-8oz Rough Ground.............£139.99
Viper GT Surf
14’ 80-180g......................................£99.99
15’ 80-180g......................................£109.99
Cobra GT Surf
14’ 100-200g....................................£299.99
15’ 100-200g....................................£319.99
Naga MX Surf
14’ 4-8oz NEW.................................£329.99

Super Aero Surf
Leader C14 +
Shimano’s  AR-C Spool,
a patented spool design
with an angled spool lip.

RRP PRICE
3000 ..£189.99 £179.00
3500 ..£239.99 £199.00  

Tournament Surf NEW RRP PRICE
12’6” 3-7oz Multiplier ..2pc £290 £229.00
13’6” 3-7oz Multiplier ..2pc £315 £249.00
14’2” 4-8oz Multiplier ..2pc £340 £269.00
14’ 3-6oz Fixed Spool3pc £275 £219.00
16’ 3-6oz Fixed Spool3pc £315 £249.00
11’6” 1-3oz Fixed Spool3pc £210 £165.00
Crosscast Surf - 3 Piece NEW
13’ 3-7oz Fixed Spool ......£125 £107.99
14’ 3-7oz Fixed Spool ......£135 £116.99
15’ 3-7oz Fixed Spool ......£145 £125.99
Emcast Surf - 3 Piece NEW
13’ 4-8oz Fixed Spool ......£85 £62.50
14’ 4-8oz .........................£90 £67.00
15’ 4-8oz .........................£95 £71.00
Supercast Surf
11'6" Bass Fixed Spool .........£199 £149.99
12’ Beach Fixed Spool...........£235 £179.99
12’ Beach Multiplier..............£235 £179.99
13’ Beach Fixed Spool...........£245 £189.99
13’ Beach Multiplier..............£245 £189.99
13’ Beach Power Multiplier...£260 £199.99
13’ Beach Rough Ground M .£260 £199.99
14’ Beach Fixed Spool...........£399 £299.99
15’ Beach Fixed Spool...........£425 £329.99
Theory
11’ 6”Sea Bass ....................£155 £89 .00
12’ Beach Multiplier..............£165 £89.00
12’ Beach Multi Rough Ground £195 £110.00
13’ Beach Multiplier..............£175 £110.00
Sand Storm Beach
11’ Bass ................................£180 £142.99
12’ Fixed Spool .....................£210 £159.99
12’ Multiplier ........................£210 £159.99
13’ Fixed Spool .....................£215 £169.99
13’ Multiplier ........................£215 £169.99
13’ Multiplier Rough Ground £215 £169.99
Windcast Beach - 2 Piece
12’ F/S or M Flattie ...............£160 £129 .99
12’ Fixed Spool / Multiplier...£175 £139.99
13’ Fixed Spool / Multiplier...£180 £149.99
14’ Fixed Spool / Multiplier...£190 £159.99
11’ 1-3oz Bass ......................£145 £125.99
Windcast - 3 Piece
14’ 3-7oz ..........................£190 £159.99
15’ 3-7oz ..........................£200 £169.99
16’ 3-7oz ..........................£210 £179.99
Sea Hunter Z Surf
11’ 6”2-4oz Bass...........2pc .£70 £54.99
11’ 1-3oz Bass...........6pc .£80 £59.99
12’ 4-8oz F/S / M.......2pc .£75 £59.99
12’ 4-8oz Rough Ground 

F/S / M ................2pc .£80 £59.99
13’ 4-8oz F/S / M.......2pc .£85 £68.99
13’ 4-8oz Rough Ground 

F/S / M ................2pc .£90 £69.99
14’ 4-8oz F/S .............3pc .£100 £77.99
15’ 4-8oz F/S ............3pc .£110 £85.99
12’ 4-8oz F/S / M.......4pc .£85 £64.99
13’ 4-8oz F/S / M.......4pc .£90 £69.99
10’ 1-3oz Spin F/S .....2pc .£45 £37.99

Surf Reels RRP PRICE
656 CTM S Line .................£145.99 £99.99
656 CSM NEW ..................£145.99 £109.95
651 CTM S Line L/H...........£154.99 £109.99
757 CSM S Line .................£162.99 £114.99
656 SCM Shuttle ...............£224.99 £179.99
555 MM3 Tourno ..............£269.99 £199.99
656 MM3 Tourno ..............£269.99 £219.99
666 MM3 Tourno ..............£269.99 £199.99
80 Cobolt...........................£99.99 £89.99
100 Cobolt.........................£109.99 £99.99
Scora 80 White .................£123.99 £89.99
Scora 100 NEW White.......£129.99 £99.99
Orion 100 LD NEW ............£299.99 £229.99
MVR Select AK100 Fixed ...£199.99 £179.99
Long Cast Reels
Air Loop R8 F/S NEW ........£123.99 £109.99
Air Loop R10 F/S NEW ......£129.99 £114.99

Boat Reels
757 CSM S Line ................£162.99 £114.99

Airspeed Surf ROD NEW RRP PRICE
14’3” 100 220g 3pc ..........£329.99£319.99

LAST FEW

AT THESE

PRICES

World Champion 
Surf Reels
2 Models Available

See our website for more

SPECIAL OFFERS
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CENTAUR 2 PIECE RODS RRP NOW
TX 12ft 3” Fixed Spool ...£149.99 £69.00
TX 12ft 3” Multiplier .....£149.99 £69.00
TXS 12ft 6” Fixed Spool .£149.99 £79.00
TXS 12ft 6” Multiplier ....£149.99 £79.00
Centaur Bass ..................£149.99 £79.00

GRX-S 2 PIECE RODS

Shore 13ft Fixed Spool .....£119.99 SOLD OUT

Shore 13ft Multiplier .......£119.99 SOLD OUT

TRIPLEX 3 PIECE RODS

14ft Multiplier ..................£269.99 £139.00
14ft Multiplier SR .............£279.99 £159.00

THEORY BEACH RODS RRP NOW
12’ Multiplier ........................£165 £79
11’6” Bass ............................£155 £79

3 PIECE SURF RODS

14’ Grand Wave Fixed Spool......£200 £159.00

ADVENT 2 PIECE BOAT ROD.RRP NOW
Multi 8ft 12/20/30lb ........£129.99 SOLD OUT

ADVENT UPTIDE RODS

9ft 6” 4 6oz.....................£64.99 SOLD OUT

ADVENT RODS

Plus Boat 8ft 6”6 12lb ....£89.99 £49.00
Plus Boat 8ft 6” 10 15lb .£89.99 £49.00

Plus Boat 8ft 6” 15 20lb ....£89.99 £49.00
Plus Boat 7ft 6” 30lb .........£89.99 £49.00
ADVENT TE BASS

8ft 2” 12 20oz ...................£99.99 £49.00

See website for full details

and more offers

RAINER KORN RODS RRP NOW
10’ Spinning Rod £235 £99
6’6” Boat Rod £202 £99

See website for full detailsSee website for full details 
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Dan Crump  
with a cracking  

blonde ray
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A NE
DAWN
BECKONS
At what was once a cod fishing hotspot, the decline in
the nation’s favourite fish is not all doom and gloom…

O
ver high water, St Mary’s

Well Bay is invariably an
overlooked mark offering few
viable shore angling options,
other than perhaps mullet and
bass. Wait until the tide recedes
over low water on the larger
tides and you’ll have access to

one of the very best shore marks at the eastern
end of the Bristol Channel.

It is a small sand and rock beach between
Sully Island and Lavernock Point, on the Vale
of Glamorgan coast where, throughout my
formative years as an angler, the Sand Spit was
noted for producing lots of cod.

It was a place where throughout the autumn
and winter months anglers would line up
shoulder-to-shoulder. Viewed from a boat at
night, the solid line of bright Tilley lamps gave
the impression of a small town, rather than

dozens of enthusiastic anglers fishing for cod.
Sadly, those boom days of Bristol Channel cod

fishing are little more than a memory for those of
us fortunate enough to have experienced them,
but thankfully there are other fish to catch.

EXPLOSION
The Sand Spit was always a good ray mark, but
back in the day this usually meant thornback
rays, with an occasional small-eyed or spotted
ray adding variety. Strap congers, bass and
whiting, too, were and still are often caught, as
are several varieties of flatfish, including dabs,
turbot and soles.

In recent years there have been reliable reports
of smoothhounds caught from this mark, but it
has been the arrival of a once totally unexpected
species, the blonde ray, that inspires most
anglers to fish here.

As recently as the late 1990s, blonde rays
were rarely caught east of Swansea Bay, and
then only ever offshore over the deeper marks.

Some time around the turn of the Millennium,
a few double-figure specimens were reported by
shore anglers fishing at Stout Point, and in the
following years there has been an explosion in
the blonde ray population.

Today, boats routinely get upwards of 20 or
30 blondes a day – in August some reported
catching in excess of 50, many weighing well
into double figures, and the heavier specimens
topping 20lb. Shore anglers, too, have been
enjoying the blonde bonanza. At certain marks,
at certain times of the year, these strong fish are
the most likely species you’ll catch.

OPPORTUNITY
St Mary’s Well Bay is exactly the sort of mark
I am talking about and fishes from August right
through the autumn into the early winter. With
reports of blondes starting to show, I joined a
trio of top anglers from South Wales – Joe Arch,
Dan Crump and Roy Tapper – for an afternoon’s
blonde ray session.
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Roy Tapper
waits for a bite

Joe Arch
plays a blonde

Words and
Photography by  
DAVE LEWIS
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From my previous trip with Dan, who works
at Holton Road Angling in nearby Barry, you
might recall that I rated him as being one of the
very best long-range casters I have watched belt
out a big bait on a beach. I asked him whether
being able to hit a big distance was an advantage
at the Sand Spit.

“No, in fact anglers who concentrate solely
on fishing at range often do not catch as many
blonde rays as those fishing much closer in,”
replied Dan, as he skilfully prepared a large fresh
bait. “As you can see, I am fishing with two rods,
and certainly one of these will be concentrating
on fishing relatively close in.”

I had always associated fishing at the Sand
Spit as being best for just a 90-120 minute
window of opportunity over low water on a large
spring tide.

“Certainly, most fish are caught on the bigger
tides, ideally, tides of 14 metres-plus at Barry.
You can often start fishing a bit earlier, but you
should never be tempted to stay longer than two
hours after high water,” said Dan, who is scoring
plenty of points in this year’s Sea Angler Penn
Sea League.

“The flooding tide cuts in behind the higher
ridge of sand, from which you will be fishing, and
if you wait too long it will cut you off. Obviously,

you have to be especially careful if fishing here at
night, when often the fishing is at its best.”

HIGHLY RATED
Barely had I finished firing questions at Dan,
when the tip of one of his rods registered a bite.
Like any experienced ray angler, Dan resisted
the urge to immediately attempt to hook the
fish, and waited patiently for a few minutes in
order to give the fish time to properly consume
the large bait.

Eventually, a combination of a tightening
line and a slowly bending rod tip confirmed
the fish had taken the bait, and was now slowly
swimming off. Dan picked up the rod, reeled the
line tight, and firmly set the hooks by lifting into
the fish.

From the start, we could see this was indeed a
good fish, and it came as no great surprise to any
of us when Dan beached a very nice blonde ray,
which registered over 12lb 8oz on his scales.

That first fish kept me busy with my cameras
for several minutes, and not long after Dan had
released his first ray, he was smiling proudly as
he worked blonde ray number two to the shore.

As you would expect, soon enough Joe Arch
was playing his first ray, another blonde, that he
brought to hand just as Dan set the hook on his

RIG AND BAIT
Dan’s choice of rig 
is either a pulley 
or an up and 
over, something 
that presents a 
longer hooklength 
away from the 
lead weight. The 
hooklengths on his 
rigs are typically 
4-5ft of 70lb Asso 
Ultra Flex. 

This terminates 
in a Pennell 
consisting of a 
size 5/0 Sakuma 
Mantra Extra 
on the bottom, 
with a size 3/0 
Sakuma Pennell 
Hook above, which 
perfectly presents 
the big baits used 
for blonde rays.

“I use a 6-7oz grip 
weight to securely 
hold bottom in 
what invariably is a 
very strong lateral 
pull of tide,” Dan added.

Those big baits should ooze lots of 
juice and scent. Dan usually fishes 
a cocktail, with Bluey and mackerel 
being one of his favourites. Other baits 
consisting of squid and or sandeel will 
also catch fish.
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HELPING HAND
There are several access points to 
get to St Mary’s Well Bay – all require
a fair walk. I parked in a lay-by near
the Marconi Club on Lavernock Point
(CX64 5XQ), and followed the coastal
path in a westerly direction to the Bay,
a 10-15-minute walk.

For more information on fishing at
the Sand Spit or elsewhere in South
Wales, contact Holton Road Angling,
Barry, tel: 01446 679284. 

third ray, a beautifully marked spotted weighing 
just under 5lb.

Sadly, I was unable to stay for the full session,
so with plenty of images safely in the bag I said
my goodbyes and headed for home. Barely half
an hour after I left the beach my phone bleeped
announcing the arrival of a text. 

I strongly suspected who it was from and what
it would say, and I was right. It was Roy Tapper,
saying he had just returned a stunning blonde
ray a tad under 15lb, which I could see from the
attached image was a beautiful fish. Also, Joe
had caught a second, weighing more than 12lb.

So the Sand Spit had produced a total of six
rays plus assorted small whiting, dogfish and a
school bass for three anglers. Hardly surprising,
then, that it is such a highly rated mark.

Joe (left) with a 
blonde, and Dan 
with a spotted

Dan brings a ray
through the surf

Use a disgorger 
to unhook

It’s a 10-15
minute coastal
walk to the bay
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A brace for Mike Horn.
Cod, here, can range
from a typical 1lb 8oz
to high double figures
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A TALE 
OF TWO 
SEASONS
A clifftop former fishing village near Arbroath 

is the place to be for superb cod sport

F
ishing virtually from your 

car door for cod seems almost 
too good to be true, but it’s 
one of the main reasons 
anglers flock to the clifftop 
village of Auchmithie.

This former fishing 
village, in Angus, located on 

sandstone cliffs 120ft above a shingle beach, 
is only three miles north-east of the town 
of Arbroath, and is the gateway to several 
miles of superb cod fishing.

For at least half-a-mile either side of the 
village’s small harbour, built in 1891, there 

are plenty of rocks and skeers at spots 
known as Maw Skelly, Maiden Stone, Castle 
Rock, Meg’s Craig, Castlesea Bay and Lud 
Castle. Capable of producing bags of cod as 
well as specimen fish, the whole area is both 
a summer and winter venue.

Always beware of the danger involved 
when moving to the right and left of the 
village because there are gullies and skeers 
that fill with water. Anglers should always 
check a tide table. The RNLI is often called 
out to rescue people who get cut off.

The whole area is well known for rogue 
waves and swells, so keep your distance 

from the sea at all times and put safety 
first. Wearing an inflatable lifejacket is 
recommended, but this does not allow you 
to take more risks.

KELP JUNGLES
From October to the end of March, anglers 
target fresh-run codling during a dying sea 
that has plenty of colour in the water. Fish 
can range from a typical 1lb 8oz to high 
double figures, and there are tales of very 
good cod lost almost weekly when the 
conditions are correct.

In the winter, it is possible to fish the 
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NEED TO KNOW

GETTING THERE
Q Access is simple
from the A92. Drive
down the slope
through the village
of Auchmithie,
and the fishing is
available from the
beach or harbour, with approximately
half-a-mile of rocks and skeers each
side of the harbour to fish.

Several miles north is Rumness.
However, I don’t recommend this
venue because the cliff edges are not
the easiest to find as they are reached
through farmland. Bad parking
certainly annoys the local farmers.

TACKLE SHOP
Q Angus Country Stores, 256 High St,
Arbroath, DD11 1JE, tel: 01241 439988.

rock edges/skeers over low water, but you can
also fish the beach to the left of the harbour over
high water and move on to the rock edges as the
tide recedes. 

Winter fishing is much better on a dying
sea with colour in the water, but, due to the
proximity of the kelp to the rock edges, it is one
of the few marks in the area that can produce
reasonable bags of fish in calm conditions when
fished over low into darkness.

From early May, the kelp replenishes and
grows along this whole coastline, coinciding with
an influx of red codling and wrasse that move
into the kelp jungles to feed on small herring
and crabs. Anglers get good fishing from May
until the end of September, with the addition of
pollack, coalfish, dogfish (which are black due to
living in the kelp) and even a conger eel or two.

In summer it is a low-water mark, best fished
two-and-a-half hours either side in flat calm
conditions with as little movement as possible.
June to September produces a mixture of red
cod and fresh-run fish, with fish even caught in
calm and bright daylight conditions.

TOP TACTICS
Tactics remain similar, regardless of the time of
year, with distance casting not important along
this coastline. Catching fish regularly here is all
about exploring the area and finding the deeper
holes between kelp patches, deeper gullies or
features that fish may move into at certain stages
of the tide.

It requires a consistent approach from a mobile
angler prepared to cast and move as the tide
recedes, noting the return path for the way back.

You need a strong rod to fish the kelp and
rock, and your reel should be a multiplier with a
high retrieve ratio, or large fixed-spool. Load the
multiplier with a minimum of 30lb mono, such
as Daiwa Sensor, Berkley Trilene, Ultima Red
Ice or a similar hard-wearing line, with an 80lb

rubbing leader. You can use heavy 80lb-plus
braid from a fixed-spool.

Fishing is primarily with a single hook
paternosterorpulleyrig,withasfewcomponents
as possible. Go with an 80lb rig body, 50lb hook
snoods and size 1/0-5/0 main hook and a circle
hook to complete the Pennell. Many anglers use
rotten-bottom attachments in the rough ground
to ditch the lead weight if it gets snagged.

BAIT CHOICES
Generally speaking, lugworms, razorfish, mussels,
crabs, mackerel, Bluey, squid or cart, either fished
in a cocktail bait or by itself, will produce fish.

However, the primary reason the codling
move into the kelp is to eat any kind of crab that
is vulnerable as it sheds its shell. A fresh crab is
best for bait, but you can use frozen, and any cart
derivatives also produce fish.

The majority of the species will be feeding on
crabs, but for wrasse, a ragworm bait can also
pick out a fish or two. A float-fished ragworm
or spun jellyworm/lure is effective for pollack.
A large mackerel/Bluey bait can also produce a
better red cod, pollack, dogfish, or even a conger
eel, but this is much more of a waiting game.

I still believe all baits should contain an
element of crab – half a green crab, several fresh
or frozen blow/black lug, Bluey and mussels is a
standard cocktail used along the coastline. The
big-fish angler can use large fish/squid baits.Q

Crab and squid  
cocktails work a treat 

Four cod for 
Chris Horn

Anglers flock to 
the clifftop village 

of Auchmithie
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find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

POST & PACKING

Small items 
£4.00 

(not guaranteed 
next day)

Reels & standard 
items  £6.00 

Rods & larger 
items £8.00 

2 working days
ORDERS OVER £50

ARE POST FREE

SHAKESPEARE
AGILITY 2

BOAT RODS

Saltist 20 LD
Hyperspeed

ABU REELS

DAIWA REELS

Ambassadeur
6500 CT
Power
Handle

£315.00

rrp £370.00

OUR PRICE

£440.00

rrp £525.00

OUR PRICE

7HT Mag
£225.00

rrp £345.00

OUR PRICE

7HT Super
Tuned Mag

Visit us
online for

more great
reel deals!

6500i TSR

£89.99

rrp £134.99

OUR PRICE

£219.99

rrp £269.99

OUR PRICE

£159.99

rrp £189.99

OUR PRICE

6500 CT Mag
Hi Speed

7500i C3 Elite HS

£149.99

rrp £179.99

OUR PRICE

6500CT Premium
Mag Elite

£119.99

rrp £139.99

OUR PRICE

NEW ABU REELS PENN SURFBLASTER II
7000 / 8000 LONG CAST

FIXED SPOOL REEL

SHIMANO TLD 20 LEVER
DRAG MULTIPLIER REEL

The iconic Shimano lever drag multiplier reel used
all around the world in both fresh and saltwater.
Four A-RB ball bearings ensure
a smooth release and

retrieval of line.

CENTURY KOMPRESSOR S
(RRP £452.00)

O/P £395.50

CENTURY KOMPRESSOR SS
(RRP £460.00)

£402.50

CENTURY TIP TORNADO LD
(RRP £412.00)

£360.00

CENTURY TT SPORT
(RRP £460.00)

£402.50

CENTURY TT SUPER MATCH
(RRP £457.50)

£400.00

CENTURY TT MATCH
(RRP £450.00)

£393.50

£89.99

rrp £149.99

OUR PRICE

MUSTAD LUGGAGE

£34.99

rrp £49.99

OUR PRICE

RUCKSACK

£22.50

rrp £29.99

OUR PRICE

QUIVER

£14.99

rrp £

OUR PRICE

COOL BAG

NEW

ALL NEW CENTURY NOW
COME WITH NEW FUJI

TITANIUM K GUIDES
FACTORY BUILT

FINANCE AND
PRICE MATCH AVAILABLE

CALL 023 8051 0077
FOR DETAILS

SHAKESPEARE AGILITY
SURF 80 FIXED SPOOL REEL
The Agility Surf 80
offers fantastic value for
money with a total of
eight bearings, anodized
aluminium spool and
corrosion resistant body.

IMAX CLOTHING

LEEDA ICON MULTIPLIER
M20 & M30 REELS

Deluxe Sea
Quiver

5ltr Cool
Bag

35ltr Rucksack

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

CALL THE ORDER HOTLINE 02380 510077
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK

000SQ.FT
HOWROOM

5 MINS

J3 M27

SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER

£50 NOW POST FREE!

POINGDESTRES.CO.UK     MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 02380 510077

PENN 525 MAG 2
MULTIPLIER REEL

Gear ratio: 6.0:1
Weight: 409g
Line capacity:
240yds/18lb

Ambassadeur C-7000 & C-7001

£84.99

rrp £109.99

OUR PRICE

C-7000

£84.99

rrp £109.99

OUR PRICE

C-7001

SONIK SHORE ROD

£26.99

rrp £29.99

OUR PRICE

ICON TWIN HEAD
TRIPOD BEACH REST

Strong and lightweight�
aluminium construction
Black finish paint work�
Rubber coated non-scratch�
rod rests
Fully adjustable butt cups for�
increased height
Leg retention�
system for
transport and
storage

£107.50

rrp £149.99

OUR PRICE

IMAX 2 PIECE
THERMO SUIT

The 2 Piece Thermo Suit consists of a
jacket and separate salopettes and is
100% waterproof being made from a
heavy, strong nylon shell fabric.

£89.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

Available in S, M, L, XL, or XXL sizes.

DAIWA SAS MK7
2-PIECE FLOTATION SUIT

£109.99

rrp £124.98

OUR PRICE

Offering superior value, the Daiwa
SAS Mk7 2 Piece Flotation Suit is
the biggest selling flotation suit in
Europe, being totally waterproof with
a 5000mm hydrostatic head rating.

NEW

Available in M, L,
XL, XXL or XXXL sizes.

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE*
Kampa Carp AIR1 Man Inflatable 
Bivvy  .............................£499.99
Delivery ..............................£0.00
Total Balance...................£499.99
Deposit .............................£55.55
8 x Monthly payments of ...£55.55
Charge for Credit .................£0.00
Total Amount Payable ......£499.99

Representative ...... APR 0%Finance is underwritten by: Poingdestres Angling Centre,
Unit 11, Southampton Trade Park, Third Avenue, Southampton, SO15 0AD.
* Payments are to be made monthly by credit / debit card. Direct debit not available.

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
FISH NOW! PAY LATER...

Max term 9 months. Min monthly
payment £25. All applications are credit
scored. Ring us on 023 8051 0077 to
apply. Full details on our website

0%
finance
NO ADMINISTRATION 

CHARGE

£42.50

OUR PRICE

ICON M20

£42.50

OUR PRICE

ICON M30

The Icon M20 & M30 is
designed to complement
the Leeda ICON saltwater
rods and features saltwater
resistant parts to ensure
longevity of your tackle.

M20

M30

£44.99

rrp £49.99

OUR PRICE

The Agility 2 Boat Rods feature a
supple tip for great bite detection but
power transfers easily to the mid-
section and butt to a lock up point for
bullying large fish when necessary.

OUR PRICE

20LB, 30LB

£27.99

rrp £34.99

Features include:-

Slim, high grade carbon blank�

2 piece, equal length section�
construction

Zirconium Oxide Guides (ZOG)�

Hardwearing�
shaped EVA handle

Available in 20lb and 30lb line classes,
the 20lb model is ideal when targeting
big rays, turbot and tope but is also
perfect for general reef fishing or light
wreck fishing for conger, ling and cod.

BOTH MODELS 7FT.

The ZX Shore rod has
had extensive research,
development and testing with
some of the UK’s leading
shore match anglers.

£296.99

rrp £329.99

OUR PRICE

Sonik 13ft5 ZX Shore Rod

SONIK SK3 XTR
13FT FIXED SPOOL

SHORE ROD
The SK3 XTR shore rod features an
improved blank which utilizes the very latest
carbon fibre materials and manufacturing
techniques to produce a rod that casts
better, feels better
balanced in the hand
and have added
durability for hard
fishing in demanding
situations.

The upgraded new Surfblaster II 7000 and
Surfblaster II 8000 Long Cast Fixed Spool Reels are
a perfect choice for all surf casting situations over
clean or mixed rough ground. The slow oscillation

provides excellent
line lay enabling
ultra long casting
performance with
mono or braid
lines.

PRICE MATCH AVAILABLE
ON THESE REELS

£89.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

£63.49

rrp £79.99

OUR PRICE

12FT 9 FIXED

£71.99

rrp £79.99

OUR PRICE

12FT 9 MULTI

£63.99

rrp £79.99

OUR PRICE

13FT 6 FIXED

£71.99

rrp £79.99

OUR PRICE

13FT 6 MULTI

SHAKESPEARE 
AGILITY 2 SURF RODS

Fixed spool or Multiplier

BERKLEY WHIPLASH
GREEN BRIAD

£24.99

rrp £34.99

OUR PRICE

20LB, 30LB

£29.99

rrp £34.99

OUR PRICE

80LB, 100LB

£24.99

rrp £34.99

OUR PRICE

40LB, 65LB

SHIMANO TLD20A 2-SPEED
MULTIPLIER REEL

£159.99

rrp £229.99

OUR PRICE

Features include:-
Single steel power handle
4 x A-RB ball bearings
Waterproof drag
XT7 body
2 Speed gearing
Clicker system

DAIWA SUPER KENZAKI 
BRAID SPECIALS BOAT RODS

Available in 

6-12lb, 12-20lb, 

20-30lb, 20-30lb (3 piece), 

30-50lb

£109.99

rrp £139.99

OUR PRICE

GREYS BEACH RODS

£144.50

rrp £169.99

OUR PRICE

GR75S

£280.50

rrp £329.99

OUR PRICE

GR100S 15FT6

GR100S BEACH ROD
Available in 13ft9 or 15ft6 

GR75S BEACH ROD

BUY A CENTURY 
ROD AND GET A 

PENN 525 MAG 2 
FOR ONLY £50

ONLY AVAILABLE BY 
PHONE 023 8051 0077

£53.99

rrp £69.99

OUR PRICE

THERMO JACKET

£49.99

p £69.99

OUR PRICE

THERMO SMOCK

£59.99

rrp £79.99

OUR PRICE

BIB N BRACE

£272.00

rrp £319.99

OUR PRICE

GR100S 13FT9

FREE
DELIVERY

FREE
DELIVERY

£84.99

rrp £109.99

OUR PRICE

7000

£89.99

rrp £109.99

OUR PRICE

8000
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Claim your own piece of glory as fish hit the back of the net…

THEY THINK 
IT’S ALL OVER...

HURST 
SCORES!
M

ention Hurst and many of 

you, who, like me, are football 
fans will conjure up images of 
Sir Geoff smacking a shot into 
the back of the West 
Germany net in 1966 as 

England won the World Cup.
There is another Hurst, though… a castle 

nestling on the end of the Milford Shingle 
Bank, where there is great fishing, rather than 
football, all year.

For many, the thought of hiking the  
one-and-a-quarter miles along the shingle 
bank to the castle, which guards the western 
approaches to the Solent, might seem 
daunting. All those negatives melt away when 
there is the carrot of some special fishing 
dangling on the end of a stick.

During late summer and early autumn 
quality black bream often appear in  
numbers, along with garfish and bass, around 
the castle, which has a multitude of differing 

marks within a few hundred yards.
The area is swept by an extremely fast, 

swirling tide that often leaves the surface 
looking like a boiling cauldron. Here the 
seabed has become scarred with rocky 
patches and littered with sandbars, and then 
there is Hurst Hole, a very steeply shelving 
stretch of shoreline giving way to equally 
deep water at close range.

Having a thorough understanding of the 
tidal movements, especially the back 

David Graham 
with a typical 
black bream

Steve Lawrence 
with a garfish
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eddies created around the castle, is important
if you are to stand a chance of a bagging session.
During the past couple of decades, the seabed
here at the entrance to the Solent has also
changed, making things a more challenging.

For instance, the front sandbar where I used
to dig sandeels when I was a nipper is long 
gone, but still a bass hotspot, although it now 
rarely uncovers, and shingle now dominates 
what was a sandy seabed.

BREAM QUEST
During the last few days in August the tidal 
and weather conditions looked near perfect 
for a bream quest, so I organised to meet 
Steve Lawrence, from Poole, along with father 
and son David and Callum Graham, from 
Bournemouth, at the seaward end of New 
Lane, which gives access, via a footbridge, to 
the shingle bank.

Within 30 minutes we were on the last leg of
the journey, skirting around the inside of the
castle. If you are walking, travel light.

After many decades fishing around the castle
(perhaps as far back as that famous July day in
1966), I know the tides and their moods like the
back of my hand. Always check the tides before
you set off – generally, you fish the eastern side
of Hurst on the flood tide and the western side
along the shingle bank during the ebb.

On this occasion we were going to fish Hurst
Hole, a deep-water mark, for the first hour
of the flood. It can produce anything from
hefty cod, bass and congers to smoothhounds
and some lumpy black bream. After the first
hour of the flood we would move to fish the
western edge of the front sandbar where the

swirling tides have scarred out a deep gulley.
This is one section around the castle where the
back eddies allow you to fish during the flood
although, at times, weed can be a problem. If
you venture too far to the west, the fierce tides
make it almost unfishable during the flood.

There were a couple of anglers fishing the 
deep-water section when we arrived. They 
revealed they had fished the same mark a 
couple of days earlier and caught bream and a 
7lb smoothhound. 

Steve was the first to sample the bream 
action, landing a small fish, followed by another 
that threw the hook. Surprisingly, the sport 
went dead, with the exception of rafts of weed, 
so a move to our favoured area was overdue.

Once at the western edge of the front
sandbar it was down to the serious stuff. This 
venue gave us several options. Traditionally
when targeting bream, we all use fairly small
hooks with a short shank, but this time we had
increased these to either a size 1 Kamasan short
shank or a size 2 wormer.

Hooklengths also need to be kept fairly short,
around 12 inches, along with a small pop-up on
the snood. The majority of the bream caught
here come to the top hook of a two-hook rig.

With strong currents sweeping along the
entire section, we would need 4oz and 5oz
grippers. One of the two hooks was baited with
a small strip of mackerel, which often sorts out
the better black bream, while the other had a
ragworm. As an added bonus, this section of
Hurst lends itself to float-fishing for garfish,
pollack and mackerel.

Within minutes of our traces settling on the
seabed just 40 yards from the shoreline, the tip

of my Orata was arcing over, typical of a decent 
black bream. Bigger bream can be aggressive 
feeders and, true to form, it was giving a 
spirited account of itself. Weighing just under 
2lb, it was a good start, but things were about to 
get a lot better.

I had just managed to cast both my rods 
back out when David beached a double shot 
of bream. I was only with him for a couple of 
minutes doing some pictures when I saw both 
my rods almost bending double. Some of the 
bream along this stretch can touch the 4lb 
mark. Alas, by the time I got back to my rods, 
the culprits had dived into the rough stuff, 
never to be seen again.

TAIL WALKER
Callum, to my right, was also into a series of
nice bream, but he also caught a mackerel
on the drop, along with a few small corkwing
wrasse. It was non-stop action. Steve, who had
struggled since the move, got himself a brace of
bream, while I tried float-fishing for garfish.

Within minutes I had hooked a tail walker –
great fun to catch on light tackle. I was using
my barbel rod along with a small fixed-spool
reel loaded with 10lb line, a 40g Drennan Piker
float and a size 6 hook baited with a tiny strip
of mackerel. These were not little gars... most
of them were touching the 1lb mark.

After three hours, I had lost count of the
number of quality bream landed. We also had
garfish, mackerel, wrasse and even a couple of
small bass. With the tide topping out in the
next 90 minutes, I knew we were on borrowed
time. As soon as the ebb set in, the venue would
become unfishable.
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A few more bream in the bag for David, Steve 
and Callum meant I was running around like 
a mad thing with the camera, but it was time 
for a move. So we retreated in a homeward 
direction to midway along the shingle bank for 
the first hour of the ebb, when again we would 
be expecting bream, but generally smaller than 
those at Hurst.

DOUBLE SHOTS
It was more of the same, with the lads catching 
double shots of smaller bream, while we 
contemplated the arrival of autumn and winter 
fish. I expect whiting, cod, pouting, flounders 
and dogfish to join the party at Hurst, where 

other fish to feature during the year include bass, 
rays, pollack, soles and turbot.

If you are heading to Hurst during the coming 
weeks, there is still a chance of a few decent 
bream to the right of the front sandbar, and 
even garfish and pollack. If you are targeting the 
deep-water mark, an early cod is possible, along 
with some big pout and a few decent bass, but 
remember, this is a flood tide venue.

For those not quite so energetic, a ferry runs 
from Keyhaven down to the castle during 
daylight, but the walk along bank takes only 
around 35 minutes, and the free parking at New 
Lane always seems to have added appeal.

They think it’s all over… it is now! Q

Callum Graham set 
up on the shingle

David and son 
Callum with a 

brace each

HELPING HAND
GETTING THERE
Q Milford-on-Sea 
is on the A337 from 
either Lymington or 
Christchurch. There 
is free roadside 
parking at the far 
end of New Lane, 
and a bridge spans 
the backwater giving access to the 
Shingle Bank. If you are going to use 
the ferry, there is a pay and display 
car park at Keyhaven. Sailing times 
vary depending on the season.

TACKLE SHOP
Q Loni’s Angling Centre,  
119 Old Milton Road, New Milton 
BH25 6DP, tel: 01425 616323.

I landed this 
garfish when 
float-fishing

Corkwing 
wrasse were 
caught too
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The annual 
pilgrimage 
of anglers 
to Ireland’s 
popular Dingle 
Peninsula is 
underway…
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Your insight  into the best shore  
and boat fishing  that the UK  and Ireland  have to offer

A
utumn and early winter 
are the very best times to 
fish for bass from the 
spectacular strands located 
around the famous Dingle 
Peninsula in County Kerry. 
It’s why many of us make 
the pilgrimage to these 

beautiful beaches.
Given suitable conditions and the right bait, 

there is a high probability that you will catch a 
bass or two at these amazing, westerly-facing 
beaches of unbroken sand.

The influx of UK anglers to Kerry for the 
bass fishing usually kicks off in September, 
with the Daiwa Irish Pairs always a big 
attraction too. Fenit and Brandon have long 
been favourite areas.

While bass may be on your mind, 
unfortunately, the right conditions can 
rarely be relied upon for a full week. The late, 
great angler and journalist Clive Gammon 
used to say that a day or two of perfect surf 
conditions, a couple of mediocre days and a 
couple of bad days amounted to a great week 
in Kerry.

It means there are days when conditions are 
not favourable for catching bass in the surf. 
These are days when there is not enough surf 
to bring the fish inshore, when an Atlantic 
storm is battering the beaches, making them 
totally unfishable, or when there is so much 
weed in the surf that fishing is impossible.

Well, you’re never far from a good pub in 
Kerry, and on a wild and windy day, Clive 
would often declare a “Dick Mack’s tide,” 
after a certain famous establishment in that 
wonderful town. Plus, of course, although 
seen as a cliché, an impromptu session or 
two sitting in front of a smouldering peat fire 
supping perfect pints of creamy Guinness is 
as much a part of a week’s fishing in Kerry as 
catching fish.

PRODUCTIVE
Thankfully, if you are desperate to wet a 
line, such is the topography of the Dingle 
Peninsula that, almost always, there will be 
somewhere that is both comfortable and 
productive to fish, along with numerous 
species to target.

Assuming you have travelled to Kerry 
specifically to surf fish for bass, then the 

Flounders 
thrive here
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tackle and baits you’ll have with you will be 
perfect for seeking obliging flounders. 

In this magical corner of south-west  
Ireland, flounders are not only plentiful, 
but often they grow to an impressively large 
average size.

A frequent by-catch when targeting bass 
in the surf, drop a couple of hook sizes and 
reduce the size of your bait and you can 
often bag up on these greedy flatfish. Be it 
lugworms, razorfish, peeler crabs or sandeels, 
flounders can be caught on all of the usual 
bass baits.

When fishing the surf for bass, I typically
use a single hook paternoster terminating
in a size 2/0-4/0 hook to carry the decent-
sized bait I like to use. When I switch tactics
to focus on flounders, I’ll fish a two-hook
paternoster rig, tied with size 1-1/0 hooks. It’s
surprising how many bass I have caught when
I have switched to flounder fishing.

HIGHLIGHT
Flounders can be caught in good numbers
from both the open surf beaches and the 
numerous harbours and estuaries. All of 
the classic surf beaches, such as Inch on the 
southern side of the peninsula and at Brandon
Bay to the north, produce good flounders.

Some of my favourite beaches are those
within Smerwick Harbour, including Wine
Strand, Black Strand and Ballyferriter.
Facing north, fishing these beaches is often a
good option when excessively strong westerly
gales have blown out most of the other 
beaches in the area.

Some of the very best flounder fishing 
can be found within the estuaries, notably 
Castlemaine Harbour behind Inch strand, 
and the idyllic Cloghane estuary at the 
extreme western end of Brandon Bay.

Most of the marks I have fished within 
these areas are at their most productive when 
targeted for a couple of hours either side of 
low water, when the fish tend to become 
concentrated within the deeper channels. 
You can, of course, fish over high water, but 
by then the fish tend to be more spread out.

The bottom line is you can expect to catch 
flounders almost anywhere you cast a bait 

over a sandy or muddy seabed in this area.
Part of the fun of a week in Kerry is getting

up in the morning, enjoying a great Irish
breakfast, noting which direction the wind is
blowing, loading the rods and boxes of tackle
into the car, and heading off to wherever the
road takes you. 

The Irish Tourist Board has even erected
numerous signs around the coast pointing out
many of the most popular marks.

Certainly, a week in Kerry is the highlight
of the year for many shore anglers, regardless
of whether they are fishing for bass, flounders
or any of the many other species that can be
caught in abundance here throughout the
back end of the year.

One thing is for certain, when you have
fished here once you will return again, and
again, and again.

HELPING HAND

Q There are countless places to 
stay in an around Dingle, but for 
many years my favourite base for a 
fishing trip in these parts has been 
Tigh TP’s at Ballydavid, with its B&B 
accommodation, Coastguard House, 
located next door.

Situated right on the beach on 
the northern shoreline of Smerwick 
Harbour, a 10-minute drive from Dingle 
Town, it’s a short drive to several 
excellent beaches.

For more details, tel: 00353 (0)66 
9155300 or visit: the-coastguard-
house-tigh-tp.irelandhotel24.com.

My trip was arranged by Anglers 
World Holidays: www.anglersworld.tv

I travelled to Ireland using Stena Line 
from Fishguard to Rosslare,  
Cork is around a three-hour drive  
from the ferry terminal.  
Web: www.stenaline.co.uk. Q

Richie Acford 
(left)and 
John Sheehan 
with two fine 
flounders

The flatties will fall to razorfish ... ...as well as peeler crabs

Mike Hennessey 
with an impressive 

specimen...

...and I get 
in on the 

action too!
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SHORE ANGLER
Words and
Photography by  
JANSEN TEAKLE

CHESIL
STORM 
CHEATS

An early season cod session 
eventually pays off as nuisance fish 
do their best to munch all the bait

I
t was still dark when I arrived at 

Abbotsbury one early morning in late 
September. The car park did seem to be 
relatively empty, but then, given the storm 
that had torn across the South Coast the 
previous night, it was little wonder.

Donning my headlamp, I trudged 
up the sliding shingle where I soon 

reached the crest of the beach. In the beam 
of my light I could see that the water was still 
positively charged from its big stir-up but, more 
importantly, the swell had died down. It was 
practical and safe to fish.

As the wind whistled past me along the beach, 
I pulled the drawstring of my hoodie in an 
attempt to block it out, shuddered and headed 
back to the car park to meet my buddy for the 
session. Having known Stuart Withyman all of 
my angling life, I knew that when I mentioned a 
trip to Dorset’s Chesil Beach he would be more 
than willing to tag along. Sure enough, within 
a few minutes Stuart arrived and we eagerly 
ferreted about in the boots of our cars for boxes, 
bags, holdalls and all those other things that you 
may or may not need for a morning’s fishing.

Stuart is notorious for his one-piece boiler 
suits, and as he began to climb into a striking 
blue number I questioned whether this really 
was a practical idea, considering the trek that 

lay ahead. The boiler suit was duly folded up and 
placed on the lid of his box, and we set off along 
the back of the beach.

FAMOUS MARK
The Dragon’s Teeth is as famous a Chesil cod 
mark as any, and was to be our chosen location 
for the day, or at least until the next storm was 
due to hit us by the middle of the afternoon.

This noted landmark, consisting of huge 
chunks of reinforced concrete, was originally 
constructed as a fortification during the Second 
World War as a means of restricting movement 
of mechanised infantry, but has since become 
synonymous with winter anglers, who look upon 
it as something of a marker.

In all truthfulness, the whole stretch of beach 
here can produce the goods, but so as not to get 
hemmed in by like-minded anglers crowding 
the hot spot we walked on for another couple of 
hundred yards to where we knew we would have 
a fair stretch of beach to ourselves.

My brolly was soon erected against the 
freshening wind and my tackle placed beneath 
it. Rods were assembled and wedged in the rest, 
which was pushed well down into the small 
pebbles. After a little faffing about, I soon had 
two baits in the water, something that I would 
soon be regretting.
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Reward in the 
form of a 7lb cod
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BEAUTIFUL SIGHT
Within a matter of minutes, both rods were
bouncing away, but neither tip seemed to signal
the presence of a cod. Taps, rattles and slow,
dull pulls continued for a few minutes before my
patience expired and I decided to wind in the
culprits. It was no surprise to see some chunky
pouting sliding up the shingle, undoubtedly
encouraged to feed during the daylight, given
the colour of the water – which wasn’t far off
that of the Bristol Channel.

Stuart, too, was in on the pout action, and
I knew that as a match fishing enthusiast he
would have been quite happy to do this all day
long. Fresh, shining pout are a beautiful sight,
but, in all honesty, they are never going to make
for a memorable fishing trip. 

My second cast produced a similar series of
bites. Again, I left the rod alone for a bit before
winding in, and this time I had a dogfish. 

Although a good storm might toss the seabed
larder up in the air, there’s no telling what fish
may choose to come along and mop it up, but
the two species that had presented themselves
within a short space of time were really not
what we were looking for. Rafts of weed also
drifted along in the tide, occasionally fouling our
lines and generally making the task of fishing
effectively a tricky one.

CHANGE AFOOT
It was some time later, having dealt with
numerous pest fish, that a call along the shingle
from Stuart revealed that perhaps a change was
afoot. A small codling had fallen foul of a rag and
lug cocktail and we both hoped this would be a
sign of things to come. It wasn’t a big fish, but it
provided a little relief from the dogfish and pout
that had done their worst to eat the best part of
a pound of lug in a short space of time.

The wind continued to increase and I glanced
at my watch to see just how much of a weather
windows remained, quite conscious that our
time on the beach would be limited.

Strangely, both rods sat there in the buffeting
wind giving zero indication of a bite, and it
appeared that things underwater had quietened
down. I sat there in my own little world,
surrounded by washed-up tennis balls, a wine
bottle and the remnants of mackerel feathers, all
returned to land by the angry sea, perhaps with
some resentment that they had been discarded
there in the first place.

Suddenly, I noticed my right-hand rod tip lift

a few inches. I watched the line as it started to
drop and then track away down in the tide. A
fish had broken the lead weight from the seabed
and was on the move. This looked a little more
encouraging, I thought. I picked up the rod and
steadily wound down to take up the fallen line

and began coaxing in some healthy weight.
Every now and again, the tip gave a couple of

solid nods and I knew I would have to take my
time as I played the fish through the dumping
surf. After some careful handling of the rod as
close as I could safely get to the water, I caught

Stuart ‘boiler suit 
man’ Withyman 
battles with weed

Its big head would
suggest this cod was a
double, but it actually

weighed just over 7lb
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TACKLE & BAIT
When faced with a stiff onshore wind, a
big tide and rafts of weed, it is advisable
to step up everything a little in the tackle
stakes. A rod with a little extra grunt to
handle larger lead weights is a good place
to start and a 6oz or 7oz lead weight will
punch its way through the weather far
easier than a conventional 5oz sinker.

Small reels with magnetic braking that
can be adjusted to suit conditions on the
day are superb. I’ve been using the Daiwa
7HT Magnofuge models for the last seven
years and they are still going strong. Load

up with a 0.33mm line and a suitable
shockleader and you’re ready to go. Set
the brakes on your reel at full effect to
start with, but gradually ease them back
until you reach a safe running speed that
maximises your casting potential.

Pulley rigs or fixed paternosters
carrying size 3/0 hooks are fine, but it
pays to consider your choice of bait when
casting into a head wind. During my 
session at Abbotsbury I ended up fishing 
a single gutted black lugworm to get 
out to where, I felt, offered me the best 
chance of finding a cod. In this instance,  
I scaled my hook down to a size 1/0.

sight of my prize. A thick-set head appeared 
through the white froth and I gingerly guided it 
up the shingle with the help of keen wave. 

It was a hard-won fish, given the number of
pests to wade through, and I was pleased with
it. At a little over 7lb, it was a typical Chesil cod
of this season so far, but going on the head alone
it could have been mistaken for a double, should
it have been claimed by a wave in the surf line.

It was lunchtime when we decided to head
off the beach, by which time the coast had
disappeared under a black, foreboding sky.
As early season cod hunts go, we’d enjoyed a
pleasing enough end result.Q

HELPING HAND
GETTING THERE
Q Leave junction 25
of the M5 and head
south on the A358.
At the Horton Cross
roundabout, take
the last exit back
on to the A358.
This will take you to
Chard, then to Axminster. From here,
take the A35 and head east. Follow
this road until you reach Bridport
then pick up the B3157. From here,
Abbotsbury is approximately nine 
miles away.

TACKLE SHOP
Q Abbotsbury Fishing Tackle, Rodden 
Row, Abbotsbury, tel: 01305 871199.

Finally the 
codling arrive

A chunky 
pout for 

Stuart

Bait was a single 
black lugworm

The Daiwa 7HT Magnofuge

The water was 
‘charged’ after a 

big stir up 
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Across the North Sea, anglers are discovering 
the excitement of bass fishing…

DUTCH 
DELIGHT

W
hile some anglers in 

the United Kingdom may 
have become a little blasé 
about catching bass, the 
excitement is taking hold 
across the North Sea in 
the Netherlands, where 
the species is actually 

something of a novelty.
So many Dutch anglers are being bitten by the 

bass bug (so well-known to British anglers) that 
they are practically intoxicated. Once they’ve 
got a taste for bass fishing, some of them are 
hooked for life – a familiar story, no doubt, for 
readers of Sea Angler.

One of the enthusiasts is Marc Zitvast, of 
Smart Lures Netherlands (www.smartlures.nl)  
who has become something of an expert at 
catching bass with lures and fly-fishing tackle in 
the Maasvlakte, which is located in Europoort, 
the harbour and industrial area of Rotterdam.

Created in the 1960s by reclaiming land 
from the North Sea, with an extension added 
between 2008-2013, this is a huge port area 
where the Rivers Rhine and Maas enter the 
saltwater. The brackish water holds both 
freshwater and saltwater fish.

Marc Zitvast 
with a fly-caught 
bass from the 
Maasvlakte
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TACKLE AND LURES
Along with my friend Tobias Hilbert, I decided
to learn all about Marc’s style of fly-fishing for
bass. First we needed to get the right tackle.

Marc recommended a 7 or 8 weight rod at 9ft
long, such as the Greys GR30, 50 or 70 Salt or
Hardy Zephrus SWS 7. The fly-reel, such as
a Greys GTS 500 or 700 or Hardy Ultralite
CADD 6000, should be loaded with something
like Airflo Forty Plus Sniper in Sink 3, which is
ideal in almost any location.

At elevated positions and in deeper areas
of around five metres, Marc chooses the
Sniper Sink 7 line or, on more difficult days, a
continuous clear intermediate line. Alternative
lines are Orvis Access Clear Intermediate 8 or
Rio Coastal Quick Shooter 8. He uses a 0.40mm
fluorocarbon or mono leader because you need
something strong to stand up to the sharp
stones and shells on the seabed. The flies are tied
directly using the perfection loop.

Marc favours 7-10cm synthetic streamer flies
in grey-white, brown-white or olive green-white, 
with or without flash material or EP streamers. 
In murky water, or when it’s dark, fluorescent 
green-white or pink-white often work very well. 
They are tied on Mustad C68 hooks in size 1 for 
6mm flies and size 2/0 for 7.5mm flies.

You’ll definitely need waders. Finally, a 
stripping basket is essential, such as the 
Futurefly Creek, from adh-fishing.

WHERE, WHEN AND HOW
For our first attempt at catching bass on the fly, 
Tobi and I met Marc at Rotterdam harbour. He 
was raring to go, and greeted us enthusiastically. 

All he had with him was his fly-rod, waders and
a small backpack and landing net. Tobi and I
hadn’t bothered with a backpack or net – you 
can’t beat lightweight fishing. 

As he revealed our tactics for the next few 
days, Marc’s eyes were lighting up. He explained 
that bass lurk here from May to October, 
with summer best, depending on the weather 
conditions, and they can, and do, stay much 
longer. British anglers know all about big,  
late-autumn bass.

Morning and evening can be ideal times for 
good fishing. Bass do takes lures at night, and 
they tend to be the scarcer but larger fish. The 
best fishing time is two hours before high water, 
and two hours after. At high tide you will still 

catch, but not as well. You can check the water 
levels at getij.rws.nl.

In addition, some spots are unsuitable for fly-
fishing because there is too little space behind 
you for casting. This is precisely why the Sniper 
line is ideal – the thick, short taper enables an 
excellent cast, even with restricted space.

It is possible to catch bass in the open waters 
of the Maasvlakte, but these fish like structure, 
such as the boats, tankers, pillars, quay walls, 
pools, holes, stone plateaux, harbour gateways, 
river forks and plant life found in the lake. It is 
easy to locate good spots using Google Earth, 
and, of course, there need to be food fish around 
for these predators.

The best weather is cloudy and overcast 

An impressive 
collection of 

streamer flies

Bass are caught in 
open water, but 
like structure too
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conditions with a little westerly wind; what we
consider ideal for predators. A roving approach
is always a good idea to locate different new 
spots. Due to unsteady and slippery pitched 
slopes and long hikes, you may get tired, but

sooner or later you find the target fish.
You should always cast upstream, letting the 

line sink for between five and 10 seconds, before 
stripping the lure back to yourself. Whether 
slowly or in a jerky motion, with or without 
pauses, is completely down to the mood of the 
fish on the day. You will often get a take right at 
your feet, in front of the slope or plant life.

A practised angler can expect to lose up to three 
flies a day, novices maybe even five or more.

PRECISION CASTING
On our first evening as the sun started to set, it 
didn’t take long before Marc caught a fish, not a 
bass but a small perch, and not long afterwards 
he added two more of around 45cm. We eagerly 

awaited a take, but blanked. Simply casting and 
hoping for the best won’t work, even if the fish 
are there. Precision casting towards the boats or 
pitched slopes is crucial.

Next morning, we tried again for the elusive 
bass. Tobi got a strong bite, and not long after 
he had his first Dutch bass. The spell had been 
broken, and, just in front of a quay wall, I lost a 
fish measuring around 50cm. It had been a long 
time since I was that annoyed about losing a fish, 
but less than half an hour later I landed a 48cm 
bass. What a bite, and what a fight!

Tobi and I each caught another two bass, and 
we saw fish of up to 65cm that didn’t want to 
take our flies. One thing is certain: that wasn’t 
our last bass trip to Holland. Q

Expert Marc 
with another 
fine specimen

My 48cm bass – 
what a bite, and 
what a fight!

Tobi steers  
in his prize

Tobi with his 
first Dutch bass
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THINK BIG!
How I got into specimen fishing and found out 
time definitely equals reward for large rays…

ANGLING 
ADVENTURES
WITH ANDY WEBB

L
ike many anglers, I always 
wanted to catch a big ray. My 
turn came while fishing a low-
water mark during a light 
southerly breeze and with the 
water like a sheet of glass.

Standing side by side with 
friends and lines out in the dark 

depths of the Bristol Channel, suddenly the 
long hours of fruitless effort were about to 
pay off. My rod tip started to pull over and 
shortly after I saw a ray gliding through the 
surf to the shoreline. I caught three small-
eyed rays that night, up to around 5lb 8oz 
in weight.

You could say that session kick-started 
my passion for specimen fishing. These 
fish taught me never to give up on a quest. 
However, it took many hours before I saw 
a specimen small-eyed, spotted, thornback 
or blonde ray. Ray fishing can take a lot of 
determination and many hours spent by the 
water’s edge.

I’m very lucky to live in the South West, 
with the Bristol Channel and Dorset 
coastline within an hour’s drive, which 
can give me some fantastic ray fishing. 
However, my favourite fishing is on the 
South Devon coastline.

Over the years, I’ve put in countless hours 
of night fishing in this area because it’s by far 
the best coastline for a chance of catching a 
really big monster of a ray. My current best 
shore-caught ray is a blonde of 17lb 10oz, 
taken on a single sandeel in August 2015.

A nice fish, it was a baby compared to some 
of the blondes caught along this coastline. 
For instance, top rods Rob Yorke and Mark 
Bryce are two of many anglers who have 
put the time and dedication into targeting 
these monster rays. Rob currently holds the 
Wyvern region’s shore-caught record for a 
blonde ray, which was caught in 2016 while 
fishing a South Devon rock venue. The fish 
weighed 29lb 10oz, and will be hard to beat. 
He gained the record from Mark, who had 
previously caught a blonde of 27lb 8oz.

When you go out and target specimen 
fish, it takes extreme dedication to hit big 
fish on a regular basis. These guys have done 
it for many years. They have done their 
homework and know when to go and where 
to go.
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ANGLING 
ADVENTURES
WITH ANDY WEBB

Gaining this type of knowledge is very
important and can be very simple. Here are
a few hints and tips to help you get out there
and smash those bigger fish.

FINDING A GREAT VENUE
If you are not fishing in an area that holds
the fish, you cannot catch them, so you must
locate a suitable venue.

Normally, most tackle shops will help you
with general information because they get to
know which marks are fishing well and they
are usually more than willing to put you on
the fish.

Such venues can be hard to discover
because anglers usually keep them secret,
and for good reason. A long walk, and even
abseiling down a cliff face, only to find
anglers on a mark with limited space is not
a fun experience. The climb back up and
trudge back to the car is soul-destroying.

I remember once spending the best part of
two hours walking before I got a bait in the
water. I’d got to two places that were being
fished, but a third was empty. However, I
blanked!

CLICK AND COLLECT
Instead, let your fingers do the work.
Searching the internet is a great way to
find venues. A few years ago, I wanted to
locate a few places away from the crowded
well-known ray marks, so I looked on
Google Earth and picked 10 venues that I
thought would hold rays.

If you have never fished an area, you need
to visit it in daylight over low water on a
spring tide. Look for clean ground that you
think may hold the fish you seek. Fishing in
daylight a few times is recommended before
attempting to fish at night.

You should always seek a safe place to fish.
Look for the tideline, and position yourself
at a good distance above it when fishing off

A double-figure
blonde ray

Take extreme
care when
scaling cliff
marks
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TACKLE, RIGS AND BAIT FOR RAYS
A quality beachcasting rod and reel
is recommended because you need
something that can cope with not only
what you are fishing for, but also the
venue, be it rocks or a sandy beach.

Keeping up to date with the servicing
of your reels on a regular basis also
helps things run smoothly. If your reel is
running correctly and you are getting the
bait out there, then that’s half the battle.
I would recommend using 15-20lb
mainline, depending on the ground being
fished; I use Ultima line.

It always pays to use a long flowing
trace for ray fishing. I’m a big fan of the
up-and-over rig, which enables me to
keep my bait far away from the lead
weight in an effort not to spook the fish.

The pulley drop-down rig and standard
pulley can be used too. The pulley is ideal
for mixed to rougher ground because
it helps lift the lead weight when the
fish is on, which can stop the rig getting
snagged on any rough ground.

Always purchase quality components
when making your rigs. I use Cox & Rawle
Specimen Extra as my main hook, with a
Chinu or Octopus hook as my second hook
on a Pennell. Using a Pennell enables me
to fish a hook at each end of the bait.

Rays feed on a mixture of baits. A
sandeel is my choice for targeting rays.
Squid is also a great bait, which I tend to
use in the Bristol Channel. However, if
you want to put thornbacks into the mix
as well, then use prawns, peeler crabs, or
squid and Bluey wraps.

Remember to set the drag on your reel
when targeting rays because I’ve seen
anglers get their rods pulled into the sea
by a ray hitting the bait and swimming off.

Normally, you will get a pull-down bite
and the fish will then take line. At that
point, you would tighten your drag and
hit into the fish, while reeling in and
gaining line and lifting your rod tip at
the same time to lift the fish towards
the surface.

Use quality
tackle when

specimen
fishing

A sandeel
and squid
wrap bait

Make the
effort, get

the rewards

Preparing 
to release 
another ray

rocks to allow for any swells that may pick 
up out at sea.

To do this, I set off with a packed lunch, 
rod and reel, a rucksack full of weights and 
plenty of spare line and shockleader. I simply 
clip on a rotten-bottom release system and 
start to cast out in different directions on 
the chosen venues. The rotten-bottom 
release clip helps me lose the lead weight and 
brings back the rig each time. If losing a few 
sinkers gives me the information I need to 
catch a big ray, so be it!

Recording all this information in a notepad 
is important, and should continue for every 
visit. You can look back and perhaps see a 
pattern to the way a venue fishes. It might 
be best on a spring or neap tide, or rough or 
calm conditions due to the wind speed. Air 
pressure can also pay a big part.

GETTING REWARDS
To cut a long story short, I managed to catch 
rays off all 10 marks over the space of 12 
months. The fish included a small-eyed ray 
of 12lb 15oz, blondes to 16lb 4oz, along with 
spotted rays to 5lb 14oz. It took a lot of hard 
work, but this is the effort required.

It’s worth reminding you that wading out 
on to reef marks or climbing with ropes 
means safety is important. Good-quality 
studded footwear is needed. My favourites 
are the Vass breathable waders, which give 
good grip, keep me cool on long hikes, and 
dry when fishing off the beaches.

Never wear waders at a rock venue. If you 
were to fall in the sea your waders would 
start to fill up with water, and you will be 
pulled under. A good pair of studded boots 
and, if needed, a flotation suit or lifejacket is 
perfect for fishing at rock venues. 

Always have your mobile phone charged in 
case of emergency, and tell someone where 
you are going.

Finally, remember that time equals 
rewards. You need to fish the mark over 
and over again. Say, for example, you fish the 
mark on a neap tide with a north-westerly 
wind and catch nothing. Go back and try 
again on a bigger tide because sooner or later 
you will strike lucky.

That’s the sort of the information that will 
get you on the road to catching specimen fish. 
A few blank sessions can be disheartening, 
but if you don’t put in the hours you won’t 
get the results.
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IT’S 
TIME 
FOR 
COD

If you’re looking for some 
consistent winter sport, 

try the Mersey beat…

T
he Mersey has been at the 

forefront of UK cod fishing since 
the early 1970s and 1980s, when 
marks close to the famous  

C22 Buoy produced a string of 20lb and 
30lb-plus cod.

Those big fish may, or may not, be a 
thing of the past, but catches through 
the winter of 2016/17 produced a good 
number of doubles, topped by fish of 
15lb and 18lb and backed up by plenty of 
codling from 2lb to 6lb.

I’ve fished the Mersey, on and off, for 
30 years, so I’ve seen it then and now 
and can vouch for the consistency of the 
cod fishing throughout the winter. The 
overall size of fish has dropped, but the 
numbers of cod can be quite staggering.

Charter skipper Simon Parry runs the 
Suveran from Liverpool Marina, and in 
early January 2017 the boat recorded 97 
cod in the day, a new boat record, with a 
large proportion returned. While fishing 
with Simon, he told me the average day 
return over the past couple of years is 
around 40 fish during peak season, but 
he regularly sees in excess of 50 cod a day.

The cod season gets underway around 
mid-October, and by mid-November 
numbers should be high. The best of the 
winter run lasts from until mid-January, 
tapering off towards the end of February.

Traditionally, the bigger fish show 
either side of Christmas, with early 
January often producing the largest of all. 
This is the time to put out the big whole 
squid baits, or fish a whole whiting.

BEST TIDES
Being a relatively narrow estuary, the 
Mersey’s tidal run can be rapid on the 
bigger tides. The best tides, working on 
the Liverpool scale, are the ones of 27ft 
or less. The ideal tides are around 23-26ft 
rising towards the bigger springs. 

While dropping tides produce plenty of 
fish, it seems that the building tides bring 
fresh fish in, which can give sport that 
added boost.

It is during the building tides around 
Christmas and early January when the 
biggest fish tend to be caught, though this 
is not a hard-and-fast rule. The bulk of the 
fishing is towards the estuary mouth.

Words and 
photography by 
MIKE THRUSSELL
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DOWNTIDING
Tackle choice depends on where you happen
to be on the boat. Downtide fishing is the
most effective at the stern. You need a 12lb to
20lb-class rod, but aim to fish with one that’s
got a slightly softer tip to help register bites
and cushion the fight of a fish when you’re
retrieving it against a strong current.

Ideally, I’d use a tough-geared reel with a
lever-drag, which offers that instant finer
setting should you hit a big fish. Braid
line is essential to minimise line pressure
and dramatically increases bite detection.
Normally, I fish a short fluorocarbon leader
of 30lb in front of the 30lb braid, not only to
give a little stretch when playing fish near the
boat on a short line, but also to protect my
braid from the seabed.

Fishing braid, you mostly get away with
8-10oz of lead weight, but on the bigger 25ft-
plus tides during peak flow, carry a few 12oz
and 16oz sinkers, but bounce these away from
the boat to cover more ground.

If your deck position is midway or by
the cabin, then downtiding puts your baits
behind the others fishing the stern corners.
This can limit your chances of catching as
the fish swim in an uptide direction, and it
increases the possibility of tangles.

UPTIDING
Casting your baits at a slight or acute angle
uptide of the boat using grip leads puts your
baits fishing out on their own and increases
your chances. Choose a powerful uptider at
least 9ft 6in long. Soft tips are fine because
they’ll help the lead weight hold under
pressure, but still show up dropback bites.

You need a casting reel, such as the Penn
525 loaded with 20lb mono, to handle any
normal uptiding situation and big fish in fast
tides. Add a 60lb mono shockleader, making
sure this has a half dozen turns or more on the
reel spool, goes up the length of the rod, and
hangs a further 3ft below the rod tip.

EURO STYLE
The other option is a 6000-sized fixed-spool
reel loaded with 20lb braid, fishing this with
one of the 11-12ft soft-tipped European
rods. These have the power to cast heavyish
weights uptide, but the soft tip shows up the
slightest of bites exceptionally well, and the
rods have the power to land big fish.

They are also good off the stern, as you can
cast them safely from a full boat as the weight
is well away from everyone high above them.
This was how skipper Simon Parry mostly
fished on the day of my trip.

For uptide fishing you need long-wired

fixed-grip leads. These are usually 6oz to 8oz
in weight, but fitted with fixed nose wires,
just supple enough to be bent back into
shape. The wires extend well out from the
lead’s profile, and when they hit the seabed
they grip really well and allow you to fish
effectively, even in very fast tides.

RIG CHOICES
When downtide fishing, a simple sliding leger
with a 3ft, 40lb fluorocarbon hooklink is
best. Two size 4/0 Viking pattern hooks are
required, presented Pennell style.

When uptiding, I prefer to create a bolt rig
that forces the cod to come up against the full
weight of the wired sinker, thus self-hooking.
Do this by using 15in of 60lb fluorocarbon
and tying on a size 3/0 oval split ring at one
end. Slide on a rig crimp, a 5mm bead, a size
4 rolling swivel, another bead and a crimp.
Now crimp the swivel in place 2in above the
split ring. Finish the rig by tying on a size 4
rolling swivel to the free end. The hook trace
goes to the free swivel eye and should be
30-40lb fluorocarbon. Again, use a Pennell
hook system.

The easy Pennell hook option is to have the
top hook with the line sliding freely through
the eye, then to secure the hook you simply
wrap the line around the hook shank three
times to lock it in place (see page 92). This is
fine for general fishing, but if you hook a big

fish, the spot where the line last accesses the
shank can stretch in a heavy tide, weaken, and
can break during a long fight.

I prefer to use tubing slid over the top hook
shank with the line passing inside this. The
tubing grips the line against the shank to
secure the position of the hook. It tends to
be the bottom hook that gets damaged, so
alternatively, tie this on by adding a 3in loop

SEA ANGLER ISSUE 550

The Mersey has always
been at the forefront
of UK cod fishing

Use a fixed-grip
lead when uptiding

The Penn 525
is ideal for
uptide casting
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tied in the end of the line. The loop can then
be poked through the eye of the bottom
hook, and the loop pulled over the hook and
drawn tight to the eye. Reverse the process to
replace a damaged hook.

BEST BAITS
The must-have bait is black lug, or black lug
tipped with rag, or better still a tippet of blow
lug or a strip of squid. Make your lug baits
like semi-thin sausages in shape – the length
should be a minimum of 6-8in.

I leave most of the old bait on and simply push
fresh stuff up the hook shank and trace to form
a really big bait. Remember, cod have huge

mouths, so big baits are no problem to them.
Other good tippet baits are razorfish used

like a splint along the length of a worm bait, or
mussels, again wrapping the mussels along part
of the worm bait’s length with bait elastic.

You can improve your odds of a bigger fish
by baiting with two or three whole squid,
or add a whole squid alongside a half-sized
fresh worm bait. When using big squid baits,
change the hooks for two size 6/0 Vikings. A
whole whiting is also a good choice, with the
size 6/0 hook just nicked through the top lip.
Simon can organise all your bait for the day.

TACTICS
Downtide fishing is fairly straight forward,
just letting the weight hit the seabed and
making sure it stays there. However, take
the trouble to constantly change the weight
of the sinker so that it only just has enough
weight to stay put.

When you lift the rod tip a couple of feet,
release a few feet of line as the weight lifts
off the bottom. Stop, and the tide will drop
the weight back a few feet before the line
retightens as the sinker resettles and gives
the bait a little movement. This drop-back
approach allows you to cover more ground and
find small pockets of fish that might be missed.

Casting uptide requires more thought.
From a mid-gunnel position, look to cast
about 40 degrees uptide. If you’re near to

or adjacent to the cabin, cast at 60 degrees.
As the weight hits the water, let line spill
off the reel until you feel the lead weight hit
the seabed. Now release another 15-20yds of
line to form a big bow in the line. This bow,
through tidal pressure on the line, will pull
the sinker into the seabed and let the bait
fish effectively. Prop the rod tip against the
gunnel and the rod tip will pull over slightly
and stay that way; it’s now fishing correctly.

Try to cast in slightly different distances to
search the ground. Small ground features are
highly likely to also attract fish.

Uptide bites tend to be a few knocks on the
rod tip, then the tip section will spring back
as the fish pulls the weight and wires out of
the ground.

Simon is not a static skipper. He’ll have you
fishing a spot for the peak time, then move on
to follow the fish. If there’s room, I tend to
fish two uptide rods, and these brief periods
of time when the boat is being repositioned I
use to re-bait my two rods, and maybe pre-bait
a couple more traces. This helps me maximise
my fishing time and take full advantage of
the feeding spells. I also use any periods
in between bites to bait up spare traces.

The skipper does all the hard work in
putting you over the fish. To get the best
from your day on the Mersey, all you need
to do is get the basics right and you’ll enjoy
some great cod fishing, plus there’s always the
chance of a bigger fish.Q

INFORMATION
CHARTER BOAT
Q Jensen Sea Angling Charters,
contact Tony or Simon Parry,
tel: 01745 332766 or 07785 118135.
Web: www.fish-jensen.co.uk

MARINA LOCATION
Q Liverpool Marina, L3 4BP,
tel: 07884 238262.
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Mike Thrussell 
with a small 
codling

Black lug bait

Lug and squid 
cocktail baits
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CATCH A 
CONGER
If there’s one fish guaranteed to pull your string it’s 
the conger eel. With ‘snakes’ regularly topping 50lb 

on most South Coast wreck and reef marks, you 
can have some great sport on light tackle

W
hen I was a young lad, my fath  
and his mates used to take m   
down to Brixham, in Devon, at le  
once a year for a week of serio  

conger fishing.
We didn’t fish from a charter boat, but wi  

a commercial wreck netter, who was a frie  
of the family. He knew exactly where the b  
eels lived, and during the many years I spe  
fishing out of Brixham I had the privilege  
witness eels to 103lb being hoisted on to t  
deck. Many of these weighed more than 90l  
and my personal best, at 88lb, I caught at th  
tender age of 15.

Ever since those days I’ve looked forwar  
to the autumn/winter months along th  
South Coast, when the cod fishing hasn  
quite begun or has slowed right down as th  
fish move offshore – that’s the time when 
you can virtually guarantee the open ground 
congers will oblige.

In fairness, they can be caught in good 
numbers from August right through until 
March, and it’s often the case that anglers 

Left: This 60lb-plus eel 
was caught on an open 
ground mark using the 
DB1 10-20lb class boat 
rod – epic sport

Main: There’s nothing 
quite like playing a big 
conger eel in a fast tide
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get frustrated with the big eels because they
regularly snaffle baits intended for cod
throughout the winter.

Chasing a big conger eel is a relatively simple
affair. You need to be fishing the right place
at the right time and have luck on your side
to achieve your goal. Of course, that’s a whole
lot of variables to get right at the same time.

LIGHT-TACKLE APPROACH
One of the reasons I enjoy catching big eels 
from open ground ‘cod’ marks during the 
autumn/winter is the simple fact that you can 
get away with using relatively light gear.

Unlike when you’re wreck fishing for 
eels there are few, if any, snags on the open 
ground cod marks dotted around the English 
Channel. Instead of the standard 50lb-class 
wrecking kit, I opt for my trusty DB1 10/20lb-
class rod paired with my Shimano Talica 12 II 
multiplier, which is loaded with 30lb braid 
and a 60lb leader.

Rarely do the eels show up much bigger 
than 60lb on these open ground marks, but 
believe me, the fight from a 50lb eel on this 
kind of set-up is really quite something.

SIMPLE RIGS
On the business end I use a 5ft-long 
200lb mono trace with a size 10/0 or 12/0 
O’Shaughnessy hook. The reason I use a  
5ft-long trace is purely down to fish welfare 
and making life easier for the skipper to 
unhook the eels at the side of the boat.

You need the long trace so that whoever is 
doing the unhooking can grab hold of it and 
get a few turns around a gloved hand. 

If the trace is too short, this cannot be 
done and you risk snapping your lead  
line before you can use the T-bar  
unhook the eel – and that results in
conger heading back to the seabed wi
a hook and line still in its mouth.

CONGER BAITS
During the late summer and autumn,
quite often use the same size baits fo
conger as I do for tope, those bein
either a mackerel head and guts or
tail cone section.

However, I do 
ometimes opt for a 

mackerel flapper bait, 
pecially when the 
hing is slow. For me, it’s 
 about getting the scent 
o the water. If there are 

ads of eels on the ground 
 m fishing, then the head 

d guts or tail cone will 
rk fine, but if the eels 
 few and far between, 

 apper will give the best 
nt trail possible.
We all know that one of 
e best baits for a conger 

is mackerel, but during 
the winter they show 
a preference for baby 
cuttlefish along the South 
Coast. It’s really quite 
handy, because that’s 
another one of the baits 

that the cod in this area really like too.
While you’re fishing away with a single or 

double baby cuttle, you stand a really good 
chance of a big cod, a conger or even a huge 
bass picking up the bait, which makes it all the 
more exciting when that rod tip buckles over.

Another advantage of using whole cuttles 
is that the ever-present dogfish and whiting 
tend to leave these big baits alone. They may 
have a nibble, but generally can’t do much 
damage to the bait, which means it stays 
intact long enough for the congers to find.

TACKLING UP FOR WRECKING
Unlike when fishing over open ground marks, 
you need some pretty beefy kit to target a ton-
up wreck specimen. A 30/50lb-class rod and 
large multiplier reel loaded with 50lb braid are 
standard if you want to try for a monster eel.

It’s a well-known fact that big eels are 
generally territorial. They tend to hang 
around the same place, unlike smaller eels, 
which are often nomadic.

As a conger nears 
the boat it is likely to 
start spinning – so 
using good quality 
swivels is a must

A small 
mackerel 
flapper will give 
you loads of 
scent, but is not 
recommended 
when wreck 
fishing

This is the correct 
way to hold an eel 
for a photo – slip 
your hands into 
the gill cover either 
side of the head
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Edinburgh

GLASGOW: 0141 212 8880

EDINBURGH: 0131 202 6351

WEB: FISHINGMEGASTORE.COM
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Highly sought after by bass pros
in the States, Trilene Fluorocarbon
is pound for pound among the
strongest monofilament lines on
the market.
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These supremely versatile worms are available in a range of colours and
sizes, with their extremely lifelike bodies and action proving irresistible
fished in a range of methods, from simple bait rigs, to fished with fine
jigheads, to even being fished ‘wacky’ style hook in the middle.

Only

£5.99
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These great quality Jig Head multipacks
come in a versatile range of size and
weight combinations, and feature Six
Red and Four Yellow heads per pack.
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• Tiny Fish 1,2,3,4 x 6
• Dropshot Weights

3.5g x 6
• 5 Section tackle box

$/,9( ),6+ )5<
• Tail designed for nonstop

fish enticing action

• More durable and
effective than live bait

52&.),6+ /5) 5((/6

The little brother to the
Luregame Reel range,
and delivers a fantastic
quality fixed spool reel,
purpose built to handle
modern LRF methods.
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By using ultra thin materials the
J-Braid is super soft and smooth,
which you will instantly notice
when you feel it.
Made in Japan.
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The versatility of Shore Jig lures rigged with

assist hooks have made them super popular 

in recent years, and with good reason.
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The hi speed blanks del

control of micro and nan

and the sensitive white t

ensure the tiniest pluck

braid is amplified into a

‘hittable’ bite.
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• Computer balanced rotor
• Superb quality
• Spare spool included
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£11.99
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• Mace 1,13,4,5 x 6

• Mace Head 2g #6 x 5

• 5 Section tackle box

£7.99
7;����

• Excalibur Lures
1,13,4,5 x 6

• Maikuro Head 2g #6 x 6
• 5 Section tackle box

£7.99
7;����

• Bug Ga 1,5 x 6 Each
• Paddle Bug 2,9 x 4
• Maikuro Head 3g #6 x 5
• 5 Section tackle box

£7.99
7;����

•  Knight Worms 1,3,5 x 6
•  Maikuro Head 2g #6 x 5
•  Dropshot Weights 3.5g x 6
•  5 Section tackle box

£7.99
7;����
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Light game lures contained in a pot of

specially developed liquid to give each

lure scent and added attraction.
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In recognition of the burst in popularity of the LRF
style here in the UK, Shakespeare have introduced
two new LRF rods in to their highly popular Agility
range of saltwater rods.
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The versatile Hyperloop family boast
a range of sizes in Front and Rear
drag options, giving you a Hyperloop
for any situation from delicate float
fishing to heavy Salmon spinning.
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FREE POSTAGE

£50
UK MAINLAND

ON ORDERS OVER

£150
N.IRELAND & ROI

PRICE MATCH

PROMISE
IN STORE AND ONLINE

Terms and conditions apply.

&RGH &RORXU 553 1RZ
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Built around a crisp, responsive 2pc blank with high
quality guides and fittings, the Rokshot series
delivers a range of rods for the light gear lure angler
that punch well above their weight.

VWLOOZDWHU
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Designed to fish miniature lures around the jet-

ties, piers and rocks, targeting the many smaller

species that are just fun to catch.
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GLASGOW ANGLING CENTRE

UNIT 1 THE POINT RETAIL PARK,

29 SARACEN STREET,

GLASGOW, G22 5HT

EDINBURGH ANGLING CENTRE

UNIT E GRANTON RETAIL PARK,

65 WEST HARBOUR ROAD,

EDINBURGH, EH5 1PW

VISIT
US

FREE SALE 
CATALOGUE!

AVAILABLE ONLINE, 

IN STORE AND BY MAIL 

ORDER. GRAB YOUR 

COPY TODAY!

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE
0141 212 8880

OR VIS T US IN S ORE AT GLASGOW & ED NBURGH

21/,1( ,1�6725(

ALL THE BIGGEST BRAND NAMES
LIMITED STOCK! FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

CHECK THE LATEST ITEMS ONLINE & IN STORE

E-MAIL: 
SALES@FISHINGMEGASTORE COM

WEBSITE  
WWW F SHINGMEGASTORE COM
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-�%5$,' ;�( X4, four strand
construction.
Made in Japan

Colour: Dark

G

72851$0(17 � %5$,'
Interwoven from eight composed
strands it maintains a superior
round profile and delivers ultra high
abrasion resistance. 135m.
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Ideal general purpose spinning Rod & Reel combo.
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The Rockfish Rover is the rod for the LRFer on the 

move! The Rover features a crisp, responsive 4/5pc 

carbon blank with a reliable reel seat, high quality 

EVA handles and fully lined guides.
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Delivers a fantastic quality 
fixed spool reel, purpose 
built to handle anything 
the water can throw at it, 
making sure you stay at 
the top of your game.
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Designed for the new trend in ‘street fishing’, 

these rods will give you the right armoury to 

target species like Perch, and other 

predatory fish.
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When wreck fishing, I like to use smaller
baits, and my preference is always a mackerel
head and guts. The main reason is that I want
to be able to see the bite and set the hook as 
quickly as possible, then give the eel plenty of 
stick and get it away from the wreck before it 
works out that something isn’t right.

If you use large baits when wreck fishing, it 
takes a while for the bite to develop as the eel 
‘sucks’ the end of the meal. 

You stand the real risk of the eel swallowing 
the bait and backing up into its lair before you 
set the hook on it and drag it out.

ENJOY THE FIGHT
Conger eel bites can range from the tiniest 
pluck to a full-blown, rod-wrenching run. 
Most times you’ll be eagerly watching your 
rod tip when fishing for conger eels, especially 
when wreck fishing.

The first sign of a bite is usually a slow pull 
down of the rod tip, and it’s at this point you 
should pick up your rod and feel for the bite 
developing. If you feel a couple of short, sharp 

pulls, then it’s time to wind down and lift into
the fish.

You may well hook it straight away, but if
you feel the weight of the fish and then it all
goes slack, just drop back down and repeat
the process. Conger eels are notorious for
coming back to a bait once it has been pulled
away from them.

As soon as you know that the eel is hooked,
it’s important to bully it and try to gain as much
line as you can in the first 10 seconds, in order
to drag the eel away from potential snags. This
is very important when wreck fishing.

Once you have the conger clear from
danger, it’s time to keep the pressure on,
slowly pumping and winding the eel to the
surface. Make sure you have your drag set
correctly, though, because once an eel sees
the boat it’s likely to dive back down to the
seabed again – and this is why lots of anglers
love fishing for big congers. The power of this
run for freedom can be heart-stopping.

Take your time, enjoy the fight and you will
beat the eel. Q

HOW TO TIE A CONGER EEL RIG
1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

You’ll need a heavy-duty rolling swivel  
for this rig, plus a coil of 200lb mono and 
a size 8/0 to 12/0 hook.

Tie the swivel to the end of the 
hooklength, again using a two-turn blood 
knot. Be sure to pull it up tight, though.

Attach lead to link swivel with a length of 
garden tie or a sandwich bag tie – this will 
release the lead if it becomes snagged.

There’s no need to use crimps to attach 
the hook. Simply tie it to the end of the 
mono using a simple two-turn blood knot.

Slide a link swivel and a bead on to your 
main line or rubbing leader. There’s no 
need to use a boom.

Two or three turns of the garden tie should 
be enough to hold the lead in place, even 
with a fish on, unless it snags and falls off.

Measure off about 5ft of the hooklength 
and cut it off. This should give you a nice 
long trace once the swivel is attached.

Tie your hooklength to the end of your 
mainline or rubbing leader and you’re 
nearly ready to bait up and drop down.

Fishing during 
darkness can 
often up your 
chances of 
boating a  
big eel
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The marina at Portishead exits into the Bristol Channel,
where an array of species can be caught throughout the
year, including some superb summer bass and winter cod

BOAT ANGLER

PORT SPOTLIGHT

PORTISHEAD

The lock at 
Portishead 

is rather 
impressive

Words and 
photography by 
DAVE BARHAM
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T
hroughout the year there are plenty
of species to target, but perhaps the most
desirable are the nation’s two favourite fish
– bass and cod.

The Bristol Channel is littered with sandbanks,
gullies and other fish-holding marks, with no
shortage of areas to choose from.

During the summer it’s possible to target
species such as smoothhounds, bass, tope, bull
huss and rays with general uptiding gear. In the
winter months, cod, conger eels and whiting
take centre stage.

SMALL-BOAT SAFETY
For the small-boat angler towing a boat, the
upper Bristol Channel has to be one of the
easiest places to get to and safest places to fish.

The upper reaches, around Portishead, are
nearly 20 miles inland from open waters, so
they are quite well protected. There is a good-
quality slipway at Portishead, so launching and
retrieving is no problem.

The Bristol Channel has huge tides, which can
be as much as 13 metres from low to high at times.
Although the big tides are what attracts fish to
the area, they also mean that most marinas on
the Channel require a lock to keep water in the
marina over the low tide period.

The lock system at Portishead is superb,
and is one of the largest in the UK. For more
information on the lock timings, call the marina,
tel: 01275 841941.

TACKLE TIPS
The fishing out of Portishead can be quite varied
throughout the year, so you’ll need to contact
your skipper to discuss exactly what you’ll be
fishing for. If you’re taking out your own boat,
then a chat with the staff in the tackle shop will
soon give you the information you require about
what’s being caught and the best bait.

As a general rule, there are a few rods that will
cover all eventualities. Much of the summer
sport in the Bristol Channel involves anchoring
and uptiding, so a decent uptide rod and reel
combo will do the job. A 12/20lb-class boat rod
will cope with any downtide fishing at anchor for
species like tope, cod and rays. Then you’ll need
to go for either a spinning rod or a 12lb-class boat
rod when drifting for the bass.

As far as terminal tackle goes, use light kit, such
as 20lb fluorocarbon hooklengths and size 1/0
hooks, for the bass, and step up a notch for the
winter cod, rays and congers.

When it comes to rigs, a running leger is about
as simple and effective as it gets.

The real key to success is bait quality and
presentation in the murky Bristol Channel
water. The usual peeler crab, mackerel and
ragworm baits work well during the summer,
while good old Welsh black lugworms and squid
are the winter staples.Q

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION:

WWW.
TUBERTINI.IT

EMAIL:
Sales@

tubertini.co.uk

OR CALL:
02866 347891

AVAILABLE FROM 
ALL UK & IRELAND 

TUBERTINI STOCKISTS

As used 
by the 

England 
Boat 
Team

CHARTER BOAT AND SKIPPER
Q�Ruby-D, Paul Wells, tel: 07765 247801

TACKLE SHOP
Q Reel Fun, Portishead Quays marina, 
Newfoundland Way, Portishead  
BS20 7DF. Tel: 01275 848652.

A typical autumn 
cod from the 

Bristol Channel

You don’t 
have to 
motor far 
to get into 
the fish
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Words and 
photography by 
DAVE LEWIS

LIGHTS,
CAMER
ACTION!
It might not have the glamour of the Cannes Film Festival,
but this movie and tuna event has a certain je ne sais quoi…
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F
ive-thirty, Saturday morning, 
and I’m standing on the dock side at 
the idyllic French town of Beaulieu-
sur-Mer, a much-needed double 
espresso in one hand, a wonderfully 
warm, fresh-out-of-the-oven 

croissant in the other.
It’s the weekend of the second Beaulieu-

sur-Mer International Festival of Sport 
Fishing Films and Tuna Tournament, and I 
have to confess I’m feeling a little fragile.

My friend, Patrice Garziglia, whose charter 
boat Papeete II is based at Beaulieu, had 
invited me to France to help judge this year’s 
entries in the film festival, then compete in 
the tournament.

The previous afternoon I had flown to 
Nice and arrived at Beaulieu just as things 
were starting to get underway for the evening 
viewing of the film entries. 

When I say ‘get underway’, I mean the first 
of many aperitifs were being served. Needless 
to say, it turned into a very long evening.

When the sun set, we repaired to an open-
air theatre overlooking the harbour, to view 
this year’s entries and cast our votes. 

All seven films were excellent, but there 
was, in my opinion, one clear winner – a 
spectacular piece featuring fly-fishing for 
bluefin tuna in France by Gregory Dollet.
This excellent piece of work easily won the 
public vote too, while a fascinating snapshot 
of various aspects of kayak fishing in the 
tropics grabbed a worthy second place.

IMPRESSIVE
In the tournament, I’d be fishing with my 
old friend Antoine Drochon as a member 
of Team Pulp Fiction aboard an impressive 
Boston Whaler Outrage 350 (pictured left).

Powered by no fewer than three 300hp
outboard engines, and capable of a top speed
in excess of 50mph, even my throbbing
head couldn’t prevent me from smiling as I

stepped aboard this sleek thoroughbred of
sportfishing boat. When, after slipping

ut of the harbour, Antoine opened the
hrottles and we roared out into a slick,
alm Mediterranean Sea, as if by magic my 
angover disappeared.
The tournament was a points-based event. 

Tuna measuring more than 60cm scored two 
points, those more than 115cm scored five. 
Antoine explained that we had the choice 
of racking up potentially large numbers 
of smaller fish, or looking for higher-
scoring big ones. An area about 20 miles 
to the south-west had been consistently 
producing good numbers of school-sized 
tuna, so that’s where we headed.

One of three 
tuna I caught 

on a jigging rod
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TECHNIQUE
Trolling lures is the most boring angling
technique ever devised, but when it comes to
locating fish in the vast expanse of blue water
offshore there is no denying its effectiveness.
Once we reached the area, we slowed to a
trolling speed of around seven and a half
knots, deployed a spread of diving plugs and
started fishing, while keeping watch for signs
of surface activity or diving birds.

We had been pulling plastic for around
an hour without incident, prompting me
to contemplate some sleep, when a reel
screamed out loudly as a fish crashed a lure,
hooked itself and scorched off on a long run.

Within minutes, team captain Lorenzo
had the fish alongside the boat and ready
for netting but, at this stage, there was no
question of pulling it out of the water for
the necessary measuring, photographing and
reporting of its capture.

Over the years when fishing offshore for
dorado (aka dolphin, mahi mahi or felusi), I
have watched upwards of a dozen fish follow
their hooked companion to the boat, eagerly
looking for something to eat. Any lure or bait

cast into the melee is grabbed immediately,
at which point the first fish hooked can be
boated. Get the process right and ensure that
there is always at least one hooked fish in the
water, and it is possible to hold a school of fish
for a long time.

Never before had I seen this technique used
for tuna, but this was exactly how Antoine
instructed us to fish. In order to maximise
points from each hook-up, the plan was that
with the first fish hooked, the rest of the team
would each grab a rod and either start casting
a small surface-splashing skip bait or work a
small jig – the tactic didn’t let us down!

JIGGING
Camera in hand, I was making sure I recorded
the necessary action shots of our first fish
when a succession of flashes in the clear
water beneath the hooked fish grabbed my
attention. Looking down, I was amazed to see
more than 20 tuna darting around beneath
the boat. As soon as the first skip bait hit the
surface just behind our wake, at least 10 of
them rushed the lure, resulting in our second
hook-up. With the second fish hooked,

the first fish was netted, boated, measured,
photographed and released.

I grabbed a jigging rod and starting fishing,
and almost immediately hooked the first of
three tuna I caught during the day. Following
my hook-up, fish number two was boated,
while my fish remained in the water as the live
teaser until fish number four was hooked.

SEA ANGLER ISSUE 550

Impressive 
boats line 
the harbour

Tuna measuring more 
than 60cm scored two 
points, those more than 
115cm scored five 

Fixed-spool  
reel and lure 

ready to go

Trolling is 
effective for 
locating fish

Antoine Drochon
with one of Pulp
Fiction’s 10 tuna
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We managed four fish caught and a fifth lost
from that first school, before finally they left
us. The casting and jigging rods were stowed
away, the trolling lures redeployed, and we set
off looking for another school of tuna.

The competition rules stated that only
the first fish had to be officially recorded
over the radio. In the event of two or more
boats scoring an equal amount of points, the
boat that had landed the first fish would be
deemed to have won.

Picking through the scraps of information
being received, we learned that one or two
boats had found some better-sized tuna in the
30-50lb category, fish worth five points.

Aside from that, we never really knew how
well we were doing. Sticking to our game
plan, we hoped for the best, and throughout
the day increased our total of boated fish to
10, losing two or three others.

RUMOURS
The tournament ended at 4pm, at which
point Patrice contacted each of the 16
competing boats for their final tally of fish
caught, which was 36 bluefin tuna. We had

caught and released the most fish, six being
the most reported on another boat – but were
these six large fish or smaller ones?

At this point we learned that strong winds
forecast for the next day had forced the
organisers to cancel the following day’s
fishing. Consequently, today’s catches would
count for everything.

Back at the harbour, the pre-tournament
dinner drinks were flowing freely, and
we endured a tense hour’s wait while the
committee checked score sheets and viewed
images and video footage of caught fish
lying against the standard measuring sticks
provided for each boat. Rumours started
to circulate that Team Pulp Fiction had

HELPING HAND
Q�Beaulieu-sur-Mer is located to the 
east of Nice (20 minutes by taxi), 
which is serviced by flights from many 
UK regional airports. There is good 
fishing all year, with large tuna caught 
at specific times. 

Several other pelagic species, 
including the occasional white marlin 
and swordfish, are also caught.

For more information contact Patrice 
Garziglia: www.med-sportfishing.com

done well, and other teams started offering 
congratulations to us.

Confident we were in the top three, it wasn’t 
until Patrice announced the top six boats in 
reverse order that we knew we had won the 
second Beaulieu-sur-Mer Tuna Tournament 
with 20 points. What a night that turned out 
to be. Not only are the French blessed with 
truly great sport fishing, they certainly know 
how to put on a bit of a do! Q

SEA ANGLER    ISSUE 550
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F
ormally known as British
Honduras, the tropical paradise of
Belize is recognised as one of the great 
light-tackle sport fishing destinations.

Having become an independent 
nation in 1981, it was in 2010 that this 

small Central American country became the 
first nation to ban bottom trawling within its 
territorial waters.

Travelling sports fishermen find excellent 
light-tackle fishing all along Belize’s short 
coastline, and within its jungle rivers and 
coastal lagoons. The world’s second-largest 
barrier reef is located offshore and is the 
key to the exceptional sight fishing you’ll 
experience at some of the most productive 
flats in the world.

KEY SPECIES
There are four main target species – bonefish, 
permit, tarpon and snook. All are abundant, 
making Belize one of the best locations to 
achieve a coveted IGFA Inshore Slam by 
catching three of these species in one day, or 
even a Super Slam by catching all four.

On a good day, you’ll cast to hundreds of 
bonefish. Their average size is small, just 
2-3lb, but I catch bigger fish on every visit.

One of saltwater fly-fishing’s highest 

accolades is catching a permit on the fly, and
Belize is one of the best places to do this.
Permit here average 2-8lb, but expect to cast 
to fish weighing better than 10lb each day.

Within the lagoons and rivers are lots of 
juvenile tarpon to well over 20lb. Along the 
coast and around the islands you’ll find bigger 
fish to 80lb, and occasionally over 100lb.

The jungle rivers offer magnificent snook 
fishing. Fish to 10lb are common in some 
areas, as are real lunkers in excess of 20lb.

Other species caught include jacks, 
snappers and groupers, little tunny, trigger 
fish, barracuda, mackerel and many others.

WHERE & WHEN
You’ll find plenty of fish in the popular 
northern half of the country, but they’ll 
likely be hard-fished and spooky. My trips 
focus around the small town of Placencia 
and further south. Placencia is ideally located 
to fish the reef flats, small cayes and lagoons 
offshore, plus several productive rivers.

The main fishing season starts in 
November, the end of the rain and hurricane 
season. Book a trip at this time and you’ll 
likely experience some disruption from wind 
and rain, but the fish will be fresh and eager 
to hit a fly, lure or bait. Those days that are 

unsuitable for fishing along the coast are 
perfect for exploring the rivers.

The main flats season runs from the end 
of November until early June. The weather 
is very hot in July and August, but windless 
days are perfect for sight fishing. September 
and October are wet and windy, when many 
lodges close.

TACKLE
Take a light and a medium-weight spinning 
rod to cover most general fishing. The lighter 
one is for casting lures and baits up to about 
1oz, the medium rod being for lures up to 
3-4oz. A 3000-6000 size fixed-spool reel 
loaded with around 20-30lb braid is perfect.

Pack a selection of deep and shallow-diving 
plugs, stick baits, soft plastic weighted shads 
and small surface poppers. Always check your 
selection of lures is rigged with strong swivels, 
links and hooks.

I carry two fly-fishing outfits. The first 
is an 8wt rigged with a floating, weight-
forward tropical taper line, which is perfect 
for bonefish and smaller permit. The second 
is a 10wt, which I fish with either a weight-
forward floating or a sink/intermediate tip 
line for tarpon and snook. It will also cast 
larger flies on breezy days for permit. Q

Your simple guide to the best sea angling holiday venues
BELIZE
DESTINATION

On the flats you 
can make use of 
a boat...

...or, if you 
prefer, fish from 
the shore

BOAT ANGLER
Words and 
photography by 
DAVE LEWIS
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A Jack 
Crevalle on 

the fly

Take 8wt and 
10wt fly-rods

Small tarpon 
give great 

sport on a fly

TRAVEL INFORMATION
Q�There are no direct flights from the UK or Europe to Belize, 
so the options are to fly to either the US or Cancun, Mexico, 
and then connect to Belize City. It is best to break the journey 
and stay overnight in the US or Mexico, then continue on to 
Belize the next morning.

A former British colony, English is widely spoken. Local 
currency is the Belizean Dollar (two BD equal one US dollar). 
US dollars are accepted almost everywhere, but carry some 
small denomination bills in either to cover drinks and tips. 
Check that prices quoted are in Belizean or US dollars because 
a common trick is to quote a price in Belizean dollars and 
accept payment in US. Credit cards are accepted at most 
lodges and hotels – check before you travel. You’ll find ATMs 
in most of the larger towns.

Wearing long trousers at night and using plenty of a bug 
repellent are strongly advised. Check on current health and 
vaccination recommendations with your GP a few months 
before you travel. Take a high-factor sun cream and lip balm of 
at least 30spf.

TOP TIP
Q�Dehydration can occur quickly in tropical locations, so drink 
plenty of water throughout the day. Add a little extra salt to 
your meals too. When fishing in the tropics, I routinely take a 
rehydrate electrolyte sachet once or twice a day, which helps 
replace body salts lost to excessive perspiration.
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Words and
Photography by  
GARY ROBINSON

Why a personal flotation device is essential for kayak anglers

A
controversial idea in the world

of kayak fishing in the USA is a
debate that, so far, doesn’t seem to
have too much support here – the
great PFD divide.

There has been growing debate as
to whether or not the personal flotation device,
or lifejacket, is a necessary item of kit. There are
those who won’t ever go afloat without wearing
one, while others seem to hate wearing them for
a number of reasons.

Some say they are strong swimmers, they
aren’t venturing out far, a PFD is too bulky and
inhibits paddling and casting. To most reading
this, I would hope that there is no incident that
is worth going afloat for without a PFD.

With more people kayak fishing in the States,
inevitably, there have been tragedies. Always
wear your PFD.

On two occasions I have witnessed kayakers
heading afloat without PFDs. On one occasion
the person ended up in trouble and needing
help from a passing small boat. The fact that the
cheap, inflatable kayak the person was in was
slowly leaking didn’t help.

The argument for not wearing a PFD has no
merit and should not be entertained. My PFD
is like the seatbelt in my car; I hope that I never
need to rely on it, but the one time I may do, I’ll
be delighted that it’s there.

ARGUMENTS
There are arguments that the PFDs are bulky
and restrictive. Some earlier models were, but
there is a huge range to choose from, many
with handy features like pockets for snoods or
lures. Most are now ergonomically designed
for all body shapes and sizes. Paddling offers no
friction when wearing them, and there are no
issues with casting or fishing. Size and bulk is
not an argument.

Some choose not to wear a PFD because they
claim their time on the water is limited and they
won’t be out far so they won’t need it. However,
an offshore breeze can push you out to sea

quickly and it can be very difficult to paddle into
a full-on headwind.

It’s easily done. For example, you’ll just pop
out for a few mackerel, 15 minutes at the most.
You get afloat, first drift and there’s fish on the
first drop. They tangle the line and you retrieve
six fish wrapped in a mess of a rig. You unhook
the fish and store them behind and spend
minutes fumbling around with the rig. You get
it sorted and drop it for another six. Next thing,
you know you’re in lumpy water. The offshore
breeze has pushed you so far out that, with your
back to the shore and looking downwards, you
didn’t notice. Now you are in trouble.

Being a strong swimmer and thinking that
excludes you from a PFD is no excuse. Nobody
can outswim the stronger tides.

Some will argue that a PFD will not save you
from hypothermia. This is true for some parts of
the year, but, like an RNLI crewman told me:
“At least a lifejacket lets us find the body.”Q

BOAT ANGLER

THAN SORRY
BETTER SAFE 

...it’s a 
must-have 
piece of kit

You should 
always wear 
your PFD...

There is a 
huge choice  
of PFDs

“The argument for 
not wearing a PFD 

holds no merit”



  

Good spot. Nice and quiet.

First cast ... Tight lines!

Bass! And sheÕs a beauty!

OK, letÕs reel her in ...

Foot slip! The waterÕs freezing!

DonÕt panic. IÕm wearing my lifejacket.

Right, IÕve got my VHF.

ÔMayday! Mayday! Mayday!Õ

The lifeboat. ItÕs going to be OK.

am

am

am

am

am

am

am

m

m

The RNLI is the charity that saves lives at sea  
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, a charity registered in England and Wales (209603)  
and Scotland (SC037736). Registered charity number 20003326 in the Republic of Ireland
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LWAYS WEAR A 
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ARRY A MEANS OF 

ALLING FOR HELP
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W T I
MADDIES
Your guide to finding harbour rag - and it’s free! 

TRY THIS TOP BAIT COMBINATION
A couple of harbour ragworms added
to a small section of lugworm creates
a superb bait cocktail.

BUNCHES OF WRIGGLING TAILS
Try several maddies head-hooked 
in bunches to attract bass, mullet, 
pollack, scad, wrasse and much more.

H
arbour ragworms, which are

found in the stickiest estuary mud,
are a versatile bait for many species
and highly regarded when seeking

bites in tough conditions.
A smaller version of normal ragworms,

they have various regional names, such
as maddies (probably derived from a
mispronunciation of the word muddies),
reds, harbours and creepers.

Your essential tools for digging these
worms in the sticky mud of estuaries
or harbours, are a pair of chest or thigh
waders and a small tined, garden border
fork. Smaller, sharp tines penetrate the
mud, stones and shell grit ground easier
than those of a broad-tined potato fork.

Use the fork to reveal these delicate
worms, rather than trying to pull them
from the mud.
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EASY METHOD

STORAGE TIPS

Q�Maddies reveal their presence by 
small pinprick breathing holes in the 
mud, where these worms are usually 
found in large populations.

They can be dug randomly or by 
digging areas in blocks at just a fork’s 
depth.They are also found underneath
or in the vicinity of rocks or pools of
water. Look for them along the edges
of weed and other vegetation, even
saltwater dykes. In heavily dug areas,
check closer to the high tide mark.

Q�Put your dug worms into a small 
bucket or plastic container, containing 
clean seawater, in which they can purge 
themselves of mud.

The habour rag can then be placed 
in a tray, which should be lined with 
several layers of newspaper and topped 
off with clean seaweed or sea peat. 
Popper bladderwrack is considered 
the best type of seaweed. Replace the 
newspaper after an hour and turn over 
the worms, peat or weed.

Remember that sea peat comes in 
various types and can only be found in 
a few garden centres. Natural sea peat, 
which is a mixture of seaweed and other 
dead vegetation, occurs on sheltered 
beaches and estuaries – some say it 
looks like a mix of tea leaves and brown 
grass. It is very absorbant and keeps 
worms moist but not too wet for a week 
or more in a tray.

If you want to store madies for longer, 
put 50 worms in a tray of shallow 
seawater stored in a fridge before 
transferring them to peat to harden 
them off.

BETTER TO BE SAFE THAN SORRY
Beware of deep soft mud. You need 
to know its depth, and route of the 
incoming tide. Never dig alone.

LOCATION AND DEPTH OF MADDIES
Find them at a fork’s depth under or 
around rocks or pools of water. There 
is no need to shift tons of mud.

WORMS CHANGE THEIR COLOUR
These worms often turn green when 
spawning, while, in winter in some 
areas, they often soften.

HIGH DENSITY MAKES WORK EASIER
Digging maddies is normally easy 
because these marine worms are 
usually found in dense populations.
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P
utting casting matters on hold, 

I’ll focus instead on the price of 

beach fishing. I have two reasons for 

doing so. First, the many questions 

concerning rods and reels for casting a long 

way. Second, and far more important, the 

wide and growing perception that beach 

fishing done properly has become a  

big-money game.

I have had writing this article in mind 

for a long time, but what finally prompted 

me to wade into such contentious waters 

was a phone call from a reader fairly new 

to fishing, who had been advised that to 

do the job properly, he should spend some 

£500 on a rod and reel. Plus, ideally, that 

he should have a matched pair of each. 

What did I think?

It’s pure nonsense. I’m not saying that 

all top-end gear is bad value, although it 

is becoming hard to see how some of the 

price tags can possibly be justified. All 

of us are probably tackle tarts, to some 

extent I suspect, so the joy, snobbery or 

whatever you call it of owning the very 

best is never going to go away. Heart 

usually rules head.

GET STARTED
You don’t actually need all this high-

performance kit to catch fish, nor 

even to cast well. That is what so many 

newcomers need to appreciate, as  

do would-be anglers who never get 

started because they think they 

cannot afford it.

Great beach fishing turns on 

one key point, which not being 

sexy or hi-tech is all too often 

overlooked. Far more than any 

other factor, catching fish 

rests on being at the right 

place, at the right time and presenting a 

suitable bait. Achieve that with budget 

tackle and you stand as much chance of 

striking lucky as the angler next to you 

who might own kit that costs as much as 

a decent car.

How low can you go? A tackle dealer 

friend of mine always stocks a few 

inexpensive beach rods and fixed-spool 

reels alongside his custom rods and 

tournament reels. They are aimed at 

holidaymakers, mostly. I took a £49.99 

combo to the beach to see how truly bad 

it would be. Wrong! It cast a 150g rig well 

over 125 yards, didn’t handle too badly and 

seemed reasonably well made. In other 

words, perfectly capable of catching fish 

and an excellent introduction to the sport.

Catching fish and having a good time 

doesn’t need much kit beyond a rod, 

reel, line and something to tie on the 

end. My favourite tackle box has always 

been a bucket, and you can soon knock 

up a tripod from wooden batten or even 

garden canes.

Personally, I have never bought a sinker, 

always moulding my own from scrap lead. 

Rigs? Never bought one of those either. A 

roll of stainless steel wire, a bit of plastic 

tube and a few hooks are all I need to make 

my own rigs. Plus, I really, really enjoy my 

time in the shed making them. Q

IMPROVING YOUR CASTING WITH JOHN HOLDEN

WHAT DO 
YOU SPEND?
Catching fish doesn’t have to be a challenge to your wallet
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SPECIES
The undulate ray is a
favourite target for boat
anglers, especially those who
like to catch unusual species.

Extremely localised and
once a rare catch, in 2009
the EU designated the species
endangered, and the catch and
release of undulate rays became mandatory.
As a result of this legislation, undulate rays
have recovered well, and in certain areas can
be targeted with a high degree of success.
The species has an average size of 8-12b.

WHERE & WHEN
hese rays can be caught all year,

but mostly from spring until the
autumn. The most productive

reas are within the English
hannel, especially off Dorset.
alee Bay in County Kerry, Ireland, is

spot too.
ates can be caught over various

types of seabed, especially where the
bottom consists of mud and sand along with
occasional patches of rougher ground. They
can be caught in water ranging from a few
feet deep to well over 100ft.

TACKLE
In deep-water, downtiding
is effective for rays. The key
when targeting any species
of ray is ensuring that the
bait is fishing stationary on
the seabed. Undulates are a
lethargic species, and are no
inclined to chase after their

When found in estuaries, such as Tralee
Bay or in the vicinity of sand, mud and
shingle banks (areas that invariably are
subjected to a fast run of tide), uptiding is an
especially effective technique.

UNDULATE
RAY

THE KNOWLEDGE

Since catch and release of this species 

became mandatory, it can be sought 

with a high likelihood of success

O
ne of the most attractive 

members of the Rajidae 
family is the undulate ray 
(Raja undulata). It is found 
throughout the eastern 

Atlantic from Ireland to the Gulf of 
Guinea, including the Mediterranean.

The undulate has a disc-shaped 

body, triangular in the front and near-
circular in the rear. The tail is as long 
as the body, with two well-separated 
dorsal fins near its end, often with 
two spines between them.

The colouring of the top surface 
varies from light brown to citrine 
or grey, with darker waved bands 

and numerous small white 
patches making it an easy 
species to identify.

The diet of the undulate ray 
consists of small crustaceans 
and fish. The British boat-caught 
record is 22lb 13oz, and was taken off 
Weymouth in 2016.

Words and photography by Dave Lewis
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RIG
A running leger is the perfect rig for both 
uptide and downtide fishing for undulates. 
A simple rig consisting of a boom sliding on 
either the mainline or leader, followed by a 
bead acting as a buffer, and then a small and 
strong swivel, is ideal.

Attach the hooklength, consisting of 3-6ft 
of 50-80lb monofilament, to the other side 
of the swivel.

Undulates do not have teeth, but instead 
have strong, crushing jaws designed for 
dealing with crabs and shellfish, which will 
make short work of thin monofilament.

BAIT
Top baits are 
invariably 
fish-based, 
with a long, thin 
fillet or chunk of 
mackerel being 
a popular choice. A 
sandeel, launce, p  
of herring and almost any other type of fish 
can be used. Over rougher ground, especially 
if fishing in coloured water within estuaries, 
peeler crabs can be effective. Squid and 
cuttle will both catch rays in most areas.

METHOD
Fishing for rays is invariably a waiting game. 
You should be prepared to cast out or drop 
down your baits and then wait, giving the 
fish time to respond to the combined scent 
trail of several baits washing downtide.

When you get a bite it is important to be 
patient, and give the fish time to move on 
top of your bait in order to eat it. Trying to 
set the hook too early is why most ray bites 
are missed. Wait until the rod starts to bend 
when the fish attempts to swim off with 
the bait, at which point you set the hook by 
reeling the line tight and lifting the rod.
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Words and photography by Henry Gilbey

DO Y
STRIK

OFT
STIC

Using self-control, along with the ability to judge

what is going on, will increase your hook-ups…

COMBINATION
A 12g Shore Head 
and 120mm Fiiish 
Black Minnow. 

QUICK CHANGE
Attach with a 
Breakaway Mini 
Link or similar clip.
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F
ishing with soft plastics is 
different to using hard lures, and 
this was really banged home to me 
when I was doing some guiding and 

saw my client get a tap from a bass. 
The natural instinct is to strike the 

hell out of that little tap, but if you do, 
you are likely to miss the fish.

While retrieving a hard lure tends to 
be easy where, for the most part, you 
will be cranking away before everything 
goes tight and you’ve hooked a bass, soft 
plastics call for a different approach. 

In this case, you often need to react to 
a hit and then do something other than 
simply wind into the fish.

As an occasional bass guide in Ireland’s 
County Kerry, I was working recently 
with a client called Dave McPhillips, 
who is a very good angler and doesn’t 
need me telling him what to do. 

So I just try to put him on the fish, or 
suggest the occasional lure change and 
how to fish those particular lures. 

For all my input, though, I can’t control 
what an angler does when he gets a hit.

WEEDLESS FISHING
Keep the hook point 
inside the lure body for a 
weedless presentation. 

IN THE ACTION
The paddletail 
creates the 
action of the lure.

SLOW DOWN
Q�One of the most successful 
lures I have come across is the soft 
plastic OSP DoLive Stick (pic below 
left), which lure anglers tend to rig 
weedless and weightless. Dave was 
fishing this lure using the sublime 
HTO Shore Game 9ft 6in 7-35g lure 
rod. Because I use the same rod a 
lot, I know how it should look as he 
retrieved his six-inch OSP DoLive 
Stick at a slow to medium speed, with 
the occasional twitch on the rod tip to 
add a bit of extra appeal. Suddenly, 
he got that little tap from a bass.

If the bass simply smashes into the 
soft plastic and your rod tip slams 
over, then it’s easy. But when you get 
that gentle tap, which often happens, 
it can cause a lot of anglers to miss 
that interested fish.

The answer is to keep fishing the
lure, maybe slow down a touch, but
keep moving it. Perhaps the bass
reckons it has stunned its prey, but
it hasn’t actually inhaled it yet, and I
presume it intends to come back and
do so. It is not easy to keep calm when
you have a fish interested, and things
can happen very quickly, but keep on
fishing – which Dave did.

It would have been so easy to have
done things wrong (every bone in
your body is telling you to strike),
but instead Dave did exactly what I
was hoping he would do – kept the
lure fishing. In no time at all, his lure
got hit hard, he struck and connected
with the bass – absolutely perfect.

HOOK SELECTION
Mustad Wide Gape 

ize 6/0 hook.

LURE CHOICE
The soft plastic 
OSP DoLive Stick.

Slowly, slowly 
catchy bass!
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STAY CALM
Q�I wish I could give you an easy fix,  
but it’s about self-control – being able 
to remain calm during the excitement 
of a take. 

When you use a soft plastic on a jig 
head and fish with a sink-and-draw 
technique, invariably that tap from a 
bass is as the lure is either dropping back 
to the bottom (sink) after you have lifted 
it up (draw), or as the lure bumps back on 
the bottom. You get the tap from the lure 
as it hits the bottom, and, hopefully, a 
very noticeable tap from a bass.

Don’t strike and keep fishing the lure, 
unless, of course, the fish has hit you 
so hard it’s already pulling away. The 
bass is interested in this food source, 
but if you suddenly stop fishing the 
lure, I reckon the fish knows there is 
something wrong and will leave it alone. 

If the fish is really hot for the lure,  
next time the lure starts to sink, or 
bumps the bottom, then, most likely, 
the bass will hit it hard. Now is the time 
to strike and set that hook. Yes, all my 
single treble hooks for lure fishing have 
their barbs crushed, and no, I don’t lose 
fish because of it.

There is no exact science to any of this, 
but perhaps a degree of self-control is 
the most important ingredient to the 
overall recipe of how and when to  
strike a bite.
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HIT AND MISS
Fishing effectively with soft plastics takes a 
lot of self-control, along with the ability to 
really feel and judge what is going on when 
you get that hit. When lure anglers fish a 
(mainly white) senko at night for bass, it’s 
amazing how many bumps and taps you can 
get without hooking a fish.

You get all excited and strike at a hit and 
miss it, so you calm yourself down and make 
sure to either wait for the rod tip to slam over, 
or for a properly hard ‘bang’ that really is the 
bass engulfing the lure rather than, I presume, 
slashing at it.

I have had the rod nearly pulled out of my 
hands a few times with how hard a bass can 
hit at night when the senko isn’t very far out.

I do wonder how bass are actually hitting 
these lures, and whether that single weedless 
hook sitting in the middle of the lure might 
occasionally work against us. Logic would 
say that it’s small bass bumping these senkos 
at night.

I vividly recall a night last year when what  
I am convinced was the biggest bass I have 
ever hooked suddenly ran towards me and 
came off. 

My mate had the gentlest of taps on a white 
senko, and the big bass unceremoniously
smashed him up. I would suggest that small
hits don’t always mean small fish.

SINK AND DRAW
Bumping weighted soft plastics, such as the
Fiiish Black Minnow (see page 88) down a run
of current in an estuary is another time when
it is easy to miss fish. Of course, it would be
so much siimpler if every bass smashed into
it and charged off, giving you that unmissable
bite. As with fishing soft plastics weedless and
weightless, it isn’t always like that.

You’re standing waist-deep in a lovely run
of current, bumping a 12g/120mm Black
Minnow combination along the bottom – all
you do is whack it out slightly up the current,
allow it to hit the bottom, and then either
maintain contact if it’s very fast and shallow
and just allow it to run along the bottom, or
use a measured sink-and-draw technique.

In really fast water, I think that sometimes
it’s a case of the lure moving through so fast
that either the bass hits and is on, or else it
hits but doesn’t connect with the lure. 

Because the water is running so fast, the
fish’s ‘food’ has gone, but in more regular
moving water, as with fishing say the OSP
DoLive Stick, once again you can often get
that tap from a bass. However, if you strike
that distinctive tap you are probably going to
miss the fish.

Dave McPhillips 
casts out out an 
OSP Do Live Stick

It all paid off for 
Dave McPhillips

Bass guide  
John Quinlan 

with a lure-
caught bass
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BOULDER 
BASHING
Five factors for catching wrasse from snaggy ground

A
utumn can be one of my 
favourite times to fish, 
provided the weather plays 
ball. If you can dodge the 
storms and get to the 
marks, you can bag some 
specimen-sized fish.

My main summer wrasse 
haunts have been rocky gullies, rock faces 
and the kelp forests that festoon the 
south-east coast of Scotland. However, 
after chatting with Danny Parkins about 
wrasse fishing in the boulder fields around 
Devon and Cornwall, I started to look for 
such places on my own patch.

There are lots of boulder-filled bays 
local to me and, as I began to explore, I 
realised that I have only just discovered 
the potential that this habitat holds. 

The most productive are areas where 
boulders are exposed at low tide. These 
warm in the sun and when the tide floods 
the wrasse follow the tide to hunt around 
the flooded boulders for food. 

I was astounded at how close and how 
shallow the fish were coming in with the 
tide – happily hunting in water no more 
than waist-deep and just a few feet from 
the shore.

There are five crucial factors for 
successfully fishing with LRF gear in this 
extremely snaggy environment.

94
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1WEED BEDS AND 
UNDERWATER PATHWAYS

As the boulders gave way to broken ground,
I could see small weed-filled gullies leading
into the boulder field. These small gullies
are crucial to targeting the incoming
wrasse. Wrasse follow the tide in, but do
not randomly swim into the boulder fields.
Instead they follow the gullies and broken
ground leading into the area. They use the
same gullies to return to deeper water.

My most successful tactic was to target
submerged fissures in the rock as the tide
flooded over the boulders. This resulted in
lots of bites as the fish passed through on
their way further inshore.

Polarised glasses are necessary when fishing
these shallow water areas. With a good pair
of these you can see your lure working. It 
also allows you to see all the flooded cracks 
and crevices, which are great places to drop a 
lure for wrasse as well as other rock-dwelling 
mini species.

2USE SNAG-RESISTANT 
RIGS TO MINIMISE LOSSES

A boulder field is one of the most challenging 
areas to fish. It is also a heck of a fight to keep 
wrasse from diving underneath the boulders.

Conventional wrasse tactics don’t cut it for 
me. By this, I mean the use of more standard 
HRF tackle and tactics. Lures, such as the 
Slug Go and Fiiish Black Minnow, do not 
seem to be consistent catchers of wrasse in 
my area. It is only when I scale down to more 
finesse styles that the action starts to happen 
for me. This is the main reason why I use 
LRF tactics for the bigger ballans – it gives 
me the versatility to use small lures when the 
fish are finicky but also the ability to rig a 
lightly weighted 4in soft plastic.

Extra finesse in this sort of terrain tends to 
lead to lost rigs and frustration, so you have 
to increase your line and leader to the top 
end of the LRF weight range.

The deciding factor is your rod’s rating. 
For this work at the heavy end, I use a tube-
tipped rod capable of casting up to 10g. 
I know that in the strictest sense LRF is 
in the 1-8g bracket and up to PE0.6 braid 
diameter, but for working the boulder fields 
I can’t go any lighter than 8lb leader and a 
PE0.8 line. It means I need something to
take the punishment, but still give me that
all-important finesse approach.

My favourite hook pattern is the Owner
51639 Slim Offset for using with slim baits

like ragworm imitations. It allows me to
use weedless rigs like Texas, drop shot and
Carolina, and is very good for nose-hooking 
lures, although not really designed for it. The 
shape of the hook makes the lure stand off 
the mainline, a bit like a boom, and gives 
the lure a slightly different presentation to a 
‘standard’ short-shank drop shot hook.

In the smaller sizes (8-12), it is possible that
this fine-wire hook not only bends out of
snags but also out of fish. 

For these reasons, when targeting the
bigger fish, I don’t go smaller than a size 6
in this pattern. The fine wire penetrates the
fish’s mouth easily and deals reliably with the
brutal fight of the wrasse.

My most consistently snag-free method is
drop shotting using the offset hook and Jika
rigs. Because I am trying to catch the larger
fish, the size of lure can be up to 4.5in when
using full Isome or Slug Go lures. 

Make sure the combined weight of the lure
and rig does not exceed the casting range of
the rod. Small shrimp or crab imitations can
be good.

3HIGH GROUND GIVES A 
MORE VERTICAL APPROACH

I am only able to fight fish in this shallow
snaggy area by using high ground. Being
10-15 feet up on a rock allows me to keep a
hooked fish above the rocks and control it
much more effectively. 

4TAKE A LANDING NET  
OR A DROP NET

Bigger fish like ballans cannot be swung in
or handlined up, especially when using slim 
offset hooks and light line. I use a long-
handled landing net to get the wrasse up to 
me. It is also perfect for releasing them.

5STAY SAFE AND AVOID 
TAKING NEEDLESS RISKS

It is important that you are prepared when 
you go out on to the rocks, checking tide
tables and weather reports first and ensuring 
that you have decent footwear to prevent
slips and trips.

I have been on many rocks that are easy to 
walk on when dry, but the moment they get 
wet they turn into ice-coated glass! 

I like wearing studded boots. I also wear an 
automatically inflating lifejacket. Q

A net of some 
form is essential 
kit for the rocks 

A beauty of  
a ballan for  

Jake Schogler

Perched above 
the fish –  but 

be careful... 

Ideal hooks 
for use 
with slim 
ragworm 
imitations 
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LEARN THE ART OF TYING FISHING KNOTS

PENNELL RIGS
KNOW YOUR KNOTS

Three simple methods for creating an adjustable top hook on this popular set-up

ONLINE LINKS TO THE VIDEOS:
Q Adjustable: youtu.be/uAeQ_JPPTgQ
Q�Stop knot: youtu.be/mTzIl-3_Qxo
Q�Silicone tube: youtu.be/L_P7Tk6pgyM

ALL THE KNOTS SO FAR:
Q�www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjmwIZwVUb0d_
Of8H8v46QVga56tbjPo5

S
EA ANGLERS USE TWO HOOKS
in tandem, known as a Pennell rig, for
fishing with large baits, such as a string
of lugworms, whole fish or squid.

The top hook can be fixed or adjustable to
adapt to different-sized baits. Here are three
simple ways to make the top hook adjust to
the length of your chosen bait.

SEA FISHING KNOTS – 
FROM THE REEL TO THE 
HOOK by Andy Steer
Q�You can get the printed book and Kindle
version at www.amazon.co.uk
Q�This book is also available 
for download at the iBooks store
Q�To view this book, you must have an 
iPad with iBooks 2 or later and iOS 5 or 
later, or an iPhone with iOS 8.4 or later, or a 
Mac with OS X 10.9 or later. The e-book is 
readable on almost all smartphones and 
tablets using the free Kindle reader app 
Q�Facebook: anglingknots2014 
Q�Website: www.anglingknots.com

Q�A waterproof guide to knots
is available via:  
www.fishingmegastore.com/
angling-knots-waterproof-
pocket-guide-to-fishing-
knots~37397.html

A n d y  S t e e r

Sea
Fishing KnotsF r o m  t h e  r e e l  t o t h e h o o k

A

B

11

22

44

33

SILICONE TUBE
1. Slide a short length of 
tubing on the snood.
2. Insert the second hook.
3. Thread end of snood 
through the hook’s eye.
4. Ready to attached to rig.

ADJUSTABLE STOP KNOT
1. Slide top hook on snood line.
2. Use a short piece of line to create stop knot,  
with six to eight turns.
3. Moisten line with saliva and pull tight from  
both ends.
4. Trim the tag ends with sharp scissors.

SLIDING
A. Take snood through hook’s eye and wind around hook three times.
B. The hook can be moved along the snood line.
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A
nglers dream of catching a

cod weighing into double
figures from the shore. For
many, one huge fish can be the 
pinnacle of their angling career 

and something they struggle to repeat.
Yet there are some who notch up a  

list of big cod. One such angler is 
42-year-old Craig Gosling.

The builder from Brighton has gained 
a reputation for beaching double-figure 
bass, including seven during 2017, which 
were featured in Sea Angler 549. But it’s
not the only string to his bow. He also
targets large cod with live whiting. His
best cod from the shore is 21lb.

“I get around six to 10 double-figure
cod in a season, with plenty under that,
which go back,” said Craig.

We asked him how he does it…

Q: How did you get into cod angling?
CRAIG GOSLING: Being a child of the
1970s and 1980s, I was lucky enough to
accompany my dad and friends on the
way to the Dungeness in a smoke-filled
Ford Cortina. Dungeness was the big
draw for cod anglers and the discussion
was always about how many cod they
would catch, and how many over 10lb.

Q: Did they have a secret?
GC: There were two things my dad
relied on more than anything else –
yellowtail lugworms and a big sea. By
that, I mean he wouldn’t set foot on
the beach without a mountain of fresh
worms. It meant either hours of digging
or meeting up at a car park on arrival to
hand over a fistful of pound notes.

Q: Yes, but the good times didn’t last
forever. How has it changed for you?
CG: As we moved forward to the

present day, it seemed the cod just got
harder to find and smaller in average
size, if you were lucky enough to find
them at all.

Recent years has seen a resurgence
of fish, particularly along the Sussex 
beaches, especially if you are prepared 
to diversify.

Q: Can you explain what you mean?
CG: No longer do I leave the house on 
prime cod tides with a heavy heart if I 
can’t secure the best worms or miss a
good digging tide. Being a bass angler
gives me time to think, so years ago I
started to change my approach.

Q: What did you do?
CG: I started viewing cod like bass. For
example, using big baits. Nine times out
of 10 it simply wouldn’t work out. You
need to get a big bait a long way out on
many Sussex venues, which is not always
possible in a big headwind.

More thought was needed. Some
years ago, I was standing on Eastbourne
seafront watching anglers packing up
over high tide due to the sheer numbers
of whiting either depleting the limited
worms they had or just getting in the
way of cod baits. A test run was needed.

Q: What did you do?
CG: I picked a tide, rigged up a Pennell
pulley rig (pictured above) with a very
long snood, but replaced the bottom
hook with a nice little size 1\0 Kamasan
B940 baited with a single lug cut into
10mm strips, and increased the top
hook to a size 6\0 strong pattern hook.
This also meant that I could vastly
improve my range because I was only
casting out a single clipped-down lug.

Along with Steve Cooper and my

dad, we camped out with 
three hours to go before 
high water. Steve kept 
catching dabs, then 
whiting, followed by 
dabs and a codling of 
no more than 1lb, 
while continuingly 
ribbing me for 
having cast out 
half a ropey old lug
hours earlier and not
retrieving it. I stayed
determined – a quick
look at my rod tip told
me I had a whiting on.

Q What happened next?
CG: Both rods sat perfectly in the tide,
periodically nodding. Hours went by
and it was hard at first, watching friends
retrieving fish after fish, but when most
of them are whiting the evening was
never going to be memorable. They had
even started a dab competition (10 quid
for the biggest!).

With only an hour to go to high water
I almost joined them, but then the lead
weight on my left rod sprang out of its
hold and the rod tip arced over instantly
as a good cod made off downtide. A few
minutes later there was a lovely 11lb fish
at my feet. Before I could even bait the
rig again, the right rod had gone slack –
a 6lb codling was next to hit the shingle.

Both fell to my rigged-up whiting –
one right in its mouth, the other draped
alongside the beastie.

Q: Were you prepared to stick with
the live whiting method?
CG: This started me on a track of nearly

BAG A 
BIG COD
Top specimen angler Craig Gosling’s tips and tricks
for catching large fish with whiting livebaits
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always using the whiting to my 

advantage. Years ago, in the snow, with 

gin-clear water and a horrible northerly, 

I turned up at one venue expecting a 

terrible session. My dad’s immortal 

words were ringing in my ears – “There 

is no colour, you’ve no fresh lug, son, go 

home” – but I stuck it out.

It’s a fact that around here it is lug 

that catches codling. I nicknamed fish 

under 10lb ‘finger puppets’ and wanted 

to target doubles.

After I’d spent an hour in the snow, a 

friend turned up and we froze together 

until high 

water, at which 

point we had several 

cod, including a pair in 

double figures. We realised 

that far from putting off the 

cod, the clear water actually made 

it easier for them to see the whiting.

Q: Did you try it out elsewhere?
CG: Sussex alone wasn’t proof enough, 

nor was the fact that we did better in 

the calmest of seas. We tried the same 

approach in Kent and Hampshire. 

Almost everywhere we travelled, it  

out-fished the guys struggling with 

hordes of whiting on conventional rigs 

and baits. Some of them must have had 

hits from cod, but without the keeper 

hook being free and clear they were 

obviously never going to land one.

Q: How do you know when you have 
hooked a whiting?
CG: At first the rig had its flaws. It 

would be hard to know a whiting was 

on there. They could easily steal a 

worm over slack water, so 

I tended to thread the worm on 

to the smaller hook in tiny sections so 

they couldn’t strip it with one tug. This 

improved the hook-up rate – switching 

to keeper hooks with the micro barbs 

along the spine helped too. Slack water 

made for hard work detecting bites with 

long snoods, so I simply shortened them.

Q: How do you know whiting are 
present in the first place?
CG: I start a cod session casting out two 

rigs and gauging the size and numbers of 

whiting in front of me. A huge whiting 

will still get eaten by a cod, but won’t 

always hold in the flow, while a tiny 

whiting is perfect.

If there are lots of whiting, simply 

start your session, but if there are dabs 

about you’ll need to check your rods 

every hour, just to make sure you’re not 

sitting on a hooked dab all night.

Q: Is it always a long wait?
CG: My worst wait was five hours and 

15 minutes. Timing a session to get a 

whiting on during a venue’s hot spell 

allows you to enjoy a successful session 

as short as two hours.
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OUR EXPERTS SOLVE YOUR FISHING PROBLEMS

The Portsmouth-based duo fish
ultra-light from shore and boat. They’ll
provide answers on light rock fishing (LRF),
the go-anywhere tactic where size of fish is
secondary to the fun of catching them.

Sea Angler’s features
and tackle editor
Paul Fenech is here
to solve your shore
angling problems.

Based in Newport,
South Wales, our
contributing editor
Dave answers boat
fishing questions.

Galway-based
Gary gets a thrill
from fishing afloat
on a kayak.
Send him your
kayaking queries.

Angler and photo-
journalist Henry,
based in Cornwall,
will answer
questions on
lure angling.

ADAM KIRBY & DAN SISSONS

PAUL FENECH DAVE LEWIS

GARY
ROBINSON

HENRY
GILBEY

ASK THE EXPERTS
WHEN SENDING YOUR QUESTION, PLEASE REMEMBER
TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

Q: With the cod season
almost here, I’m interested
to know if there is an easy
way to tell the difference
between male and female
fish. Last season I was upset
after gutting a cod I’d caught
to find it full of roe, and I
would prefer to return any
female cod I catch.
MICHAEL SEABORN, YEOVIL, SOMERSET

PF says: I referred your question to Sea

Angler contributor and marine biologist

Dr Mike Ladle, and this was his response:

“According to the late Dr Michael Kennedy,

male cod generally grow slightly larger than

females, but I feel that it is unlikely to be

obvious in an angling catch.

“Cod tend to become mature between

the lengths of 22-35 inches (a few males

may mature when they are a bit smaller)

and, like most fish, the mature females

carrying eggs may be rather fatter than males

of the same body length. This could account

for your observations”.
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Q: My local beach has 
worm casts showing at 
low tide. Will these areas 
attract fish at high tide?
DAVID ROBERTS, ISLE OF WIGHT

PF says: Any shore venue that has an 

abundance of natural food is bound to 

attract fish. However, it may not just be 

a case of turning up, casting out and 

ultimately being successful.

Conditions will play a vital part, and I 

would suggest targeting it when the sea is 

rough or calming down after a gale. 

Rough seas will dislodge the worms,  

and this will make it easier for fish to feed 

on them.



WIN TRONIXPRO TACKLE
WORTH OVER £110!
Each month we’ll select a winning
question from each of our
shore/LRF, boat/kayak and lure
questions. Three lucky readers
will get great gear prizes from
sponsors Tronixpro.

The sponsors reserve the right
to send an alternative prize to an
equal value.

HOW TO ASK A QUESTION
Q&A, Sea Angler, 
Media House, 
Lynchwood Business Park, 
Peterborough PE2 6EA

cliff.brown@ 
bauermedia.co.uk

www.facebook.com/
seaanglermag

QBEACH:
Guerilla Beach
rod and Envoy
Tournament
Mag reel,
worth £150.

QBOAT: Guerilla 20lb-
class rod, Envoy Wave reel,
Tronixpro large seatbox,
and multiplier wrap, 
worth £153.

Q LURE: HTO Lure Game rod, Lure 
Game 4000 reel, Lure Game 16lb 
braid & large reel wrap, worth £152.
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STAR QUESTION
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Q: Could I use a 
beachcaster ringed for a 
multiplier with my fixed-
spool reel? Rods designed
to be used with fixed-
spool reels all have large 
cumbersome rings that I 
believe spoil the action of
the rod.
RAY HOARE, BY EMAIL

PF says: The rings on a fixed-spool rod are

large for a reason, because mainline leaves

the spool in large coils during a cast. These

large coils obviously need to ‘fit’ through the

guides to create a smooth cast.

However, some rods that are equipped with

Fuji KWAG rings appear to assist fixed-spool

reels very well indeed, and multipliers too.

Designed to be anti-tangle, they are 

slightly angled and forward-facing, and 

certainly won’t affect the action of a  

beach rod.

Q: When fishing 
in the middle of 
a wide expanse 
of flat sand with 
evidence of static or 
a thunderstorm in 
the air, what is the 
safest course  
of action to take?
NIGEL HIGGINS,  

HIGHBRIDGE, SOMERSET

PF says: You should always gather a 

correct and up-to-date weather forecast 

before venturing to any shore mark. 

However, on occasions, conditions can 

change extremely quickly, especially 

if a thunderstorm develops. Generally, 

you will hear thunder in the distance, or 

perhaps see the odd flash of lightning. 

Under no circumstances should you 

stay on an open beach. Pack up and leave 

quickly. A carbon beachcaster is an ideal 

conductor of electricity, and beingclose 

to one during an electrical storm is just 

asking for trouble.
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Q: I know how important 
shockleaders are, but I’m 
becoming increasingly 
frustrated that my knot 
slips and I lose all my 
tackle. What is the best 
knot to use to attach 
my shockleader to my 
mainline more securely?
CHRIS JENKINS, BY EMAIL

PF says: It’s an age-old problem that  

Sea Angler has covered many times over 

many years, and it’s comparatively easy  

to help you.

In my opinion, the best knot is the  

half-hitch plus grinner.

Tie an overhand knot in the shockleader

and pass around 6in of your mainline 

through it, then pull it tight so the  

mainline is trapped.

Now wrap the 6in tag of mainline around

the shockleader five times then bring 

it back on itself to form a loop. Wrap a 

further five turns around the shockleader

but inside the loop you have formed, and

slightly pull-up but not all the way. 

Moisten the mono mainline wrapped 

around the shockleader and then pull up

snug to the tightened figure-of-eight. 

Finally, trim the tag’s you have left over,

remembering not to cut them too close

to the knot.

Q: I want to buy my son 
his first beach fishing 
outfit with a budget 
of £250. What set-up 
would you recommend?
GARY FULBROOK, BY EMAIL

PF says: I would certainly avoid starting 

him off with a multiplier reel. Opt for a 

fixed-spool, because they are quite easy 

to master after a little practice. Couple 

it with a rod that is not too stiff and that 

he’ll be able to bend when casting. 

A set-up like this will help him to learn 

the basics of beach fishing without too 

much drama, before he progresses.

Without knowing his age, size and 

build, it’s almost impossible for me to 

specifically point you in the direction of a 

particular brand or product.

Q: I’ve recently bought 
a couple of Abu Garcia 
multipliers. I was 
assured the reels were 
right-handed, but it 
seems strange that the 
handle is on the right 
of the reel and I have to 
hold the rod with my left 
hand. Is this correct?
STEPHEN WHITEHOUSE,  

STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS

PF says: You didn’t say what models 

you purchased, as Abu Garcia produces 

both right and left-handed reels. 

Multipliers are best used with the  

rod rings facing upwards, unlike a  

fixed-spool in the ‘hanging’ position  

with the rings under the rod. 

When using a multiplier it’s quite 

normal to wind in with the right hand 

while holding the rod with your left. 
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STEP ONE
Tie an overhand knot in the leader
and pass 6in of mainline through it

STEP THREE
Wrap the mainline around the leader
five times and bring it back on itself

STEP FIVE
Carefully tighten the knot, but not
all the way at this stage

STEP TW0
Pull on the knot to tighten the 
leader around the mainline

STEP FOUR
Wrap five more turns around the 
leader inside the loop you’ve formed

STEP SIX
Moisten, tighten and
trim the tag ends
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Q: Is there a book that 
concentrates on all the 
techniques for LRF?
DAVID CHOWN, POOLE, DORSET

AD & DS say: Regrettably, we don’t 

think there is, not in a physical sense 

anyway. When we started exploring 

LRF, many moons ago, our guide was 

a digital book entitled ‘The Rockfish 

Files’, of which there was an edition that 

focused entirely on LRF and the various 

techniques.

Written in 

2011, it remains 

relevant and

still seems to be

available as a

free download

online. A great

accompaniment

to Sea Angler’s

regular LRF

content.

Q: What make are the 
minuscule assist hooks
you use on metal jigs?
PAUL DAVIES, SWANSEA

AD & DS say: You probably mean the

Decoy Mini Assist Twin DJ-95, which is

a secret weapon in our LRF bags. 

They’ll help you land a huge number

of mini species on metal. Try to focus

your efforts when the baitfish are most

numerous. You will be surprised how

many of the mini species will attack a

metal jig. Decoy has two sizes, but go

straight for the smaller size 10. Each 

pack contains two pairs of assist hooks.

Q: Can you recommend 
some small plugs, 
specifically for targeting 
bass, suitable for LRF?
ANGUS FORSTER, BY EMAIL

AD & DS say: There are many options when 

it comes to tiny plugs that can be cast and 

worked effectively with an LRF rod. The 

availability in the UK is likely to be from the 

freshwater market. Perch, chub or trout 

hardbaits are suitable, and come in a many 

styles and colour schemes.

You may need to change the hooks and 

split rings, which may corrode if not washed 

after each outing. Take a look at the ranges 

from Fox, SPRO, Ecogear and Sakura.

Keep an eye on the lure weight and don’t be 

tempted to exceed your rod’s rating.

Q: What’s the best LRF 
technique for catching 
pollack? They don’t seem 
interested in Isome.
DEREK PORTER, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX

AD & DS say: Pollack can sometimes be 

frustrating, especially when you can see 

them. Some techniques are much more 

effective. You’re far more likely to attract 

the attention of a pollack with an active 

technique like using jigheads or metals.

A 2-3in paddletail, mounted on a 

jighead, can be fished cast-and-retrieve 

or jigged vertically. Try to skirt the top of 

the weed for best results and play around 

with retrieve rates.

At other times, pollack seem fixated 

on a falling prey. This is when metals 

come into their own. A sink-and-draw 

technique will allow the metal jig to 

flutter enticingly like a dying baitfish.

Q: I have been continually 
pestered by weever fish 
when LRF fishing from 
the rocks this summer. 
Are there any techniques 
or lures you recommend 
that will put them off?
ANTHONY PHILLIPS, DORCHESTER, DORSET

AD & DS say: On the positive side, a 

good number of weever fish means 

you’ve got your presentation right. The 

problem is if you put off the weevers 

somehow, you’re likely to deter your 

intended quarry too. Assuming you’re 

attracting the lesser weever and not the 

greater weever, they do have fairly small 

mouths. Perhaps the best method is 

to up the hook size until the number of 

hooked weevers decreases, but you may 

reduce your chances of other species too.

Not sure there’s a silver bullet for plague 

proportions of weevers. Sorry!
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Q: I am new to lure fishing.
Could you suggest a rig
set-up for spinning, hard
and soft lures, or would
one rig do for all three?
JOHN SHAW, BY EMAIL

HG says: Aside from something incredibly

simple like a Texas rig, which many anglers

use when fishing lures for wrasse, for the

most part you want to forget about rigs, as

such, when it comes to lure fishing.

Think more about specific lures and

techniques and, of course, where to go

finding the fish.

The bulk of my lure fishing for bass

consists of a braid mainline, a fluorocarbon

leader, and then a small lure clip tied to

the end. On that clip goes whatever hard

or soft lure I think will work best under the

conditions I have in front of me.

We are generally retrieving lures as

opposed to fishing static baits, and we

simply don’t need complicated rigs.

Q: Are Needlefish lures
simply for casting up a
tide run while keeping
contact with them as
they work/swing around
in the tide? Is it possible
to work these lures by
imparting some action
with the rod tip?
KEVIN WILLIAMS, ANGLESEY, N WALES

HG says: My experience with

Needlefish is limited – I fish them as

I might fish a Senko at night, casting

them out and winding them in, and

they are working well. Simple!

I see no reason why you could not

try working Needlefish, as such ,during

daylight hours, especially if the bass are

feeding aggressively, and you can work

the lure almost like a surface lure.

Q: How can I tell how
deep/shallow a lure will
fish and what difference
coloration will make?
MARK DAWE, PADSTOW, CORNWALL

HG says: Lure colour tends to be a very

personal thing and I would urge you to

keep an open mind on this subject.

As for determining lure-diving depths,

in general the steeper the angle of the

bib or face of the lure, the shallower it

will dive, and deeper-diving lures tend

to have either larger bibs and/or they

are less upright.

Something like the IMA Komomo

SF125 has a very steep face, which

keeps it up nice and shallow, whereas

some of the Rapala lures used for

trolling, especially, have big bibs that

take them down much deeper.
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Q: I worry about the
tiny guides sometimes
seen on lure rods.
Need I do so?
DANIEL HAYES, MALDON, ESSEX

HG says: No, not with modern braids

and how well they fish. Indeed, my own

belief is that smaller guides around the

tip section, especially on a light lure rod,

are helping the rod. Why stick big guides

on a light lure rod, which must surely

spoil the action? I know it’s hard for UK

anglers who are so used to seeing fairly

big guides on our beachcasters, but we

don’t need big guides on lure rods.

Q: I keep slipping
around on the rocks
and I wondered how
I might get more grip?
TOM GILLSON, BY EMAIL

HG says: There are many times I have

thought back to my baitfishing days

spent clambering around on the rocks

and wished I had discovered wading

studs. Yes, wading studs are designed

to be put in the soles of wading boots,

but there is nothing to stop an angler

putting them into a pair of hiking

boots, or, indeed, wellies if you prefer

wearing them.

Decent metal wading studs in the

bottom of whatever footwear you are

wearing will help out on the rocks, but

be careful not to get complacent just

because you are using them.

Q: How often do you 
change your leader?
DEAN KIRWAN, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS

HG says: It depends entirely on what  

I am fishing for and how much abuse  

I reckon it has had. Of course, I will do a 

good visual check as often as possible. 

I tend to change my leader fairly 

frequently because I can’t see any point in 

not doing so. When lure fishing over clean 

sand, for example, a leader can keep going 

without any great worries. Around rocks,  

I always err on the side of caution.

Q: I fish over rocky, 
seaweed-covered ground, 
targeting bass without 
great success. There must 
be fish, given the natural 
food, so what lures would 
you recommend?
GARY COLSTON, BY EMAIL

HG says: The issue here could be the 

lure, location, or when you are fishing this 

location. Are you turning up and fishing the 

same state of tide because it suits you, or 

are you deliberately mixing timings and 

conditions up until you start to connect  

with bass?

It is incredible how some marks can seem 

devoid of fish, yet will suddenly switch on at 

a certain state of the tide. For example, do 

you only fish the incoming tide, when a lot 

of shallow, broken ground marks can fish 

well on the ebb tide and so on?
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Q: I’m looking to build 
up my bait store for the 
winter and wondering 
what is the best way to 
target launce from  
a boat?
JONATHAN KERR, LISBURN, BELFAST

DL says: Launce are widely available in

many areas, and almost always in the

vicinity of fast tides and sandbanks. 

Strings of small mackerel-type lures, 

such as Sabikis or small white feathers, 

fished at various depths should very 

quickly catch plenty of launce.

Q: What is a poor cod?
MARC DAWSON, DRIFFIELD, EAST YORKS

DL says: A poor cod is a small species 

very similar to, and often confused  

with, pouting. 

Poor cod are not as deep in the body as  

pouting, and always leave small silvery 

scales on your skin after handling.

Q: I want some 120g 
Storm Ultrashads to use 
in Torsvag, Norway, but 
can’t find a UK supplier. 
Where can I buy them?
SIMON BROMLY, BY EMAIL

DL says: The Storm Ultra Shad has a 

fast sink rate ideal for the deep water in 

Norway. Try a Google search to locate a 

few on eBay or even in a European tackle 

shop. If you are unable to find any, there 

are some very similar lures available from 

other manufacturers.

Q: Could you tell me 
where I can find sea 
charts for Norway, so 
I can look for possible 
places to fish? 
CLINT BRADLEY, BY EMAIL

DL says: It is worth investing in a large-

scale Admiralty chart covering the area 

you will be fishing. Many camps supply 

charts when you arrive. Take a look here:

www.ybw.com/forums/showthread.

php?419243-Free-online-charts-Norway-

and-Sweden

Q: When using a small  
fixed-spool reel afloat, 
should I load it with 
monofilament or braid?
WILL NICHOLAS, CRAWLEY, WEST SUSSEX

DL says: You can use either, but braid is by

far the better option for almost all of the

situations where I would use a small  

fixed-spool reel afloat.

Q: Recently I caught a ray 
that had a circular, yellow 
piece of plastic inserted 
into its wing. Is this a tag, 
and if it was, why?
PETER TOMKINS, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE

DL says: There are various types of 

tags used by marine organisations that 

research and monitor fish stocks; your 

fish had a disc tag.

Tags are used to help determine fish 

migratory routes and feeding patterns, 

along with much more very important 

information, such as growth rates and 

breeding areas, which helps marine 

biologists advise on management 

strategies for different species. Most tags 

have a phone number or email address 

to report the recapture of a tagged fish. 

Usually they request the date, location, 

condition and weight of the fish.
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Q: What do the ratings 
mean on boat rods and 
why do some have a dual 
rating, like 20lb/30lb?
JOE HOWARD, ST LEONARDS-ON-SEA, 

EAST SUSSEX

DL says: Line ratings on most blanks 

are, at best, a rough guide to the 

breaking strains of line to be used with 

that particular rod. Typically, a 20/30lb-

class rod will be suited for use with lines 

between 20lb and 30lb, but, in reality, 

many blanks will be perfectly suitable 

for lines that are slightly below or above 

the parameters stated.

Q: I am due to return to 
Kenya next year to fly-
fish for big-game fish. 
Last time we used a 
backing braid to the fly-
line, from the USA, that 
was extremely thin and 
fluorescent yellow.  
Can you give me any 
suggestions for a very 
fine braid, 500m long, 
for backing between  
the reel and line. 
ALLAN MASON, BY EMAIL

DL says: From your description, I am 

certain the line you were using would 

have been Power Pro, which has long 

been my backing line of choice for 

bluewater fly-fishing. I suggest you use 

40kg, which is ideal for billfish, and, 

with a diameter of just 0.41mm, you will 

get plenty on the reel. Power Pro knots 

incredibly well and 

is extremely hard-

wearing. Large 

volume spools  

are available.

 

Q: What’s the difference 
between uptide and 
downtide fishing? Are
there any advantages to 
one rather than the other, 
and are different rigs used 
for each method?
JOE HOWARD, ST LEONARD’S-ON-SEA, E SUSSEX

DL says: Uptide fishing involves casting 

a baited rig away from the boat (pictured 

above), to ensure it is fishing outside of 

the scare area associated with the boat 

anchored in shallow water.

Downtiding involves dropping the rig 

directly over the side of the boat, then 

either fishing it directly beneath the boat, 

or allowing the tide to trot it back astern. 

You can use a running leger rig for both.

Q: When we bring my 
Seahog Sheltie back on to 
the trailer on the beach, 
the cross tide always 
causes a problem. Why are 
guide poles for boats not a 
common tool in the UK?
KEVIN TARRANT , MARGATE, KENT

DL says: Under certain circumstances, guide 

poles can help, but if you are faced with a 

very strong lateral pull of tide, these can also 

lead to additional problems, even damage.

Many boat anglers when recovering their 

boats, immerse the trailer too deeply, which, 

when working in a strong tide, exacerbates 

the situation.

Try backing the trailer in so that just the 

rearmost and, maybe, second from rear 

rollers are immersed, then, with great care, 

drive the boat on to the trailer as far possible, 

connect the winch strap, and secure. 

Remember to trim the engine as the boat 

rides up on to the trailer.

This technique requires a degree of  

boat-handling skill, but once you have 

perfected it, recovering your boat should  

be straightforward.
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Q: Do you have any 
advice for dealing with 
conditions that are 
trickier than those I am 
normally used to?
JOHN ROPER, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR

GR says: I can’t stress enough that no 

fish is worth taking a risk for. 

When it’s too rough for the kayak we 

fish from the shore or head out with a 

local charter boat. Strong winds kept

a friend and me off the kayaks earlier

this year, so we headed out on a local

charter to fish for the smoothhounds

from the safety of the larger boat.

Take the safer option, and in the long

run your partner and family will thank

you for it.

Q: Do you need to go very 
far out in order to catch fish 
from a kayak?
JAMES FOUND, BY EMAIL

GR says: There are a lot of variables. Some 

good fish can be caught close in, but others 

won’t come close inshore so you need to go 

after them.

Rather than worry about how far you have 

to paddle, a better approach may be to 

figure out what few species you would like 

to catch and then familiarise yourself with 

their habits and preferences.

Once you have identified what species 

you would like to catch and where they can 

be found, you will be a lot closer to knowing 

where to target them and how much of a 

paddle you will need.

Q: Can you recommend a
reel for kayak fishing?
STEVEN MONTGOMERY,

HAYWARDS HEATH, WEST SUSSEX

GR says: It really depends on what type of

fishing you would like to do, what sort of

money you want to spend and how long you

would like it to last.

Kayak fishing means that your gear gets

closer to the salt than a lot of other styles of

fishing. Spray covers everything, and keeping

reels going for a long time takes careful

maintenance. With this in mind, a lot of guys

go for low to mid-range gear with the hope of

getting a couple of seasons out of it.

Learn how to service your fishing reels or

get them serviced regularly to keep them

running smoothly.

Q: Can you give 
a definitive list 
of appropriate
safety items for
kayak fishing?
TERRY PAINE, BY EMAIL

GR says: What some

deem necessary, others

think is overkill. You should

always have a lifejacket or

PFD, a knife, signalling and

navigation equipment and

appropriate clothing.

Exactly what else you

choose is your choice.

Make sure you are well equipped, though,

and do not go out underprepared and

potentially put other lives 

at risk through your own 

irresponsibility.

A member of the Irish 

Coastguard lost his life on 

a rescue mission recently, 

and it is a stark reminder 

of how the sea can be very 

dangerous, even for trained 

personnel. 

The Coastguard and the 

RNLI have members that 

risk their lives every day, 

usually as a result of the 

stupidity of others. 

Next time you go out 

without proper planning, 

just remember that it’s not only your own 

life you are putting at risk.

Q: I have excellent 
navigational skills and 
equipment, so is it okay 
for me to venture out in 
a bit of fog?
SIMON GREEN, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

GR says: I really don’t think that 

venturing out in fog is a great idea, 

regardless of your skills or equipment.

You may be able to find your marks 

and return to shore, but the danger 

of the reduced visibility means that 

others cannot see you. With kayaks 

being some of the smallest craft on the 

water, in a dense fog you will probably 

not be seen until it is too late. There will 

only be one winner between a motor-

propelled boat and a kayak. 
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1998 - PENN 525
GRAPHITE FRAME
Q The baby brother of the original 535
multiplier, the smaller 525 model with its
centrifugal braking system was designed for
shore anglers who needed a casting reel with
the grunt to fish tough conditions.

Its sheer strength and winching power was an
instant hit with rough ground anglers.

This model would be the catalyst that
prompted Neil Mackellow, who worked for
Sea Angler from 1993 to 1998, to be among
the pioneers of the introduction of a magnetic
braking systems into shore multipliers.

Launched on October 11, here’s the all new 525...

I
n 1998, Neil Mackellow walked

into the office of Penn’s Herbert

Henze in Philadelphia, USA, with a

question and just one thing on his

mind. He simply suggested that

Henze should stick his hands in his

pockets and spend tens of thousands of

dollars on the development of a new beach

reel. After a two-hour discussion, the then

president of the world’s largest tackle

company, eventually agreed to dig deep

and the contract to design the Penn 525

Mag was signed.

That must have taken an enormous

amount of bottle on Neil’s behalf, but

he knew that a pioneering multiplier

reel featuring long-casting capabilities,

an open-top cage, easy-to-grip spool

together with a fast and powerful

retrieve (not to mention a greater line

capacity) would be an instant hit with

British shore anglers. Let’s be honest and

fair here; what Neil didn’t know about

beach multipliers probably wasn’t worth

knowing anyway.

However,Neilwasbasicallyenteringnew

territory. He had a vision that magnetic

braking was the future, but, back then he

simply didn’t have a clue if the 525’s spool

would respond well, if at all, to magnets.

Immediately, he got to work on his

original 525 Graphite Frame version,

dismantled the brakes, ratchet and

retaining ring from the end cap. Then,

after grinding away some of the webs to

create some necessary space, he handed

it to Penn’s engineers to attach a magnet

and screw assembly.

It was, though, rather crude, and

after a few initial teething problems

on the beach, he locked himself away

in his workshop at home in Kent until

he cracked it. After a few alterations,

modifications and adding some Yellow

Rocket Fuel to the bearings, he headed

to the beach. After a few hours blasting

sinkers with it he proclaimed: “It’s the

best reel I’ve ever had the pleasure to

use!” He had nailed it!

In testimony to Neil, who passed away

this year, the Penn 525 Mag multiplier

is now on to its third facelift, and on

October 11, Penn officially unveiled

its new 525 Mag3, along with a new 515

model too. He was a big man in so many

ways and 18-years on, his legacy is still

breaking new ground.

Just think if Neil had bottled it that

day in Philadelphia and decided not

to ask for the cash and investment for

development. We owe a lot to the great

man, and Penn of course…

PENN MAG 3

SeaAngler TACKLE

TI ELINE

Words by Paul Fenech
Photography by Jacques Portal

12 pages of reviews and expert verdicts and boat gear
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2010 - PENN MAG 21999 - PENN 525 MAG
Q�After convincing Penn to invest a huge 
amount of cash, the magged version of the 
original 525 multiplier is launched.

Immediately, the world of beach angling 
is changed forever as the mad rush to own it 
reaches fever-pitch.

The open-top cage, huge power handle 
and a large spool capacity, along with its 
tough build quality and supreme casting 
capabilities made it an instant market leader.

Several other versions were also launched 
soon after that included a ‘Knobby’ version, 
Mag Extra, Super-Mag and Super Mag-Extra. 
Magnetic braking in a shore reel had arrived.

Q�Over a decade later and the Penn 
Mag2 multiplier undertakes its first 
major facelift. Gone is the sliding 
mag adjuster and replaced with a 
smaller dial adjustment button.

The look is also changed with a slick 
black and gold colour, as well as lines 
on the spool to help with loading line. 
Also launched is the Penn 515 Mag2; 
a smaller version for those who 
didn’t require a huge spool capacity.

Now…almost eight years on, Penn 
launches the third generation of 
Penn Mag multipliers. Q

UPGRADES
Q Full stainless steel gearing
QStrengthened graphite cage
QDrag boosted from 14lb to 15lb
Q Colour change to red and black
QRRP: £159

TECH SPEC
Q Upgraded graphite frame
Q Aluminium reinforced graphite 
sideplates
Q Indexed adjustable magnetic 
casting control
Q Smooth tangle-free casting
Q Uprated stainless steel main  
pinion gears

Q 6.1:1 retrieve
Q Six stainless steel shielded bearings
Q Instant anti-reverse roller bearing
Q Inboard bearings that allow the 
spool to sit on a floating shaft
Q Line-level markings
Q HT100 powered drag system
Q Capacity: 280yd of 15lb mono
Q Weight 414g/14.6oz

WIN! 3 TO GIVE AWAY
Head to... www.seaangler.co.uk 
and click ‘WIN’  to enter    *terms apply
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Sea Angler TACKLE

SONIK 
RAISES THE 
BAR...AGAIN!
The latest ZX range of shore rods certainly 
packs a punch, along with pedigree  
and performance to match

I
’m a huge admirer of Northumberland-
based tackle company Sonik. Since the brand 
was launched back in 2007, commitment to 
continually improve the quality and 
performance of all its products has been the 
company’s vision.

A decade on and the team behind the brand, 
led by commercial director Ian McCormack, 
continues to work closely with some of the 
country’s leading anglers as it strives for even 
more improvement and affordability. 

Mixing knowledge with talent is certainly what 
gives Sonik its leading edge.

A recent addition to its range of sea products is 
the ZX shore rods. Masterfully crafted using the 
very best components, there are three models 
to choose from, and if first impressions 
are anything to go by I reckon these 
are set to win many admirers on  
the beach.

Words by PAUL FENECH 
and photography by
LLOYD ROGERS
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IMMACULATELY BUILT
While many other brands will focus much 
of their attention on promoting the casting 
capabilities of a product, a few seem to have 
forgotten the actual importance of a fishing rod. 

From a personal perspective, I want a beach 
rod that will certainly offer me plenty of power 
for my casting style – but I also want to enjoy
fishing with it.

Some do get the balance just right, but huge
price tags, sadly, put these outfits well out of
reach to many shore anglers – especially those
who are looking to progress further.

The good news, though, is that after several
years of development, the launch of Sonik’s ZX
rods will come as a huge relief to many.

They are immaculately built using genuine

“The launch of 
Sonik’s ZX rods 

will come as a huge 
relief to many”
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Fuji KWAG guides, an adjustable Fuji 
screw-winch reel seat, Japanese shrinkwrap 
covers the butt section and a white tip 
section for enhanced bite-spotting. They 
even come supplied with what I reckon are 
the best protective rod bags around. You 
certainly get a lot of rod for your cash.

The three models in the range include the 
ZX225G, a 14ft 5in two-piece outfit rated 
to cast loads between 5-7oz. This is the real 
powerhouse of the bunch and is loaded 
with a tremendous amount of oomph! It’s 
the sort of rod you would choose if rough 
ground is your thing.

Anglers who target cliffs, too, will relish 
this outfit, simply because it enables you to 
lean on it a lot harder when required.

However, casting it was a real surprise to 
me. I fully expected to feel my back tweak 
or my arms being pulled from their sockets – 
at worst, it might chuck me on my backside.

Quite the contrary happened, though. It 
loads relatively smoothly, and then, as you 
come through into the hit, it progressively 
winds up. The final punch is a moment to 
savour as an incredibly fast tip suddenly 
whips around and fires the rig seawards.

Next up is another ZX225G, a two-piece 
rod with the same rating, but measuring 
a foot shorter at 13ft 5in. If you’re not a 
fan of longer rods but still require enough 

power and grunt to battle through testing 
conditions and venues, this will suit you best. 
You may find casting this rod feels a little 
quicker. Then again, that could be down to 
me being used to longer outfits.

Whatever the case may be, the power is just 
the same and the smoothness is wonderful.

The final rod in the range is the ZX200G. 
Again, it’s a two-piece rod at 13ft 5in when 
assembled. This one is rated at 4-6oz and will 

definitely be a desired outfit for those of you 
who prefer to fish from beaches with a bit 
of tide running. Think of places like Chesil 
Beach in Dorset, Dungeness, in Kent, or the 
Lincolnshire coast and you’ll know exactly 
what I’m referring to.

This is a fantastic, easy-going pendulum-
style rod. It’s a lot more manageable if you 
find more powerful rods are just too difficult 
for you to handle. The tip is certainly softer,
making it ideal for bending and settling into
the tide to prevent your spiked sinker from
being dragged from its position.

To be fair, this one is definitely the true  
all-rounder and designed to be used on clean-
to-mixed venues. You do sense the softer tip 
when casting, but the transfer of power from 
the butt, middle and eventually the tip is as 
smooth as you like.

One thing I haven’t touched on is the 
overall weight of the ZX rods. Because 
they’re made with Japanese Toray carbon, 
they are super-light without compromising 
the power band. Anglers who prefer to hold 
the rod while fishing will notice immediately 
just how light they are, but when you come 
to wind these up into a powerful cast – that’s 
when you’ll really notice. Give it a go and I 
dare you to disagree with me.

I used the whole range in a manner of 
different situations too. That included reel-
up, reel-down and using a fixed-spool reel. 
The performance from the trio was simply 
outstanding throughout. I will, however, 
stick my neck out and say that the 14ft 5oz 
ZX225G is my favourite, but I guess that’s just 
the North East rough ground angler in me. 

Whichever ZX model you decide on, for 
the money they cost, I reckon you’re in for 
the shock of your life… in an extremely good 
way, of course.Q

“For the money they 
cost, you’re in for the 
shock of your life”

The ZX rods 
performed 
well with a 
multiplier 
in the up 
position...

...and also 
with a  

fixed-spool
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TECH SPECS
Q�MODEL: ZX225G
Q�SECTIONS: Two
Q�LENGTH: 14ft 5in
Q�RATING: 5-7oz
Q�GUIDES: Fuji KWAG
Q�REEL SEAT: Fuji adjustable sliding
Q�BAG: Padded protection
Q�RRP: £349.99

Q�MODEL: ZX225G
Q�SECTIONS: Two
Q�LENGTH: 13ft 5in
Q�RATING: 5-7oz
Q�GUIDES: Fuji KWAG
Q�REEL SEAT: Fuji adjustable sliding
Q�BAG: Padded protection
Q�RRP: £329.99

Q�MODEL: ZX200G
Q�SECTIONS: Two
Q�LENGTH: 13ft 5in
Q�RATING: 4-6oz
Q�GUIDES: Fuji KWAG
Q�REEL SEAT: Fuji adjustable sliding
Q�BAG: Padded protection
Q�RRP: £299.99

Q�For your nearest dealer, contact  
Sonik Sports Limited, Riverside 
Business Park, Coniston Court, Blyth, 
Northumberland NE24 4RP, tel: 01670 
798910. Web: www.soniksports.com 
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SAVAGE GEAR
MICRO SANDEEL
KITRRP: £4.49
These LRF kits combine paddletail
sandeels that have a super
vibrating and darting action.

They come with their own jig
heads and are available in a range
of five colours.

Q For your nearest Savage Gear
stockist, tel: 01827 59659.
Web: www.savage-gear.com

SONIK AVX SURF 10000
FIXED-SPOOL REEL RRP: £129.99
This cracking fixed-spool reel is
incredibly smooth, with a fantastic
slow-oscillating spool action that
offers a perfect line lay.

The long-nose aluminium spool
has a capacity of 340m of 0.40mm
mainline, and is just the job for
those extra-long casts – you even
get a spare included too.

Finished in an eye-catching
black, it comes equipped with
strong gears, 14+1 stainless steel
shielded bearings, 4.8:1 crank,
sensitive front-drag system for
low-diameter lines and a chunky

rubber handle for comfort.

Q To locate your nearest Sonik
dealer, tel: 01670 798910.
Web: www.soniksports.com

TECH SPEC
QMODEL: AVX 10000
Q BEARINGS: 14+1 stainless steel
shielded
Q SPOOL: Aluminium long-nose
Q GEAR RATIO: 4.8:1
Q CAPACITY: 0.40mm/340m
Q SPARE SPOOL: Yes
Q RRP: £129.99

FIRS
LOOK
Paul Fenech samples the latest

gear to hit the  tackle shops

Sea Angler TACKLE

Sea Angler
PICK OF THE MONTH

“Combine
Paddletail
sandeels
that have
a super
vibrating
and darting
action”
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IMAX ARX -40+ 
THERMO SUIT
RRP: £139.99

TRONIXPRO 
BUCKET COOL 
BAG RRP: £11.99

Just in time for winter, this suit is stuffed 
with features to ensure that you stay 
cosy and warm on the shore or afloat.

Featuring a detachable padded 
jacket, other top highlights include a 
waterproof TPU membrane of 8000mm 
plus taped seams. It also has breathable 
200gsm padding, two-way front zipper, 
snow guard, fleece-lined handwarmer 
pockets, adjustable waist, hem and 
cuffs, plus a detachable and insulated 
hood with wire peak.

The bib and brace is also super-warm 
with an elasticated fit, two zipped 
side pockets, strong buckles on the 
suspenders, reinforced knees and a 
zipped bottom leg gusset featuring a 
Velcro fastening. Available in sizes S-XXL

Q�For your nearest Imax dealer, contact 
Svendsen Sport UK, tel: 01827 59659
Web: www.svendsen-sport.dk 

Designed to fit into the tray 
inside the Tronixpro 27-litre 
bucket (but can be used on its 
own), this neat item will store 
all of your bait and keep it fresh 
during a session.

Q�To locate your nearest 
Tronixpro stockist,  
Web: www.tronixfishing.com 

“Fantastic 
slow-oscillating 

spool action that 
offers a perfect 

line lay”
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TACKLESea Angler

ANYFISH ANYWHERE UPTIDE PRO  
BOAT ROD RRP: £224.99
More recognised for its excellent shore 
rods, this is your first glimpse of Anyfish 
Anywhere’s uptide rod for the serious 
boat angler. At 9ft 6in, it comes with a 
rating of 4-10oz, a 20mm butt section, 
and is designed to cope with even the 
strongest currents.

With an immaculate build, it is lined 

with Fuji Alconite guides and reel seat
and comes with a quality cloth bag. 

Watch out for a more in-depth review
and test coming soon only in Sea Angler.

Q�For your nearest Anyfish Anywhere
dealer, tel: 01803 213555.  
Web: www.anyfishanywhere.com 

SUFIX SUPERIOR
RRP: £9.99
This is a state-of-the-art, 100 per cent 
copolymer mono that offers outstanding 
strength. It is perfect for using as 
shockleaders or hook snoods, and comes 
on 100m spools, in clear and strengths 
of 20lb up to 500lb.

Q�For more info or to locate a dealer, 
visit: www.sufix.fishing.com 

LEEDA ICON LUGGAGE
ROD HOLDALL £29.99; COOL BAG 

£15.99; MEDIUM RIG WALLET £6.99; 

SMALL RIG WALLET £5.99
The rod holdall is made from a durable material 
with padding and a heavy-duty base. With no zips 
to corrode, it features a large external pocket, 
padded carry straps and retaining straps. 

With a height of 145cm, width 20cm and a depth 
of 10cm, there’s plenty of room for rods, tripod 
and brolly or beach shelter.

The cool bag is big enough to accommodate 
more than enough bait, plus boxes and trays. 

Durable with a foil lining, heavy-duty base, a 
carry handle and no zips to corrode.

The rig wallets are ideal for storing all of your 
rigs in one place. Filled with clear, reusable 
wallets and a Velcro fastening.

Q�For your nearest Leeda stockist,  
tel: 01908 442983.

HTO SLOW JIG BAG
RRP: £19.99
The perfect solution for storing  
all of your lures and terminal tackle in 
one place. Incredibly durable, with a 
shedful of storage space to get to  
your important items quickly.

Q�For your nearest stockist, 
visit www.htolures.com 

“Foil lining, 
heavy-duty 

base, a carry 
handle and 

no zips”
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THREE EASY WAYS TO ORDER
1. LOG ON to the link gac.fishing/00132SA
2. CALL 0141 212 8880 and quote 00132SA
3. BY POST Glasgow Angling Centre, Unit 1,
29 Saracen Street, Glasgow G22 5HT and quote 0

*Please make cheques payable to ‘Glasgow Angling Centre Ltd’.

FOR MORE UNBEATABLE  DEALS LOG ON TO www.seaangler.co.uk TODAY!  

(*Please add £6.99 P&P)

Take advantage of this rod, reel, braid and shockleader 
deal and save almost £115!

Sea Angler OFFERS

GET THIS SUPERB 
SHORE OUTFIT 
FOR JUST £119.99!

T
HIS month’s offer gives you the 
option of either Abu Garcia’s Rocket 
Surf 13ft, three-piece 113-226g rod 
and reducer...or the Rocket Surf 15ft, 
twin-tip version, rated to cast 2-4oz 

or 4-6oz, depending on what tip you
decide to use.

Whichever rod you choose, they deliver
impressive performance as well as being
extremely lightweight too. Each model is
equipped with quality stainless steel
guides with ceramic inserts, plus an Abu
Garcia Grip-Lok adjustable reel seat.

Accompanying the rod is the superb
Tronixpro Envoy 7000 fixed-spool reel. It’s
incredibly light and equipped with a
powerful drag plus six bearings and a
spool that will swallow a shedful of line –
there’s even a spare spool included.

Rounding off the deal is a 300m spool of
the acclaimed Spiderwire Durasilk 30lb
braid. Made from the highest strength 
Dyneema, it resists wind knots and has 
virtually no stretch for total sensitivity.

Not only that, there’s even a spool of 
Fisheagle Tourney Shockleader added...a 
100m spool of clear 60lb abrasion-
resistant mono that’s ideal for rigs, 
snoods and shockleaders. 

Normally this lot would cost you 
£234.96 in the shops, but it can be 
yours today for just £119.99 – saving 
you a whopping £114.97!

Ordering couldn’t be simpler, as 
we’ve now created three easy ways 
(below). Simply give the helpful staff 
at the Fishing Megastore a call, place 
your order and leave the rest to them. 

Don’t miss out, get yours today! Q

 SAVE  
£114.97!

*Plus £6.99 post and packing,  
UK mainland only.  

Email for overseas rates
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TWO TOGIVE AWAYWORTH A TOTAL OF £530!

Sea Angler COMPETITION

D
AIWA’S new Tournament Surf 
range of rods include this incredible 
three-piece outfit. At 14ft, it’s rated 
to cast loads between 3-6oz and its 
lightweight feel makes it an 

absolute joy to use.
Fully equipped with quality fittings such 

as genuine Fuji Low Rider guides and a Fuji 
DPS fixed-screw winch fitting, it also
comes supplied in its own protective
hard-wearing case.

Casting-wise, it’s smooth and powerful 
and because it’s 14ft, it stands high above 
any large waves that could interfere with 
your bite-spotting.

The full range of Daiwa Tournament Surf 
rods are built using HVF (High Volume 
Fibre) that makes the blank stiffer but also 
much lighter.

Added to that, a carbon V-joint offers a 

more progressive curve action, while X45
in key areas controls the torque while
performing powerful casting styles.

Daiwa says that this converts more
energy, helping to increase distance and
improving accuracy.

In association with Daiwa, Sea Angler
have got two to giveaway. And because
it’s free-to-enter, it couldn’t be easier to
get your hands on this top-class outfit.
Good luck!

HOW TO ENTER
Simply go to our website at  
www.seaangler.co.uk and click the ‘WIN’
tab and then locate the special link to
enter this competition. Terms and 
conditions apply, and the closing date for
entries is November 15, 2017. You can also
enter other competitions on the site.

WIN A DAIWA 
TOURNAMENT SURF 
ROD WORTH £265!
This three-piece rod is sleek, smooth and powerful 
and we’ve got TWO to give away…

THE FULL TOURNAMENT SURF RANGE
Q�Tournament Surf, 12ft multiplier, 
two-piece, 3-7oz, £275
Q�Tournament Surf, 13ft multiplier, 
two-piece, 3-7oz, £300
Q�Tournament Surf, 13ft multiplier, 
two-piece, 4-8oz, £325
Q�Tournament Surf, 14ft fixed-spool, 
three-piece, 3-6oz, £265
Q�Tournament Surf, 16ft, fixed-spool, 
three-piece, 3-6oz, £300
Q�Tournament Surf, 12ft, Bass, 
two-piece, 1-3oz, £200

NEED TO KNOW
For more info or to locate your nearest 
Daiwa stockist, contact: Daiwa Sports 
Limited, Netherton Industrial Estate, 
Wishaw, Lanarkshire, Scotland ML2 
0EY, tel: 01698 355723.  
Web: www.daiwasports.co.uk
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BOAT STORE

CREWSAVER PRO 50N  
SZ & CZ BUOYANCY AIDS
The Pro 50N fits each user perfectly, while
offering the ultimate in comfort, fit and
breathability performance.

It’s all thanks to internal airflow mesh,
combined with Fusion 3D design and 
body-shaping foam that adapts to the
profile of the wearer.

These features, plus an expandable 
bellow pocket with attachment 
point, make this the perfect safety 
companion for a multitude of 
watersport activities.

The low-profile Pro 50N is available
in both centre zip ‘CZ’ and side zip ‘SZ’
options and costs just £59.95.

The Pro 50N CZ is available in both a
stylish bright white and black, while the
Pro 50N SZ is available in black/grey and
black/blue options.
Q�For more info, visit: www.crewsaver.com

Insight into great kit for anglers going afloat

SUZUKI’S LATEST 
OUTBOARD ENGINE
Suzuki’s new flagship outboard,  
the DF350A, made its debut in the  
UK at the Southampton Boat Show  
in September.

At 350 horsepower, this V6  
four-stroke is the largest, most 
powerful outboard Suzuki has built  
to date. In development for more 
than three years, it represents 
a significant milestone in both 
engineering and design.

Among a whole host of innovative 
technology, its most significant 
feature is a new counter-rotating 
dual prop system that helps keep the 
gearbox compact and streamlined, 
delivering greater traction and 
increased stability.

This engine also features a Direct 
Intake System. The Dual Louver 
System incorporates a double shield 
of blades – each one designed in 
a dog-leg shape, which results in 
eliminating water intake, even in the 
face of the most severe testing on the 
water.

The outer blades remove the spray 
and drain the mist, resulting in the 
intake air temperature being free 
from moisture and no higher than  
10°C above ambient temperature.

It is available in Extra Long 
(635mm) and Extra Extra Long 
(762mm) shaft lengths.
Q�For more info, visit:  
https://marine.suzuki.co.uk/

DOMETIC COOL 
FREEZE CFX  
100W COOLBOX
Marine refrigeration specialist Dometic 
has introduced the largest model in its 
CoolFreeze CFX compressor coolbox series.

The CoolFreeze CFX 100W has an app 
control function and features a specially 
developed, high-performance compressor 
and efficient insulation, meaning the 87-litre 
coolbox consumes up to 35 per cent less 
energy than its predecessor.

The CoolFreeze CFX 100W can be 
conveniently controlled by WiFi app, which 
means the current temperature inside 
the box can be checked anywhere via a 
smartphone or tablet.

Equipped as standard with a special 
electronics system, this versatile coolbox  
can be operated, without any restrictions, on  
12 or 24 volts DC, as well as on any AC voltage 
between 100 and 240 volts.

The latest model features a digital 
temperature control display and an updated 
contemporary design, and offers all the 
benefits of the compact Dometic  
CoolFreeze CFX series.

Suitable for deep freezing up to -22°C, 
the coolboxes offer excellent cooling 
performance even at extremely high  
outside temperatures.

The award-winning series of products are 
efficient and quiet and feature a heavy-duty 
design with reinforced corners, stainless 
steel hinges and robust lid coating. They are 
also lightweight and easy to transport.

For enhanced safety, the boxes feature an 
automatic reverse-battery protection circuit, 
integrated low-voltage protection, as well as 
an electronic safety device.
Q�For more information, visit the website:  
www.dometic.com/en-gb/uk

TACKLESea Angler
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BUY
LINE
BUY

ONLINE

THE KAYAK

DESIGNED

FOR

FISHING

MADE IN THE UK

MOUNTING BLOCK FOR
RAM ROD HOLDER,
FISH FINDER OR GPS

SCUPPER HOLES
DESIGNED TO TAKE
A FISHFINDER
TRANSDUCER

NEW ADDITIONAL 
FRONT BUNGEE & 
TWO EXTRA PADEYES

ANCHOR TROLLEY
SYSTEM WITH CLEAT

LE PARK

REAR STORAGE WITH ADDITIONAL
CLIPPING POINTS

2 FLUSH MOUNTED
ROD HOLDERS

SEA ANGLER CHARTER BOATS ENGLAND

SEA ANGLER MISCELLANEOUS

SEA ANGLER TACKLE SHOP

General

email: eastangliancharters@gmail.com

Full time Skipper
Mobile:

07920 043979
Single bookings 

taken
Beginners welcome

Onboard toilet

V UCHERS

AVAILABLE

GIFT www.eastangliancharters.co.uk

Please quote SA2017

when booking!!

High Flyer

Largest boat caught sea bass in the UK in nearly 30yrs
Caught aboard this vessel…… Weighing 19lb 4oz

Ramsgate 1 hr from London

• Experienced skipper / angler Roger Lennon

• All equipment supplied

• On-board toilet, tea/coffee

• Beginners, groups, individuals,

• Families welcome

• Licensed for 12, parking 2 mins from boat

• £45 per person for 8 hour trip

�������������UDPVJDWH¿�VKLQJFKDUWHUV�FR�XN

GIFT Vouchers Available

SKERRY
BELLE

GUERNSEY/ALDERNEY/SARK
outtheblue@cwgsy.net

Richard tel.
07781104356

www.boatfi shing.net

BEAUMARIS/Anglesey
GENERAL, REEF

& WRECK FISHING
Individuals & groups welcome

Rod hire & bait available

01248 810379
book@starida.co.uk

Please mention Sea Angler
when responding to adverts

SEA ANGLER MISCELLANEOUS

SEA ANGLER CHARTERS WALES

Holidays Abroad

Wales - Anglesey

England - Ramsgate

Great Yarmouth

England - Guernsey

OBSESSION 
BRIXHAM

‘The home of Biguns & Whoppers’

Large 40ft Procharter
COP 60 Miles - 12+2 Persons

Rod & Reel Hire
Hot Drinks, Oven and Heated Wheelhouse

Individuals & Groups Welcome

Wreck - Reef - Skerries - Diving -
Sharking - Bespoke Charter

Kevin 07964 053347
www.charterboats uk.co.uk/obsession brixham

To advertise in 

the UK’s Biggest 

Sea Fishing 

Magazine 

please call 

Classified Sales 

Team on  

01733 366361

MINEHEAD
Orca 38ft Cygnus Typhoon

C.O.P. 60 miles

Contact skipper Albert

01643 703687 or
07850 708554

ajhartgen@btconnect.com

Hook - A - Fish
Fishing Tackle and Bait

47 Pier Road
Littlehampton
West Sussex
BN17 5LW

Open 7 days a week
01903 723955

www.hookafish.co.uk

REECER
Dover’s top Bass skipper, 

ex-macer ‘G’
Welcomes customers 
old & new aboard his 

offshore 105
Fully licensed & insured

Tel: 01634 570740
After 6pm 01634 235494 

PBA Member

LIFERAFT HIRE - 
LIFERAFT & DINGHY 

SERVICING

Send for our FREE info pack and deposit list

0800 243673
info@liferafts.com
www.liferafts.com
Liferaft House, Burnham-on- 

Crouch, Essex. CMO 8TE

HENRY’S
TACKLE
SHOP

19 Ballybough Road, Dublin, D03XW52, Ireland
Phone +35318555216

www.henrystackleshop.com

Irish Bass Lure Specialist
Stockist of OSP Dolive Sticks,

Kilty Catcher, Tackle House, Tenryu
Shamrock Lures, Feathers & Boat Rigs

Ashbys Leisure Superstore
Open 7 days

Lots of Fishing Gear
Leading Tackle Brands
Fresh and Frozen Baits

Call 01548 531625
East Charleton, Kingsbridge,

Devon, TQ7 2AP

Final Answer
Available 7 Days a Week

Maximum 10 persons
Wreck fishing / Conger fishing
Deep sea / reef / bank fishing

Tel: 01243 553977
Mobile: 07850 312068

www.ourjoy.co.uk

England - 
Minehead

England - 
Brixham

England - 
Littlehampton

General

Sussex

England - Dover

Devon
Dublin
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Perfect for beach, estuary 
and pier fishing

Audible and Visual 
alerts + Night Glow

TOUGH, SIMPLE TO USE AND HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 
IT’S A REVOLUTION IN BITE INDICATION

Scan the QR 
code to visit 
our website 
and order 
yours now

Weighs just 10g 
Length 54mm

A unique sophisticated electronic bite alarm

Rejects wind and tide movement

Detects bites by ‘feeling’ them on the rod

Ideal for day or night fishing

Automatically adjusts itself 
to provide optimal sensitivity 
so you never miss a bite

Glow in the dark enclosure

Audible alarm cut off when 
reeling in

Fixes to rod with ‘click action’ 
detachable rod clip

Detects drop back bites

SEA ANGLER MISCELLANEOUS

General

Bait

Tel: 01684 564457

Email: enquiries@merciamarine.co.uk

www.merciamarine.co.uk

MARINE INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
Insurance for pleasure and commercial craft and marine businesses

PLEASURE CRAFT
INSURANCE

Free competitive quotations
immediate cover

Wide cover

A policy with good security

Personal friendly service 7 days a week

LOCK AND QUAY POLICY
Insurance for the Marine Trade
Liabilities, Property, Vessels, Build Risks

Tailored to your requirements

or also Stand alone Public Liability

for Self Employed

Wide range of Trades

Mercia Marine (Underwriting) Limited First Floor, Christ Church Hall Avenue Road, Malvern WR14 3AY
Authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Insurance

Tel: 01253 354330 / 07898793181
www.hookersbaits.com

LEADING SUPPLIERS OF LIVE & FROZEN SEA BAITS
DISTRIBUTED VIA MAILORDER THROUGHOUT THE UK

PRODUCTS INCLUDE: Ragworm, Lugworm, Peeler Crabs, Maddies, Fresh Blacklug,
Live Yellowtails, White rag and a massive variety of frozen baits including our best

selling hand tied ready made cocktail range plus many more..

24 hrDeliveryOnly £7.50

Free delivery for all order over £60
A FEMALE RUN BAIT COMPANY
HOOKERS BAITS

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY

ORDERS OVER £50

EST. 1985

SOLENT BAITS
MAIL ORDER FRESH & FROZEN

SEA BAIT SPECIALISTS

www.solentbaits.co.uk
02392 739116

Email: solentbaits@ymail.com
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General

For expert, helpful &
friendly independent

marine Insurance Advice
Porthcawl Insurance

Consultants LTD
OPEN 7 DAYS,

ESTABLISHED 1967
Contact: Tel (01656) 784866

Fax (01656) 784872
E-mail: quotes@porthcawl-insurance.co.uk

or why not visit our website at

www.porthcawl-insurance.co.uk
As recommended by: Warrior, Ribcraft, Picton & Cobra

Authorised & Regulated by the FCA

Insurance
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MATCH FISHING

SEA LEAGUE
The latest results from Britain’s biggest event for shore match anglers

NORTH OF ENGLAND
CODLING CHAMPIONSHIP
Whitby west pier to Sewerby Steps,
Flamborough, Yorks, 105 anglers
Eight codling sealed victory for council
executive Paul Medd. The angler from
Scarborough, who now lives near
Peterborough, was fishing at Filey Brigg.
QResult: 1 Paul Medd, Peterborough, 16-
13-6 (10pts); 2 Andy Crowe, Scarborough,
16-5-1 (9); 3 Rob Allison, Loftus, 13-2-0
(8); 4 Matt Hillaby, Scarborough, 11-5-1
(7); 5 Jeff Walker, Middlesbrough, 9-8-0
(6); 6 Dave Turnball, 8-11-1 (5); 7 Dave
Allinson, Redcar, 8-9-5 (4); 8 Dave Bielby,
Scarborough, 8-3-0 (3); jt 9 Martin Dixon
& Mike Vasey, both 7-14-9 (both 2).

CHANNEL ANGLERS SAC
FLATFISH OPEN
Burnham on Sea, Somerset, 51 anglers
Despite strong wind and rain, this event
was well attended with the flatfish format
appealing to anglers of all abilities.

There were 54 flatties caught, with only
one flounder among 53 Dover soles. All the
biggest flatties came from the yellow zone
pegged from the end of the seawall to the
lighthouse at Burnham on Sea.

Match winner was James Madsen, of
Bedminster, who caught eight soles for
152cm in red zone, where Spencer Rees
of Swansea, caught four for 85cm and
second overall.

Danny Woodcock won yellow zone
at Burnham with a 1lb 7oz 8dr sole. The
heaviest flatfish was a 1lb 15oz 4dr sole
caught by Richard Reynolds,in red zone.
QResult: 1 James Madsen, Bedminster,
8 soles, 152cm (5pts); 2 Spencer Rees,

PENN PLUS

2017

Swansea, 4 soles, 85cm (4); jt 3  
Jamie Sargeant, Swansea & Rab Burns, 
Plymouth, both 4 soles, both 79cm (both 
3). Zone – Danny Woodcock, Weymouth,  
3 soles, 78cm (2). Heaviest flatfish – 
Richard Reynolds, 1-15-4 Dover sole (2).

CLYDE & WEST REGION  
OPEN SWEEPSTAKE & 
JUNIOR OPEN
Greenock Esplanade, Renfrewshire,  
114 anglers
Gareth Gardiner, of Sunderland, led the 
way with nine fish for 351 points at peg 21, 
holding off Neil Cutler, of Gateshead, who 
caught six fish for 295 points at peg 24.

Completing the North East clean sweep 
was Kenny McCoy, of Sunderland, on peg 
22, with six fish for 278 points.
Q�Result: 1 Gareth Gardiner, Sunderland, 
9 fish, 351pts (11pts); 2 Neil Cutler, 
Gateshead, 6, 295 (10); 3 Kenny McCoy, 
Sunderland, 6, 278 (9). Zones –Kevin 
Lewis, Dundee, 6, 248 & Mark Dewar, 
Stranraer, 6, 216 (both 3). Longest fish –
Jordan Wilkinson (jnr), 61cm dogfish (3).

FILEY OPEN CODLING 
CHAMPIONSHIP
Whitby west pier to Sewerby Steps, 
Flamborough, Yorks, 105 entries
Highlight of this popular heaviest bag of 
codling event was a single fish of 13lb 8dr 
for Gary Joyce.

The angler from Redcar caught it from 
Filey Brigg to earn second place.

Top spot went to Scarborough’s Dave 
Bielby with a 13-9-0 bag of codling caught 
at Bempton.
Q�Result: 1 Dave Bielby, Scarborough,  
13-9-0 (10pts); 2 Gary Joyce, Redcar, 
 13-0-8 (9); 3 Danny Swann, 10-13-8 (8).

FRANK OLDHAM  
MEMORIAL OPEN
Tynemouth pier to Seahouses harbour, 
Northumberland, 80 anglers
This tribute to Frank Oldham attracted 80 
anglers, who, while remembering the local 
angler, also raised £360 in a post-match 
raffle for The Fishermen’s Mission.

Winner was Graham Foster with a bag 
weight of 12-2-8 taken at Marden Rock. 
Runner-up Scott Davidson caught 11-13-8 
at Greymare Rock. Heaviest fish was a  
5lb 11oz 8dr codling for Steve Williams, who 
fished at The Warriors, Cullercoats.
Q�Result: 1 Graham Foster, Newbiggin,  
12-2-8 (8pts); 2 Scott Davidson, 
Sunderland, 11-13-8 (7); 3 David Halliday, 
7-14-0 (6). Heaviest fish – Steve Williams, 
Jarrow, 5-11-8 (3).

SOUTHERN LEAGUE  
AND OPEN
Hill Head, Hants, 60 anglers
A thornback ray weighing 11lb 14oz, the 
heaviest fish of the event, helped  
Darren Cramer to top spot. The angler from 
Southampton finished with 16-15-0, which 
included two thornback rays, from peg 30 
in zone B. 

Also in zone B, at peg 37, was Darren 
Newland, from the Isle of Wight, who 
finished second with 11-11-0, which included 
a thornback and two gilthead bream.

Third was Southampton angler  
Steven Paulley, with 11-2-0 from peg 17 in 
zone A.

The main sizeable fish were thornbacks, 
giltheads, soles, scad and tub gurnards.  
Jeff Fisk’s 1lb 15oz Dover sole was the 
heaviest flatfish.
Q�Result: 1 Darren Cramer, Southampton, 
16-15-0 (6pts); 2 Daz Newland, Lake,  

NEWBIGGIN 
OPEN
Northumberland
rover, 294 anglers
A superb cod of 11lb 6oz 1dr and two
codling, caught at Seahouses, gave
John Blaney a winning 14-4-2.

Runner-up Anthony Eke caught four
codling for 12-0-2 at Marden Rocks,
while third-placed Mark Daglish fished
at Dunstanburgh where he caught a
six coalfish and a pollack for 10-1-4.
Q�Result: 1 John Blaney, Sunderland,
3 cod, 14-4-2, including heaviest fish,
11-6-1 cod (20pts); 2 Anthony Eke,
Newbiggin, 4 cod, 12-0-2 (19);
3 Mark Daglish, 10-1-4 (18).

Match winner  
John Blaney 

Anthony Eke 
was second
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HOW IT WORKS
Q With £10,000 in tackle prizes spread 
over the two divisions, points, based on 
entries, are awarded to the top three, 
section winners and captors of the 
largest fish caught in each designated 
Penn match.

Penn also awards a prize of a 525 
Mag reel to the angler scoring the most 
points in matches shown in each issue.

If there is a tie, the winner will be the 
angler whose total is from the greatest 
number of results and is then chosen on 
merit by the editor. An angler can win 
only one reel during the year.

To win a prize you must be registered 
with the Penn Sea League – supply your 
name, address, phone and email. 

Send fixtures, results and league 
registration by email to:  
cliff.brown@bauermedia.co.uk

MONTHLY WINNER
Q 550: Andy Crowe, Scarborough, 29pts

LEADERBOARD
PREMIER DIVISION

Steve Williams Jarrow 63

Andrew Dugdale Peel 49

Ged Stevens Barrow 46

Keith Bathgate Edinburgh 44

George Smith Grimsby 43

Dan Bennett Whitby 41

Neil Cutler Gateshead 40

Saul Page Deal 40

Andrew Withey Bridgend 32

Garry Hutson Cleethorpes 31

Steve Adams Shotley 30

Chris Equeall Cardiff 30

Bill Lindfield Greasby 30

Andy Crowe Scarborough 29

Ian Dancey Waterlooville 28

Callum Richardson Preston, E Yorks 27

Kenny McCoy Sunderland 24

Steve M Smith Whitehaven 24

Darren Stevens Bristol 23

Paul Whelan Dublin 22

Stuart Dewhurst Preston 21

Gareth Gardiner Sunderland 21

Gareth Griffiths Barrow 21

James Madsen Bedminster 21

Roy Tapper Marshfield 21

Robert Tuck Holland on Sea 21

* Only those with 21 or more points are listed

12-11-0 (5); 3 Steve Paulley, Southampton,
11-2-0 (4). Zone – Anton James,
Portsmouth, 6-4-0 (2).

THE ALL ENGLAND CODLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Whitby to Flamborough, Yorks,
136 anglers
With cash prizes down to 20th place and
£25 for the last-placed angler, this roving
event which concluded the Scarborough
Angling Festival, attracted 136 competitors.

Top bag weight of codling went to
John Nixon, of Redcar, with 14-9-8,
followed by Gary Pye, of Easington, with
13-6-12, which included the heaviest single
cod of 6lb 8oz 4dr.
Q�Result: 1 John Nixon, Redcar, 14-9-8
(13pts); 2 Gary Pye, Easington 13-6-12,
including heaviest fish, 6-8-4 cod (12);
3 Andy Crowe, Scarborough, 9-10-10 (11).

WELSH FSA SHORE LEAGUE
Sully & Bendericks, Vale of Glamorgan,
67 anglers:
Two conger eels and a bass for 9.02kg
from the Monkey Pole on Sully island
earned first place for Chris Equall, of
Cardiff, with runner-up Dave Llewellyn, of
Penarth, catching five strap congers for
7.01kg from Lavernock Point. Third-placed
Gary Morgan, of Barry, landed one conger
for 5.90kg at the Bendericks.
QResult: 1 Chris Equall, Cardiff, 3 fish,
9.02kg (6pts); 2 Dave Llewellyn, 5, 7.01kg
(5); 3 Gary Morgan, Barry, 1, 5.90kg (4).

YORKSHIRE OPEN CODLING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Whitby to Flamborough, 101 anglers
A 10-3-2 bag weight of codling, caught at 
Cloughton, secured victory for John Nixon, 
of Redcar.
Q�Result: 1 John Nixon, Redcar, 10-3-2 
(10pts); 2 Andy Crowe, Scarborough,  
10-1-0 (9); 3 Rob Taylor, 6-15-8 (8).

Q Gary Hutson
became the 14th
different person
in 25 years to
win the SAMF GB
Yorkshire Summer
League. Leading
the way is Neville
Charlesworth,
who has won it
five times.

LEAGUE WINNER

REMINDER
Penn Sea League entries will only be 

accepted from the match organiser or 
officials of the club concerned. If results 

are not returned to Sea Angler within 
a month of the event, the event will be 

declared void for Penn points.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Q�Terry Hartnell 
caught a 12lb 
15oz undulate 
ray and a 1lb 
15oz sole in his 
match-wining 
catch of 19-1-0 
in the Samalite 
League at West 
Bexington, 
Dorset.

Q�Marc 
Hunton’s first 
trip to his local 
beach in two 
years resulted 
in a win in the 
Workington 
& District SAC 
open, thanks 
to a 5lb 5oz 
4dr cod.

BIG UNDULATE BACK FOR A WIN

NEWS IN BRIEF

Q�Mark 
Cowell, from 
Llantwit 
Major, caught
five small-
eyed rays for
206cm to win
the Welsh
FSA open
fished at
Aberavon.

Q�Bass and flounders were the main 
species in the Tralee Bay open fished at 
Inch Strand, Co Kerry. Top bait was lug. 
Biggest roundfish was Chris O’Sullivan’s 
48cm bass.

Q�A peg at the culvert outlet downstream 
of the Blue Bridge over the Dee Estuary 
produced two flounders on John Waugh’s 
first cast. He caught 13 more to win the 
North West ASAC open with 570 points.

SMALL-EYED RAYS SEAL VICTORY 

Chris Equall 
with his  

bass

A 6lb 8oz 4dr 
cod for Gary Pye 
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PENN SHORTS

Q Ardrossan SAC open, Carsethorn, 
Dumfries & Galloway, 29 anglers:  
1 Alec Bell, Kilmarnock, 568cm (2pts);  
2 Neil Cutler, Gateshead, 540cm (1).

Q�Burnham League & open, Burnham, 
Somerset, 20 anglers: 1 Peter Evans, 
Swansea, 5-5-0 (2pts); 2 Dave Lane, 
Weymouth, 4-0-0 (1).

Q�Filey Brigg Festival open, 
heaviest bag of any fish, Whitby to  
Flamborough, Yorks, 83 anglers:  
1 Jon Richardson, Speeton, 11-11-6 (8pts);  
2 Tom Marshall, Bridlington, 10-7-5 (7);  
3 Richard Cappelman, Filey, 9-3-6 (6).

Q�Filey Festival heaviest single fish 
open, Whitby west pier to Sewerby 
Steps, Flamborough, Yorks, 60 
anglers: 1 Jon Richardson, Speeton, 4-5-1 
(6pts); 2 Billy Colling, Filey, 4-4-7 (5); 3 
Scott Blowman, 3-9-6 (4).

Q�Flounder open, Humberston Creek, 
NE Lincs, cancelled.

Q�Holt SAC charity open, Kelling, 
Norfolk, 37 anglers: 1 Mark Pinder, 
Ipswich, 19 fish, 10-4-10 (3pts);  
2 Andy Gallacher, Shotley, 23, 9-14-0 (2); 
 3 Henry Randell, Cley, 13, 6-6-10 (1).

Q�King’s Lynn river open: cancelled.

Q�Loch Ryan SAA open, two days, 
Dumfries & Galloway, 42 anglers: 
 1 Billy Buckley, Glasgow, 3pts (4pts);  
2 Adam Scholes, Girvan, 6 (3pts); 
 3 Tommy Tait, 8 (2).

Q�North West ASAC open, Blue Bridge, 
Queensferry, Flintshire, 17 anglers:  
1 John Waugh, Wallasey, 15 fish, 570pts 
(2pts); 2 Stephen Bonner, Wallasey, 12, 
381 (1); 3 Bill Lindfield, Greasby, 12, 373.

Q�North West ASAC open, Otterspool, 
Merseyside, 18 anglers:  
1 Dave Shorthouse, Stafford, 312cm (1pt);  
2 Steve Trish, Liverpool, 253cm;  
3 Mike Flanagan, Eastham, 237cm.
Longest fish – Ian Ashcroft, Isle of Man, 
47cm cod.

Q�Peever SAC heaviest fish open, 

Kirkcudbright, Dumfries & Galloway,  
7 anglers, void for points.

Q�Samalite League & open, Bexington, 
Dorset, 26 anglers: 1 Terry Hartnell, 
Seaton, 19-1-0 (2pts); 2 Andy Ellard, 
Weymouth, 18-4-0 (1).

Q�SAMF GB Essex Summer Series rnd 
3, Rainham, Essex, 16 anglers:  
1 Lewis Clark, Rochford, 118cm (1pt).

Q�SAMF GB Essex Summer Series rnd 
4, Grays, Essex, 11 anglers: 1 Lewis Clark, 
Rochford, 30cm (1pt).

Q�SAMF GB Yorkshire Summer 
League, Barton on Humber, 20 
anglers: 1 Chris Wray, 167 points (2pts); 
2 Paul Denholm, 126 (1); 3 Keith Hodgson, 
116. League winner: Gary Hutson.

Q�Scarborough Angling Festival 
Bob Yarker Trophy open, Whitby to 
Flamborough, Yorkshire, 56 anglers:  
1 Dave Bielby, Scarborough, 9-7-4 (5pts); 
2 Dave Gyte, 8-8-8 (4); 3 Peter Bayes, 
Scarborough, 8-4-4 (3).

Q�Scarborough Open Angling 
Championship, Whitby to 
Flamborough, Yorks: 62 anglers:
1 Scott Blowman, 16-8-6 (6pts); 2 Dave 
Bielby, Scarborough, 14-1-0 (5); 3 Mark 
Thomas, Scarborough, 10-0-10 (4).

Q�Scottish Match League rnd 6, Onich 
beach, North Ballachulish, Highland, 
24 anglers: 1 Billy Buckley, Glasgow, 5 
fish, 177pts (2pts); 2 David Neil, Saltcoats, 
4, 137 (1); 3 Steve Potts, Sunderland, 2, 
130. Longest fish – Tom Walkingshaw, 
Stranraer, 60cm thornback ray.

Q�Solway Vikings SAC Open Shore 
Championship, Balcary Bay to 
Finnarts Point, Dumfries & Galloway, 
11 anglers: 1 Gerald Absalom, 15-3-0, 
including 10-8-0 conger eel (1pt);    2 
Willie Watson, 11-10-0; 3 Mathew Kerr, 
5-8-0.

Q�Steve Hall memorial open, heaviest 
fish Cleveleys, Lancs, 52 anglers:
 1 Stewart Dewhurst, Preston, 3.495kg 
huss (5pts); 2 Ian Mawdesley, Preston, 
2.470kg thornback (4); 3 Neil Stoneleigh, 
Preston, 1.060kg dogfish (3).

Q�Tralee Bay SAC open, Inch, Co Kerry, 
31 anglers: 1 Chris O’Sullivan, Tralee,  
10 fish, 347pts (3pts); 2 David O’Sullivan, 
Lixnaw, 12, 312 (2); 3 Martin McGowan, 
Tralee, 10, 216 (1).

Q�Veals League & open, Aust, South 
Glos, 34 anglers: 1 Kevin Hughes, 
Neath, 8-3-0 thornback ray (3pts); 2 Roy 
Tapper, Marshfield, 7-15-0 thornback (2); 
3 Russ Preston, Bristol, 2 fish, 4-7-0 (1).

Q�Victoria open, Llandudno North 
Shore, Conwy, 59 anglers: 1 Ged 
Stevens, Barrow, 28-3-0 (5pts); 2 Shane 
Russell, Old Colwyn Bay, 23-4-0 (4);  
3 Gary Hutson, Cleethorpes, 22-8-4 (3). 
Heaviest fish – J Roberts (jnr), Holyhead, 
7-1-0 bull huss (2).

Q�Welsh FSA Aberavon open, 
Aberavon, Neath, 42 anglers: 1 Mark 
Cowell, Llantwit Major, 5 small-eyed rays, 
206cm (4pts); 2 Chris Equall, Cardiff, 6 
flounders and a bass, 145cm (3); 3 Peter 
Evans, Swansea, small-eyed ray, bass 
and eel, 120cm (2); Longest fish – Chris 
Stephens, Bridgend, 54cm dogfish (1).

Q�West Coast Shore League rnd 6, 
Killala, Co Mayo, 10 anglers: 1 Aidan 
O’Halloran, Lisdoonvarna, 2 fish, 38pts 
(1pt); 2 Sean Murray, Galway Bay SAC, 1, 
24; 3 Robert Loftus, Galway Bay SAC, 1, 26.

Q�Weston-super-Mare SAA RNLI 
charity open, Weston beach, 
Somerset, 44 anglers: 1 Roy Tapper, 
Marshfield, 290cm (4pts); 2 Daniel 
Crump, Barry, 220cm (3); 3 Vicky Izzard, 
Axbridge, 208cm (2).

Q�Weymouth Angling Society Shore 
Festival, Dorset rover, 27 anglers:  
1 Phil Cheeseman,Weymouth (2pts);  
2 Danny Woodcock, Weymouth (1).

Q�Weymouth & Portland Borough 
Council Shore Festival, Dorset rover, 
27 anglers: 1 Phil Cheesman, Weymouth 
(2pts); 2 Dave Lane, Weymouth (1).

Q�Workington & District SAC heaviest 
fish open, Whitehaven to Grasslot 
pier, Cumbria, 71 anglers: 1 Mark 
Hunton, Workington, 5-5-4 cod (7pts);  
2 Karl Moore, Whitehaven, 3-12-0 cod (6); 
3 Ian Sunnucks, Parton, 2-11-4 cod (5).

LEADERBOARD
DIVISION ONE

Chris Westgarth Redcar 50

Gordon Holland Amble 49

Ben Laws Whitby 48

Peter Jackson Widdrington 47

Callum Murton Filey 46

Robbie Gray Widdrington 43

Andrew Hooper Boghall 42

Daniel Crump Barry 31

Dave Bielby Scarborough 23

John Nixon Redcar 23

Simon Hogan Maryport 21

John Blaney Sunderland 20

Fillip Gallens Belgium 19

Ashton Neasham Dearham 18

Geoff Armstrong Gosforth 17

David O’Sullivan Lixnaw 17

Glenn Short Bournemouth 17

Peter Bolger Tralee 16

Steve Chadwick Cardiff 16

Mike Graham Millom 16

Bob Smith Poole 16

Arran Stead Sunderland 16

Gary Bowler Portland 15

Ray Christofarato Barry 15

Alby Clement Aldeburgh 15

Steve Dixon Seaham 15

John Tobin Tralee 15

Dave Gracie Bridgwater 14

Steve Major Beverley 14

Richard Yates St Mgrt’s Bay 14

Nicky Frewin Axbridge 13

Darren Gregory Cwmbran 13

Steve Griffiths Pontypridd 13

Mark Mossman WC&W SAC 13

David Neil Saltcoats 13

Tony O’Neill Saundersfoot 13

Andy Rutherford Sunderland 13

Mike Taylor Southampton 13

Mark Warlock Bristol 13

* Only those with 13 or more points are listed
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SHORE & BOAT FIXTURES
Your at-a-glance match events planner  O = Penn Sea League

OCTOBER
O 20-21: SAMF GB UK Masters, Skegness, 
2pm-7pm both days, all lug and fish baits, 
including squid, allowed, HQ at Best Western 
Golf Hotel, Andy Steele, tel: 01772 611597.
O 21-22: Hastings Beach Festival, two days, 
each match separate for Penn points, 10am-
3pm Sat, 10.30am-3.30pm Sun, Hastings
Angling Centre 01424 432178.
O 22: West Coast Tackle League rnd 9, Five Bar 
Gate, Cleveleys, 10.15am-2.45pm, book on 
8.45am at West Coast Tackle, book only, 
Dave 07472 249294 or Tony 07702 229015.
O 22: Bedlington Station SAC Northumbria 
open, Craster south pier to Tynemouth north 
pier (all rivers and piers excluded, except Blyth 
pier fishing into river or sea), heaviest bag £500, 
£12 adults, £5 juniors, Newbiggin, tickets in 
advance from local tackle shops or on day from 
7am-8am at HQ, Bankhouse Social Club, 
Newbiggin, Steve Surtees 07888 674873.
O 22: Gower Rockhoppers SAC open, heaviest 
single fish, The George, Mumbles, 6.30pm-
10.30pm, meet 5.30pm opposite the pub,
pegged, three hooks, overhead casting only, 
minimum 50lb shockleader, bucket required, 
SWWASAC size limits, John 07737 136514.
O 29: Welsh Flounder Championships 
(Seamaster leg), Loughor Estuary, 10am—3pm, 
Brian, Country Stores, Gowerton, 01792 875050.
O 8: Isle of Man Winter League rnd 2, Vollan slip, 
4pm-8pm, 20cm catch & release, dogfish count 
as 50cm, maximum two hooks, £10 entry,
Andrew 07642 490312.
O�29: Ardrossan SAC Jim Boyd memorial open, 
South Beach, 1pm-7pm, measure and release, 
meet at noon-12.30pm at Johnny Ho’s, booking 
advised, Stuart Miller 07868 732891 or  
Stuart Ballantyne 07742 716173.
O28: North Kerry SAC open, Inch Strand, 
4pm-8pm, Chris 00353 (0)85 1532770.
O 28: Tralee Bay SAC open, Kilcummin, 
6pm-10pm, Daniel 00353 (0)87 4659867 or 
Chris 00353 (0)85 1532770. 
O 28-29: West Coast Tackle two-day open, West 
End Beach, Morecambe, 11am-3.30pm Sat, 
11.30am-3.30pm Sun, book on 8.30am-9.30am 
Sat, 60 pegs, £40 plus pool, book only,  
Dave 07472 249294 or Tony 07702 229015.
O 29: Breakaway open, Dunwich, 11am-4pm, 
measure and return, size limits,  
Matt 07810 564399.

NOVEMBER
O�4: Southern League and open,
Hayling, 7pm-midnight, £15
entry, £5 optional pools,
Darren 07919 073232,
Nick 07870 922216,
Mike 07983 579596,
Ian 07736 004714 or
Ant 07775 691916.
O�4: Humber winter open,
North Wall, 3.40pm-
7.45pm, meeting 
2.15pm-2.45pm, one rod,
two hooks, £15 all-in, book
only, Mark 07500 112515.
O 4: Isle of Man Winter League
rnd 3, Vollan car park, 7pm-11pm,
20cm catch & release, dogfish count as
50cm, maximum two hooks, £10 entry, Andrew
07642 490312.
O 5: Filey Brigg AS John Smith’s open, heaviest

fish, Whitby west pier to Sewerby Steps, 
Flamborough, 9am-2pm, weigh in by 3pm at 
snooker centre, Scott Blowman 07838 156510 
or email: scottydogb@btinternet.com
O 5: Bob Gawne memorial open, Cleveleys to 
Rossall, 10am-1.30pm, £500 1st heaviest fish, 
pegged, register 8am-9.30am at Conservative 
Club, 17 Lower Rd, Fleetwood, FY7 7AS, £20 
all-in, booking advised, Mike 01253 465362.
O 5: Ashley Vance memorial charity open, Grain 
foreshore, 10.45am-3pm, book in from 8.30am 
at Hogarth Inn, High St, Isle of Grain, prizes  
for longest flatfish and roundfish, pegged,  
catch & release, £20 all-in, 50 pegs, book only,  
Pete 07564 091750 or Andy 07931 948091.
O 5: Holt SAC annual open, Bacton, Mike 0758 
758669 or holtseaanglers@gmail.com.
O 5: Thorpe Bay AA open, Thorpe Bay, 
10am-3.30pm, measure & return, points 
conversion, size limits, book in 8am at TEAC 
club, SS1 2YP, Ian 01268 774285.
O 5: Sheerness Steel SAC Kent Classic, 
10.30am-3.30pm, book in 8am-9.15am at
Sheerness East WMC, 280 pegs, book only,  
Mick 01795 661089.
O 5: Gower Rockhoppers SAC open, heaviest 
single fish, The George, Mumbles, 5pm-9pm, 
meet 4pm opposite the pub, pegged, three 
hooks, overhead casting only, minimum 50lb 
shockleader, bucket required, SWWASAC size 
limits, John 07737 136514.
5: Dymchurch & District SAC cod open, boat 
fishing, 8am-3.30pm, reserve date Nov 19, £10 
entry per angler, at least two anglers per boat, 
optional £5 pool, Dave Knight 07918 154047.
O 5: Furness FA Theatre Bar open, Middle Lane, 
Priory Point, 10.15am-1.15pm, book in 8.45am-
9.30am at Kingfisher car park, catch & release, 
total length, two hooks, £20 entry, £10 juniors, 
family pegs available, Harold 01229 471408.
O 5: Felixstowe Maritime open, 10am-3pm,  
book in from 8am-9am at Felixstowe SAS club 
hut, Manor Rd, £20 all-in, juniors free (separate 
match), 18cm minimum size, refreshments 
available, 80 pegs, booking essential,  
Andy 07816 037149 or Jason 07850 836339.
O 11: North Kerry SAC open, Ballybunion, 
5.30pm-9.30pm, Chris 00353 (0)85 1532770.
O 11: Maryport DSAC autumn open, 10am-2pm, 
David 01900 605765 or Jeff 01900 870624.
O 12: Penarth SAC open, Bob 02920 70699.
O 12: Blackdown SAC open, Blue Anchor slip to 

Minehead town beach, 11am- 3pm, 
sign in 9am, £10 entry, junior/

OAP £5, children under 12 
free, measure and release, 

Ryan 07500 966999.
O 12: East Anglian 

Teams of Five, Clacton, 
noon-5pm, Rob 07855 
848967.
O�12: North Norfolk 
National Sea League 
rnd 2 & open, 

Gorleston, Tony 07780 
793141 or thomasamt@

btinternet.com
O�12: Leinster League.
O 18: Bristol Channel FSA 

winter open, Minehead to Blue 
Anchor, Mark 07825 446051.

O 18: Bedlington Station SAC night open, 
Steve 07888 674873.
O 18: Furness FA evening open, Newbiggin, 

Cumbria, 8.15pm-11.15pm, book on from 
7pm-7.45pm at car park, catch & release, 
longest fish, two hooks, £20 entry, £10 juniors, 
family pegs available, Harold 01229 471408.
O 18: All Ireland Codling Championships, 
Youghal, 4.30pm-9.30pm, JP Molloy 00353 
(0)87 28 61669 or John 00353 (0)88 74 13964.
O 18: Isle of Man Winter League rnd 4, Port-e-
Vullan, 4pm-7pm, 20cm catch & release, dogfish 
worth 50cm, maximum two hooks, £10 entry, 
Andrew 07642 490312.
O  18: Harrington SAC cod open, Whitehaven 
north pier to Workington blocks, 3.30pm-
7.30pm, register noon-3.30pm, £1,000 1st, £20 
entry, £10 juniors (accompanied by adult), two 
hooks only, Alan Hill 01900 67257.
O 18-19: Tronixpro National Sea League Final, 
Eastbourne, qualifiers only, treated as two 
one-day individual events for Penn points, Mike 
07858 758669 or Tony 07780 793141.
O 19: Whitby SAA 38th annual open, heaviest 
bag of fish, Skinningrove beck to Coble Landing, 
Filey, 10am-4pm, tickets from local tackle 
shops, Dave Perrett 01947 601686.
O 19: Bognor Regis AAS Christmas open, 
Pagham beach, 9am-2pm, book in and draw 
from 8am at Pagham yacht club, 1 West Front 
Rd, PO21 4SY, £8 seniors plus pools, £4 juniors, 
John Small 07799 762377 (after 5pm).
O 19: West Coast Tackle League final round, 
Gynn Wall, Blackpool, 9am-1pm, book on 
7.45am on wall, book only, Dave 07472 249294 
or Tony 07702 229015.
O 19: East Coast Warrior open, 11am-5pm, weigh 
in by 6pm, tickets from 8am on day at Marine 
Hotel, Hornsea, or 9am-10am at Smiles for Miles 
café, Withernsea, John Aylward 07968 215565.
O 19: Gower Rockhoppers SAC heaviest single 
fish open, The George, Mumbles, 5pm-9pm, 
meet 4pm opposite pub, pegged, three hooks, 
overhead casting, minimum 50lb leader, bucket 
required, SWWASAC sizes, John 07737 136514.
O 19: Gravesend open, riverside, 11am-3pm, book 
in from 9am at Ship and Lobster pub, £10 adults, 
£5 juniors/OAPs, Peter Josh 07564 091750.
O�19: South Shields & District SAC annual open, 
10.30am-3.30pm, register at New Crown public 
house, South Shields, tel: David 07791 325038.
O 25: Tralee Bay SAC open, Rossbeigh, 
5pm-9pm, Daniel 00353 (0)87 4659867 or 
Chris 00353 (0)85 1532770.
O 25: Samalite League & open, Abbotsbury, 
7pm-midnight, draw ends 6pm, booking 
essential, Dave 07977 132951.
25: Hornsea SAC night open, 6pm-10pm, whistle 
start from Marine Hotel car park, tickets from 
5pm at Marine Hotel, John 07968 215565.
O 25-26: Morecambe Bay two-day open, 
sponsored by Gerry’s Fishing, 9am-1pm Sat, 
10am-2pm Sun, £50 all-in, worm only, two 
hooks, measure & release, no wading or 
spinning,  book in from 7.15am at Gerry’s,  
60 pegs, book only, John 01524 422146.
O 25-26: Tyne two-day open, noon-4pm both 
days, 60 pegs, register 9.30am-10.20am at 
Spillars, NE6 1BU, book & pay only, Neil 07816 
401879 or Gareth 07517 509400.

Fixtures must be sent in by match organisers 
only and must include full details and a 
contact telephone number. Emails received 
will be acknowledged. Send events at least 
eight weeks in advance of the fixture to  
cliff.brown@bauermedia.co.uk

PENN PLUS 
MATCH

November 11-12: The Ian Reid 
Memorial open, Kirkcaldy (Sat) and 
Leven (Sun), 11am-4pm both days, 
pegged, measure and release (no 

size limits), register from 9am-10am 
Sat at Kirkcaldy Prom snack bar 

(south end of prom), £30 total entry 
(anglers must fish both days),  
three hooks, minimum size 6,  

lug and fish baits only, book only,  
David Dobbie 07940 111729 or  

Alan Combe 07872 899791.
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LAST WORD

Wick -2 29
Lossiemouth -2 00
Aberdeen -0 18
Stonehaven -0 08
Cockenzie +0 47
Berwick +0 54
Blyth +1 46
North Shields  +1 47
Hartlepool +1 59
Whitby +2 20
Scarborough +2 30
Filey Bay +2 45
Bridlington +2 58
Skegness +4 29
Hunstanton +4 44
Cromer +4 56
Lowestoft -4 23
Aldeburgh -2 53
Felixstowe pier -2 23
Clacton -2 00
Southend-on-Sea -1 22
Herne Bay -1 24
Margate -1 52
Deal -2 38
Dover -2 53
Dungeness -3 05
Eastbourne -2 48
Newhaven -2 47
Brighton -2 51
Worthing -2 36
Portsmouth -2 29
Ryde -2 29
Southampton *  -2 53
Poole (Entrance) *  -5 09
Bournemouth *  -5 09
Swanage *  -5 19
Portland +4 57
Torquay +4 40
Dartmouth +4 25
Plymouth +4 05
Fowey +3 53
Falmouth +3 30
Newquay +3 32
Padstow +3 45
Barnstaple +4 30
Weston-super-Mare 
+5 05
Cardiff (Penarth) +5 15

Barry +5 08
Swansea +4 42
Milford Haven +4 37
Fishguard +5 44
Aberystwyth -6 11
Barmouth -5 45
Holyhead -3 28
Menai Bridge -3 08
Colwyn Bay -2 47
Southport -2 55
Blackpool  -2 50
Morecambe -2 33
Barrow (Ramsden) -2 28
Whitehaven -2 30
Kirkcudbright Bay -2 25
Girvan -1 51
Ayr -1 44
Lamlash -1 45
Greenock -1 19
Oban +4 12
Gairloch +5 16
Ullapool +5 36
Belfast -2 47
Douglas -2 44

IRELAND
Dun Laoghaire -2 09
Arklow  -4 41
Rosslare harbour  +4 39
Baginbun Head  +3 53
Ballycotton  +3 45
Courtmacsherry  +3 32
Baltimore  +3 35
Bantry  +3 15
Fenit pier  +3 13
Kilrush  +4 02
Galway  +3 36
Clifden Bay  +3 41
Westport Bay  +3 57
Sligo harbour  +4 25
Killybegs  +4 21
Rathmullan  +4 43

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast  -2 47
Portrush  +5 48
Red Bay  -2 41
Carrickfergus  -2 42

* TIDAL VARIATIONS FROM LONDON

LONDON BRIDGE *

OCTOBER

19 THU 02.16 7.14 14.34 7.02

20 FRI 02.56 7.14 15.10 7.11

21 SAT 03.31 7.13 15.44 7.21

22 SUN 04.03 7.11 16.17 7.24

23 MON 04.33 7.02 16.50 7.13

24 TUE 05.02 6.83 17.21 6.89

25 WED 05.30 6.60 17.53 6.61

26 THU 05.59 6.36 18.27 6.33

27 FRI 6.33 6.11 19.07 6.06

28 SAT 07.18 5.84 19.59 5.80

29 SUN 07.15 5.58 20.10 5.66

30 MON 08.40 5.49 21.41 5.87

31 TUE 10.18 5.82 22.48 6.29

NOVEMBER

1 WED 11.21 6.29 23.44 6.70

2 THU ** ** * ** 12.11 6.71

3 FRI 00.33 7.00 12.56 7.03

4 SAT 01.18 7.19 13.39 7.27

5 SUN 02.02 7.29 14.21 7.44

TIDES FOR OCTOBER TO NOVEMBER

6 MON 02.45 7.29 15.05 7.52

7 TUE 03.28 7.19 15.48 7.48

8 WED 04.11 6.98 16.33 7.29

9 THU 04.55 6.69 17.21 7.02

10 FRI 05.44 6.39 18.18 6.71

11 SAT 06.42 6.12 19.25 6.48

12 SUN 07.57 5.98 20.39 6.41

13 MON 09.15 6.04 21.51 6.49

14 TUE 10.29 6.26 23.03 6.67

15 WED 11.33 6.53 ** ** * **

16 THU 00.03 6.83 12.25 6.72

17 FRI 00.50 6.90 13.07 6.84

18 SAT 01.30 6.91 13.44 6.95

19 SUN 02.04 6.93 14.18 7.06

20 MON 02.36 6.96 14.51 7.11

21 TUE 03.06 6.93 15.24 7.04

22 WED 03.36 6.82 15.57 6.86

23 THU 04.06 6.65 16.29 6.66

24 FRI 04.36 6.46 17.03 6.46

25 SAT 05.11 6.27 17.43 6.27

26 SUN 05.52 6.07 18.30 6.09

27 MON 06.42 5.87 19.29 5.95

28 TUE 07.45 5.74 20.45 5.98

29 WED 09.14 5.83 22.00 6.25

30 THU 10.30 6.20 23.02 6.60

Copyright reserved: Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory.

As the nation celebrates another New Year, it’s agony for a cod angler…

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

I
started fishing almost 77 years ago 
so you can imagine the changes and funny 
things that I've seen happen during that
time. I promise you, every word of all the
stories I've told are true.

For instance, a pal of mine Byron Barawitzca
(no longer with us) and I decided to fish Blyth
pier in Northumberland. It was New Year’s
Eve and it was snowing heavily. 

We got to the wooden pier about 10pm
when there was at least a foot of snow on the
ground. We got as far the gate (in those days
you couldn't get past it) and tackled up.

Byron used an Apollo Hollow Steel 13ft rod
and a 12in Scarborough reel – we didn't fish
light in those days. We tackled up and cast out.
Nothing, not a bite! We kept checking the
baits and rebaiting.

After about two hours, Byron was making
another cast. You can imagine the weight of his
rod and reel, and as soon as he had cast out he
put the rod down, resting it on the railing, and 
was kneeling down, winding in the slack line.

LOW MOAN
The rod was between his legs when suddenly 
he got an almighty bite that lifted the rod 
off the ground and smacked him hard in the 
crown jewels. He didn't say a word, but after 
no more than five seconds he gave a low moan 
and, almost in slow motion, fell over on to his 
side, oblivious to the fact that his ear was full of 

snow and he was being covered in it.
By the way, just as he got that bite the

church bells started ringing in the New Year.
It certainly rang his bells! He lay there for 
almost 10 minutes, every now and then giving 
out a moan and sometimes what sounded 
like a little squeak. I was unable to be of any 
assistance because I was laughing so much. I’d 
swear he walked strangely for a couple of days 
afterwards.

On another occasion, there were about half 
a dozen of us who had been on Blyth pier for 
most of the day, getting some decent fish 

because there was a nice sea running. It was just 
getting towards dusk and we noticed a coaster 
out at sea heading towards the harbour. We 
watched the boat get closer and noticed it was 
being pushed around in a big way by the heavy 
seas. The closer it got, the more we doubted 
about it getting into the harbour entrance.

Suddenly we realised it wasn’t going to make 
the entrance and was coming straight towards 
us. It was a case of grab the rods (we didn't reel 
in) and bags, and run. The boat cut the pier in 
half and our fishing there was stopped for a 
long time afterwards. Q

WITH...
SAM HARRIS MBE
Veteran angler and 
presenter of a popular 
fishing show on radio
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•Star drag
•Magnetic casting
control
Weight: 16.8oz
Gear Ratio: 6:1
38” Per Crank
Max Drag: 24lb

•Capacit
20lb/27

•Cerami
Bearings
ABEC-7

•4 Carbon Drag
Washers

SG LEVER DRAG
Weight: 13.2oz

•Gear Ratio: 6:1
•38” Per Crank
•Max Drag 25lb
•Capacity: 300yds
of 0.40mm
(20lb mono)

Left Hand -
RRP £379.99
GP £339.99
Right Hand -
RRP £399.99
GP £319.99

SEIGLER REELS
(WERE TRUTH REELS)

£399.99
GERRY’S
£379.99

LG LEVER DRAG

•Weight: 20.2oz •Gear Ratio: 6:1

•52” Per Crank •Max Drag 35lb

•Capacity: 60 yds of 0.40mm
(20lb mon

Left Hand GP £399.99

Right H 349.99

•Weight: 10.95oz
•Gear Ratio: 6:1
•38” Per Crank
•Max Drag: Strike
18lb, Full 25lb

•Cap: Mono 20lb
(0.40mm) 300yds

Left Hand -
RRP £379.99
GP £339.99
Right Hand -
RRP £399.99
GP £319.99 MADE IN US

MADE IN THE USA

OUR WORD

IS OUR

GUARANTEE

BULLS E POWER AERO 14000 XSB

RAMPAGE
CONTINENTAL

14FT
• 80-120g
• Fuji low riders
• 3 piece • Hard Case
• + Penn Surfblaster II 7000
• Cap 330yds/15lb
• Salt water resistant
• 300 yds of Spiderwire

Dura Braid

RRP £279.99
COMBO PRIC

£219.99

RAMPAGE
CONTINENTAL

14FT
• 120-170G
• Fuji low riders
• 3 piece • Hard Case
• + Penn Surfblaster II 8000
• Cap 370yds/15lb
• Salt water resistant
• 300 yds of Spiderwire

Dura Braid

RRP £294.97

RAMPAGE
CONTINENTAL

15FT
• 170-225G
• Fuji low riders
• 3 piece • Hard Case
• + Penn Surfblaster II 8000
• Cap 370yds/15lb
• Salt water resistant
• 300 yds of Spiderwire

Dura Braid

RRP £304.97
COMBO PRICE

£239.99

RAMPAGE
13FT BEACH

• 4-6oz
• 3 piece
• Fuji BNOG guides
• Hard case
• + Penn Surfblaster II 7000
• Cap 330yds/15lb
• Salt water resistant
• 300 yds of Spiderwire

Dura Braid

RRP £249.97
COMBO PRICE

£194.99

RAMPAGE
15FT 9" BEACH

• 4-6oz
• 3 piece
• Fuji BNOG guides
• Hard case
• + Penn Surfblaster II 8000
• Cap 370yds/15lb
• Salt water resistant
• 300 yds of Spiderwire

Dura Braid

RRP £264.97
COMBO PRICE

£209.99

BEACH COMBO’S

S-LINE 656
CTMAG

SPORTSCAST
SHUTTLE 656
SC

AIRSPEED

TOUR AG 
656

Superb engineered,
cast great, 300yds x 15lb

NORM £139.99
GP £109.99

Bette
mag
1 piece frame, 300yds x 15lb

NORM £224.99
GP £199.99

ournam
djustm , p

floating spool 300yds x
NORM £269.99
GP £239.99

NO V I BLE
PE
5
Hi
ree
for
cast
on
both
UK
and
European
shores.

¶ Graphite frame and aluminium
reinforced graphite side plates

¶ Forged aluminium spool

¶ Indexed magnetic braking system

¶ 6 stainless steel shielded bearings

¶ Instant anti-reverse bearing

¶ HT-100 powered drag system

¶ Stainless steel main and pinion
gear

PENN MAG 3 515
Cap 250yds/15lb
RRP £169.99

GP £144.99
PENN MAG 3 525
Cap 300yds/15lb
RRP £179.99

GP £149.99
RRP £425.00 GP £369.99 RRP £449.99 GP £399.99

Features:
• High modulus carbon NRG

construction blank
• Fuji original DPS screw lock reel seat
• Fuji Alconite KWAG guides
• 4.35mtr/14ft 3” in length
• Ergonomic EVA shaped casting rear

grip

• Casting weight 100gr to 220gr
(optimum casting weight 170gr)

• Interchangable weights
• Spliced carbon tip for

superior bite detection

Designed in collaboration with the two-time world beach fishing champion, Alan
Price. The Airspeed Surf 435 has been designed primarily for for fishing beaches,
offering unrivalled casting power and tremendous bite detection for match and
pleasure anglers.

RRP £339.99 GP £319.99

The Power Aero Surf reel which will come in a
silver-ish version is an eye-catching reel for the
fanatic surf angler. Stocked with technological
features like strong HAGANE Gear and HAGANE
Body, X-Ship, one-piece bail, and the new X-Protect
this reel is designed to last for many years like a
true workhorse. The reel has a relatively small body
which gives the reel a compact feel.
The new Hi-Speed drag – which is even faster than
Instant Drag – enables you to switch instantly from
freespool mode to fight mode by only a very small
turn of the drag.
Features:
• Line lay 1 Speed Aero Wrap II Super Slow 5
• Bearings 8 S

A-RB + 1 RB
• Extra spool
• Body material

Diecast
aluminium

• Handle Single
machined
aluminium

• Waterproof
drag

• Spool materia
Cold forged
aluminium

• 4.3.1 ratio
• 440yds x 16lb

mono capacity

This reel is a t
long range ca
tool, with
its unique
Power AL
construction
it has
tremendous
cranking pow
so will be gre
for applying e
pressure with
fish. Along with one of the best
casting spools on the market and Shimano’s
patented X Aero Wrap line system this reel
is sure to be a big hit with long distance
casters, or anyone wanting the extra
distance with ease!
This reel will suit Sea or Carp or Pike anglers
wanting a quality reel that last for ever ,
even good for some bluewater species with
it powerful drag stopping power!
• 20kg drag fantastic torque control
• Cap: 300 yds of 60lb quality braid or

300yds of 15lb mono
• 8+1 stainless ball bearings
• Ratio 3.9-1
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EXCALIBUR TT 14ft 10” (4-8oz)
....................................NORM £650.00 GP £569.00
EXCALIBUR J CURVE 13ft 6” (4-7oz)
....................................NORM £540.00 GP £472.50
EXCALIBUR C CURVE 13ft 10” (4-8oz) ................
....................................NORM £514.50 GP £450.00
EXCALIBUR SRE (3-7oz)
....................13FT 8” NORM £514.50  GP £450.00
......................... 15FT NORM £549.00  GP £480.00
TIP TORNADO SPORT 13ft 6” (4-8oz)
....................................NORM £460.00 GP £399.99
TIP TORNADO SUPERMATCH 13ft 6” (4-7oz) 
....................................NORM £457.50 GP £399.99
TIP TORNADO MATCH 13ft 6” (4-7oz)  ...............
....................................NORM £450.00 GP £393.50
TIP TORNADO LOW DIAMETER SUPERMATCH 
13ft (3.5-6oz) ...........NORM £440.00 GP £385.00
KOMPRESSOR WR300 13ft (4-8oz) 
....................................NORM £495.00 GP £433.00

KOMPRESSOR SUPER SPORT SS
13ft 10” (4-8oz) .... NORM £460.00 GP £399.99
KOMPRESSOR SPORT S 13ft 10”
(4-7oz) ......................NORM £452.00 GP £395.50
ELIMINATOR T700 15FT
(4-7oz) .......................NORM £570.00 GP £499.99
ELIMINATOR T800 SGT 13ft 6”
(4-7oz)  ......................NORM £555.00 GP £485.00
ELIMINATOR T900 SGT 14ft 4”
(4-8oz) .......................NORM £595.00 GP £520.00
ELIMINATOR T1000 14FT 10” (4-8oz)
....................................NORM £685.00 GP £569.00
ELIMINATOR T1200 14FT 10”
(5-8 ) NORM £685 00 GP £599 99

 

UK
MADE

TRONIX COBRA TT SURF RODS
A continental rod designed for strong tides, bigger leads and
hard pulling fi sh. We love this rod but it’s not like your average continental, it’s got balls. The powerful blank will allow
you to hit bigger leads a long way with a simple overhead thump and it will sit brilliantly in the tide. This is ideal for
targeting Rays and Hounds during the summer or using as a continental Cod rod in the winter swells. Rated 4-8oz with
full Fuji fi ttings. 14ft … RRP £459.99 GP £449 99 15ft RRP £489 99 GP £479 99

TRONIX PIONEER 14FT SURF ROD
The Pioneer GT is Tronix’ new fl agship model, pushing the
boundaries of rod building technology using the most advanced materials available. It’s is the best continental 
rod we have ever seen and is as close to perfect as you can get for a do everything rod for the UK fi sherman. 
Fuji Torzite guides. Rated 4-8oz. RRP £919 99 GP £899 99

INJECTION GT
The pick of the range in our eyes.
The Injection GT is a real all rounder. It has a lovely crisp feeling in the cast and produces superb distances with
4 and 5oz leads. It also sits reasonably well in stronger tides. The rod is fi tted with a glass tip allowing you to see 
just about every nibble. Rated 4-7oz. Fuji fi ttings.
 14ft … RRP £174.99 GP £169.99   15ft … RRP £182.99 GP £177.99

BLASTRON TT 
If your after a powerful 
continental rod without
spending a fortune the Blastron is your choice. Its designed with a stiffer tip to match the two other sections 
allowing you to comfortably fi sh in rougher conditions than your average conti. In test the Blastron has put 5 
and 6 oz leads over 180 yards with a simple over head cast. Rated 4-8oz. Fuji fi ttings.
 14ft  RRP £154 99 GP £149 99  15ft  RRP £159 99 GP £154 99

BANZAI GT 14FT 
The banzai GT offers unrivalved
value for money a serious rod a   y  p   g          
match fi shing. Rated 4-7oz. RRP £94.99 GP £89.99

UK’S LEADING STOCKIST OF ZZIPLEX RODS!

Zziplex M4 GT. 13ft 4”, 4-8oz A Fast 
action rod fitted with a glass tip to aid 
bite registration. One of the best all 
round fishing rods available. 25mm butt, 
Equal section .............................................
............... Blank £429.99, Built £509.99

Zziplex M4 Hi-flex M A clean ground 
distance fishing rod. If you after 
getting over that sandbank at range 
and still want good bite registration, 
this is the rod for you. Popular with 
match fishermen. 24mm, equal section.
..............Blank £419.99, Built £509.99

Zziplex Profile GT. 13ft 3”, 4-6oz A 
wonderfully nice clean ground fishing 
rod fitted with a glass tip which is ideal 
when looking for smaller bites. 22mm 
butt, Equal section. ...................................
............... Blank £369.99, Built £449.99

Zziplex Profile Evo. 13ft 8”, 4-7oz 
This is a very slim fast action rod ideal 
for distance fishing over clean ground. 
It’s fitted with a stiff tip which makes it 
better for dealing with larger species. 
22mm Butt .................................................
............... Blank £349.99, Built £429.99

Zziplex TF 50/50. 13ft 4”, 4-7oz This is 
our best selling Zziplex. It’s any easy to 
use clean to mixed ground rod which will 
deal with most fish that swim around 
our coast. 23mm butt, equal section.
............... Blank £339.99, Built £419.99

Zziplex Evolution GT. 13ft 4”, 4-6oz 
New for 2016. This rod is just beautiful. It 
is an ideal summer rod suitable a host of 
situations over clean and mixed ground. 
Fitted with a glass tip for better bite 
registration. 24mm butt, equal section ...
............... Blank £389.99, Built £469.99

Zziplex Evolution CT. 13ft 4”, 4-6oz 
New for 2016. This rod is the same as the 
Evolution GT but fitted with a carbon 
tip which is stiffer making it ideal for 
specimen fish, Rays, Cod, Hounds etc. .....
............... Blank £389.99, Built £469.99

Zziplex TBR 14ft 6”, 4-8oz A new 
yle of rod designed for heavy ground 

ishing with Braid. It’s a powerful blank 
tted with a slightly softer tip with 
enefits the braid. Suitable for both 

Multi and Fixed spool. 26mm, Long tip
............... Blank £519.99, Built £599.99

Zziplex TRC. 14ft 6”, 5-8oz Made of
out new materials and resins which 
have produced an incredibly quick 
and responsive rod which has been 
achieving some incredible distances of 
316 yards. It is also suitable for mixed 
to rough ground. 25mm butt, longer tip
............... Blank £499.99, Built £579.99
Zziplex HSM 13ft 6”, 3-7oz HSM 
stands for ‘High Speed Match’ and as the 
name suggest it has a quick recovery but 
no overly stiff and fitted with a softer tip 
for great bite registration. 25mm butt, 
Longer tip ..................................................
............... Blank £429.99, Built £519.99 
Zziplex M427 A great mixed to rough 
ground rod ideal is ideal for winter 
Cod fishing and Specimen hunting off 
the rocks throughout the year. Quick 
recovery. 25mm butt, slightly longer tip. 
Zziplex M427 Hi-Flex. Designed for 
the same job as the standard M427 but 
with a slower recovery. Zziplex M427 
SU. Designed with a much stiffer butt 
section for field work ................................
............... Blank £419.99, Built £499.99
Zziplex Powertex Bass 12ft 8”, 3-5oz 
Without a doubt the best bass rod on the 
market. It’s ideal for fishing light beach 
fishing from low or high water. Fitted 
with a long 8ft 6” tip which makes it feel 
amazing in the cast. 20mm butt ..............
............... Blank £269.99, Built £349.99
Zziplex Sea Raider III GT. 10ft, 4-8oz 
Brand new for 2016. The ultimate 
uptider? We think so. It’s made out of 
brand new materials and resins to make 
it more responsive. It also features a glass 
tip to offer unrivalled bite registration ...
............... Blank £199.99, Built £279.99
Zziplex Equal Section Bass Rod GT 
(Glass Tip) 11ft 8". 2-4oz The soft 
tip gives beautiful bite registration and 
allows soft bait to be thrown a little 
harder without coming off. This will 
become one of the most sold rods of all 
time we are sure ........................................
............... Blank £269.99, Built £349.99 
Zziplex Equal Section Bass Rod CT 
(Carbon Tip) 11ft 8”. 2-5oz Slightly 
stiffer tip than the GT version, still 
with great bite registration, better for 
stonger tides. This will become one of 
the most sold rods of all time we are 
sure. ....... Blank £259.99, Built £339.99 

All Zziplex rods now come
with Fuji Alconite guides,
shrink tube, coasters + rod
bag. All professionally
finished in house in Zziplex

colours Red, White & Blue, but any custom build can be
accommodated just call for advice! Note: We can now offer
Fuji Titanium Torzite K Guides for the customer that wants the best!

FULL
RANGE OF

ZZIPLEX
RODS

AVAILABLE

VASS 175
TEAM
VASS
RED &
BLACK
OR
GREY &
BLACK
WINTER
EDITION
SMOCK
GP £85.95
SUMMER MODEL SMOCK AVAILABLE £66.95
•100% Waterproof •100% Breathable •Windproof •Thermal inner •Quilted lining •Hand warmer 
pockets •Refl ective shoulder/arm prints •Quad welded seems •Fold out storm hood with upgraded 
draw-cord •Large front pocket with Velcro and funnelled storm flap •Elasticated cuffs and lower hem
•Extended body length for improved water run off •Quick drying after a wet day! •Machine washable

VASS 175 TEAM VASS
WINTER WATERPROOF
BIB & BRACE GP £66.95
SUMMER MODEL AVAILABLE £55.95

• Ultra 
waterproof and 
windproof

•Breathable
• Ultra stretch for 
extra comfort

•Machine 
washable
•Dirt resistant
• Tear resistant 
and easy repair

•Lightweight
•  Sizes available:

S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
3X

VASS FLEECE
LINED BOOTS
GP £54.95

ASS R-BOOT
ce thermal wellie.

3/4 length for
wider calves

Sizes: 7-12
NON STUDDED SOLE GP £39.95

STUDDED SOLE GP £49.95

gned to keep you dry
e and time again no
tter how hard you
use it and how bad

he weather is. Smock
s complete with a 
hard wearing hood, 
elasticated cuffs and 
large front pocket.
Sizes – S 36-38”,
M 38-40”, L 40-43”,
XL 43-45”,
L 46-48”, XXXL 48-49”

Developed for the most hostile
sea fishing environments.
Using the tried and tested
Vass Boot. It’s very tough,
breathable and above all, in
many cases, up to three times
more waterproof than other 
breathable waders.
Sizes - 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

CLEATED SOLE
RRP £249.95 GP £239.99
STUDDED SOLE
RRP £269.99 GP £249.99

The hardest wearing wader we sell. PVC construction.
Complete with a superb boot and a host of other
features.
Sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 or 13

CLEATED SOLE RRP £109.99 GP £89.95
STUDDED SOLE RRP £119.99 GP £104.99

      VASS TEX
NOVA 700
CHEST WADERS
This durable PVC wader is our
best seller. It’s tough and
durable yet soft enough to

move freely. Complete with
a superb boot and loads of other features.
Highly rated. Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 or 13

CLEATED SOLE RRP £79.99 GP £69.99
STUDDED SOLE RRP £89.99 GP £79.99

VASS TEX SUPERNOVA
740 EVOCHEST WADERS   ®

NEW RANGE

         WINTER CLOTHING          WADERS
VASS 305-5L
HEAVY DUTY
BREATHABLE 
WADERS   ®
Very Tough!

NEW
IN!

®

TEAM VASS 350 HEAVY
DUTY SMOCK AND B+B
SMOCK £59.99   B&B £43.99

NEW



FATHOM
LD

SCORA’S

Hi-spec reels with serious grunt to
ensure they don’t let you down

under extreme pressure.

www.gerrysfishing.com/pricedrop

ISO
FLOTATION
SUIT
The ISO Flotation
suit has taken
another step
forward in
comfort and
durability.
This next
generation
suit offers the
comfort and
fit of a
normal jacket
but it will save your
life by keeping you
afloat. Tough outer shell in 210D Nylon Oxford
which is totally waterproof with a rating of
WP5000 and complete with high grade
flotation to not only keep you buoyant but
also warm.

THERMO
SUIT

proof
ylon

d suit

BEST
UIT WE
SELL

NEW

NEW

IMAX SIZE GUIDE
Chest sizes: •Small 29-36 •Med 37-42 •Large 41-46 •X-

Large 45-50 •XXL 49-54 •XXXL 53-57

Made from a on
piece fully mach
aluminum frame
4 ABEC-5 rated E
Japanese ball be g
Cap 510yds 20lb mono
(6.4:1 Ratio).

Their sublime performance is aided in the
advancement of carbon technologies, in this 
case the rods are made using Japanese Toray 
carbon fibre to produce rods with a particularly 

13ft 5 4 6oz RRP £299.99 NOW £249.99

13ft 5" 5-7oz RRP £329.99 NOW £264.99

14ft 5" 5-7oz RRP £349.99 NOW £279.99

OCEAN
THERMO
SMOCK

OCEAN
THERMO
JACKET

RRP £69.99 NOW £39.99
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

RRP £119.99 NOW £89.99

15LD Single Speed - RRP £209.99 
NOW £150.00
15LD 2 Speed - RRP £229.99

NOW £165.00
M-12 SINGLE SPEED - RRP £299.99

GP £199.99

RRP £129.99

SPECIAL OFFER £79.99
£99.99

Sizes: Medium, Large, X-large, XX-large, King & Giant

RRP £69.99   NOW £43.99
• Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

METALOID 
LEVER 
DRAG’S

Features 5+1 stainless
steel shielded ball
bearings, HT-100
carbon fi bre
drag system,
Saltwater
resistant

7000II
Cap
330yds/15lb

8000II
Cap
370yds/15lb

SURFBLASTER II
REELS

ZX SHORE RODS

The long cone shal  
allows the line to p
off effortlessly and
when retrieved the
worm-gear drive
with slow
oscillation lays the
line back on
the spool
perfectly
to ensure a
smoother and
longer cast.

80 -
Deep Spool Capacit
Med Spool Capacity: 260 yds x 15lb mono

 RRP £124.99 NOW £74.99
100 -
Deep Spool capacity: 360yds x 15lb mono
Med spool capacity: 320yds x 15lb mono

 RRP £129.99 NOW £79.99

ARX-40 POLE 2PC
THERMO SUIT

Introducing Imax's new ARX-40 Pole Thermo Suit. This has been 
designed to be the warmest, most durable fi shing suit ever 

d   It'  packed with a huge number of features to ensure
your dry and comfortably while fishing even in
temperatures down to - 40c!

RRP £249.99 NOW £199.99

Sizes:  S (33-38"), M (37-42"), L (42-44"),
XL (45-48"), XXL (49-54")

PRICE DROP MADNESS

MATCH
PRO

RRP £444.99

NOW 
£349.99

Anglers Serving Anglers
Fishing

For all your fishing tackle needs visit

www.gerrysfi shing.com
52-54 Marine Road West,Morecambe LA4 4EU

01524 
422146

FREE POST OVER £99


